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ABSTRACT	  

  

In December 2011, a year of celebrations regarding the 50th anniversary of the OECD came to an abrupt end in 

Busan, where the international community blew out the candle of aid effectiveness, which had been a defining 

feature of the international aid regime until then. This master’s thesis will apply a critical realist approach in 

combination with a Drivers of Change (DoC) analysis to explore the influence of China’s rise as a provider of 

development finance to Africa, on the Western aid system administered by the OECD’s Development Assistance 

Committee. The paper identifies the key structures, institutions, and agents of the Chinese aid model and the 

OECD aid system, respectively, and engages into a case-based analysis of the interplay between China’s Export-

Import Bank, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the bilateral DAC donor agencies in relation to 

the governments of Angola and Zambia. The two Southern African countries reveal differing stances of China and 

the OECD-DAC donors towards the use of conditionality, the concept of ownership, and the actual sectoral 

allocation of funds. The thesis shows how the Chinese aid model is winning popularity among African leaders, 

thereby putting pressure on the OECD donors. The governments of Angola and Zambia are found to primarily be 

interested in the attraction of FDI and the consolidation of their power; two demands China is delighted to 

accommodate. The increasing leverage of China in the developing world, and other emerging donors, has led to 

signs of a rhetorical change within the OECD donor community, following the 4th High Level Forum on aid 

effectiveness in Busan, towards a focus on ‘win-win’ cooperation based on trade relations, affecting waning 

political support for the principles of the Paris Declaration. Hence, the thesis concludes that China has had an 

influence on the changing nature of the OECD aid regime in the last decade. The future will tell whether the 

diminished political interest in aid effectiveness also translates into a further decrease of the importance of ODA in 

the post-Busan era.  
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1.	  Introduction	  
 
The practice of development assistance has been completely dominated by the developed countries of the 

West since the 1950s through a combination of bilateral and multilateral agreements, administered by the 

International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the UN organizations. Under the tutelage of the OECD, 

development aid has developed from the ‘one-size fits all’ Structural Adjustment Programs of the 1980s and 

early 1990s based on the Washington Consensus, towards a social sector approach, which recognizes that 

different development paths can lead to the desired outcome (Babb, 2012; Clift & Tomlinson, 2012). The 

changes were initiated with the introduction of the Millennium Development Goals, which emphasized 

poverty reduction and human development, and was reaffirmed by the Paris Declaration on Aid 

Effectiveness in 2005, which intended to put the developing countries in control of their own development, 

while the donors would provide budget support and technical assistance (OECD DAC, 2005). 

As the donors of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) were in the process of changing 

their approach, they began to face, previously unseen, competition from emerging economies, such as China 

and India. In particular, China, fuelled by decades of high economic growth and a desire to expand the scope 

of its international activities, has offered loans for infrastructure development to countries in Africa without 

the conditionality demands towards good governance and transparency, which have been traditionally 

attached to IMF and World Bank loans (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; Sautman & Hairong, 2007). China’s 

appearance on the international stage has given the African governments an alternative to Western financing, 

thereby limiting their dependence on the developed countries; many African countries have seized this 

opportunity. The rise of China, as a provider of development finance, has been challenging the OECD 

monopoly on development assistance, and has led to allegations from Western scholars and politicians that 

China may be practicing neo-colonialism, thereby taking advantage of the African continent’s rich natural 

resources. This interpretation of Chinese involvement is shared by Zambian vice-President Guy Scott; who, 

leading up to the 2006 Zambian election, described his country’s donor experience: “We’ve had bad people 

before. The whites were bad, the Indians were worse but the Chinese are worst of all” (Kragelund, 2012). 

 

1.1	  Research	  Question	  

The thesis will take on an exploratory approach with explanatory components to China’s involvement in the 

Southern African region with the aim of answering the following research question: 

 

How has the rise of China in the last decade influenced the nature of the international development aid 

regime, and what have been the implications for aid recipient countries in the Southern African region? 
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The rise of China is to be understood as China’s explosive economic growth since the introduction of 

economic reforms in the late 1970s and the country’s assumed role as an active donor in the last decade. As 

China, along other larger developing countries, has intensified issuing aid in the past ten years, it has put 

pressure on the on the international development aid regime, which is to be understood as the OECD-run 

community of bilateral donor countries, assembled in the Development Assistance Committee (DAC), and 

the multilateral financial organizations, most importantly the IMF and the Word Bank. Africa has been the 

most aid-dependent continent for decades, and due to the resource abundance of many African countries, the 

continent has received increasing attention from both China and the Western donors. Our research resolves 

around the Southern African region, which is comprised of the 15 member countries1 of the Southern 

African Development Community.   

Through a study of the aid and development finance strategies of the Western donors and China, 

respectively, combined with case studies of Angola and Zambia, two of the main African recipients of 

Chinese credit, we will explore the influence of Chinese loans on the economic and social development of 

the two cases, thereby giving us an in depth understanding of the impact of Chinese development assistance, 

on the ground. We will analyze the impact of the Western and Chinese approaches, respectively, in order to 

explore whether the emergence of China has led to changes in the Western aid regime, as evidenced in 

Angola and Zambia. 

The analysis and discussion will be conducted in accordance with an altered version of the Drivers of 

Change (DOC) analytical model of the British Department for International Development, which has gained 

significance in the international development community and emphasizes the importance of structures, 

institutions, and agents, and the interrelationship between these factors for change processes. Fundamental 

issues of structure and human agency in politics have rarely been addressed in the development context, and 

therefore this thesis intends to provide the reader with more insight into the interplay of the two, by studying 

its effects on the rules of the game and the ability of leaders and elites, and other actors, to influence these. 

The thesis will identify these factors for China, the OECD-DAC aid system and the two case countries, 

before analyzing the interactions between the factors of the three systems. In order to be able to give a well-

researched and comprehensive answer to our research question, we will focus on the following sub-

questions: 

• How has China’s approach towards aid developed and why has it gained momentum in the last 

decade? 

• How and why has the OECD-DAC aid changed in the last decade? 

                                                
1 Southern African Development Community members (SADC) are Angola, Botswana, Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho, 
Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
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• How has aid from China and OECD countries affected recipient countries’ development in Angola 

and Zambia in the last 10 years? 

1.2	  The	  Research	  in	  Context	  

During the past two decades the international aid regime has been going through structural changes, moving 

away from a focus on the privatization and trade liberalization of the Washington Consensus, towards 

“reforms that were more institutional in nature and targeted at problems of ‘Good Governance’” (Rodrik, 

2007: 17). These reforms initiated a movement towards an increased focus on social development by 

targeting poverty reduction and pro-poor growth through the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper introduced 

by the IMF and the WB (Ruckert, 2010). With the introduction of the PD principles, the OECD-DAC aid 

regime emphasized aid effectiveness, which focuses on recipient countries taking ownership of their 

development strategies and donors providing support through a harmonized donor approach and alignment 

with developing countries’ national strategies. 

 

There are several contextual issues that must be considered and dealt with before delving in to a research 

area of this size, as well as during the process. First of all, it is crucial to realize that China, as an 

authoritarian state, does not conform to the same principles of openness and transparency, which is 

considered customary in Western democracies and international organizations, such as the UN and the 

OECD. Subsequently, official data and exact figures of Chinese aid, both domestically and abroad, are not 

available. Hence, numbers on Chinese involvement, for instance, in African countries will often be estimates 

based on a combination of communications from African governments and IOs, academic studies, and media 

reports (Strange et al., 2013). While this does not necessarily leave researchers with accurate numbers, it still 

does allow for qualified assessments. 

The second issue of consideration is related to the scope of the research project. During the past decade and a 

half, China has become deeply involved on the African continent and is today financially involved, on 

varying scales, in 53 of 56 African countries (Parks et al., 2013). At the same time China is involved in both 

concessional and commercial lending to infrastructure development, as well as, development aid in line with 

the Western concept of Official Development Assistance (ODA), while a plethora of Chinese companies, 

both state-owned and private, are engaged in FDI projects across the continent (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; 

Fues & Liu, 2011). These facts dictate that a study of China’s African involvement in its entirety would be 

an undertaking that far exceeds the allowed scope of a master thesis. In order to allow ourselves to conduct a 

research project about China’s involvement in Southern Africa, without compromising the quality and depth 

of the analysis, we have had to make some concessions. As a result we adjusted the scope of our research in 

two regards; first, we have limited our empirical study to two countries. Angola and Zambia, both, have 

immense resource endowments and are heavily involved with the Chinese on a number of levels. However, 
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the cases also represent two different approaches to dealing with China, as well as their relationship with the 

Western donors is highly differentiated. These characteristics allow us to conduct a nuanced analysis of the 

competing involvements of China and the OECD-DAC donors. The second concession towards the scope is 

related to the type of involvement we study, as mentioned above, China, as the West, is involved in 

development finance, aid and FDI. In order to adjust the scope of the research the thesis only focuses on the 

aid relationships between Africa and China, and the OECD-DAC member, respectively. While focusing, 

exclusively, on aid, which is clearly defined by the OECD-DAC through the concept of ODA, allows us to 

limit the scope of our research, it also presents us with a conundrum; as China’s perception of aid differs 

from ODA. In turn, China does not conform to the ODA definition of aid, but relies mostly on concessional 

loans and, to some extent, commercial loans into its definition of aid. While data on Chinese aid to Africa, in 

ODA terms, is accessible through the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation Action Plans (Hon et al., 2010), it 

is very limited in scope and would therefore result in a very limited base of analysis. Thus, in order to 

broaden the scope of the analysis, we will include Chinese concessional loans, provided by the China 

Export-Import Bank, in our analysis, as the extent of these loans is far greater than that of Chinese ‘aid’, and 

as these loans are the main source, through which, China challenges the Western donors’ dominance in 

Africa. 

 

1.3	  Thesis	  Outline	  

Throughout the course of this master’s thesis we will explore the nature of the Chinese and the Western 

donors’ involvement in Angola and Zambia, respectively, along the lines of our altered DoC model. In turn, 

providing a nuanced analysis of the interactions between China and the OECD-DAC donors in the Southern 

African region, will allow us to provide a coherent and well-research assessment of China’s influence on 

OECD-DAC aid regime. 

The thesis will be structured as follows: Chapter 2 will present critical realism as our methodological 

approach and outline its impact on our analysis. Chapter 3 will present the intricacies of the DoC analytical 

framework, while introducing our altered version of it. Chapter 4 offers an in depth presentation of China’s 

aid model, along the three features of the DoC model. Chapter 5 provides a similar presentation of the 

OECD-DAC aid system2. Chapter 6 contains an overview of the key features of Angola and Zambia, before 

engaging into an analytical discussion of Chinese and OECD-DAC donors’ involvement in the two 

countries. Ultimately, chapter 7 deals with the influence of China’s rise as a donor on the Western aid 

regime. Chapter 8 concludes and offers a brief discussion of the limitations of the conducted research, 

leading to suggestions for further research.  

                                                
2 The OECD-DAC aid system refers to all the structural, institutional and agency facets that characterize the system of Western 
bilateral donors. In contrast, when speaking of the OECD-DAC aid regime, we only focus on the institutions box of our DoC model.    
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2.	  Methodology	  

How a researcher comprehends what happens in the world, depends on the chosen philosophy of science. 

Whether made explicit or not, researchers have certain views towards the nature of reality. A particular way 

of understanding world affairs lies underneath any given research design and influences the researcher’s 

choice of methods and techniques that are eventually used to understand social phenomena. Today, there is a 

consensus in social science research that “no technique or method of investigation […] is self-validating” 

and that therefore explanation, reflection and delineation is required (Hughes, 1990: 11; in Moses & 

Knutsen, 2007: 5 ). Yet social science is dominated by two opposing philosophical paradigms3, positivism 

and interpretivism – often referred to as constructivism. Both philosophies of science represent 

fundamentally different world views based on assumptions that are commonly viewed as mutually exclusive. 

In the following, the two perspectives are briefly presented, in order to better understand why we have 

chosen critical realism (CR) as our philosophy of science defining the ontological, epistemological and 

methodological basis of this analysis. CR allows escaping the inherent dichotomy of the debate surrounding 

the predominant meta-theories, and helps to bridge aspects of positivism and interpretivism in the practice of 

research. 

 

The central tenet of positivism is the application of models and methods of the natural sciences to the study 

of the social world that is considered to be “composed of relatively concrete empirical artefacts and 

relationships” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 9).  Durkheim calls these relationships ‘social facts’ that are ‘out 

there’ in a concrete social reality existing “outside of men’s consciousness” and capable of rational scientific 

investigation (Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 9C). Consequently, positivism is characterized by a realist, 

foundationalist ontology and relatively ‘deterministic’ views of human nature (Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 7-9; 

Grix, 2004: 80). Epistemologically, positivism aims at discovering scientific universal laws that can be tested 

empirically against the facts, seeking to explain and govern what happens in the observable social world by 

searching for regularities and causal relationships (Pugh, 1983: 44-45). In that sense, positivists “subordinate 

ontology to epistemology – what exists is a function of what can be known experientially” (Wendt, 1987: 

352). Ultimately, the accumulation of objective knowledge is the central agenda of positivist research. Thus, 

positivism uses empirical, rational and holistic ‘nomothetic’ methodologies (Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 7-9). 

 
Constructivism sees reality as socially constructed by people, through institutional systems, practices, and 

shared meanings. The main assumption behind social constructivism is that there is no reality independent 

from our knowledge of it (Grix, 2004: 83). Constructivism rejects universalizing ideas and long-established 

concepts such as truth, objectivity, reason, and unbiased scientific knowledge (Crowther & Green, 2004: 

                                                
3 Paradigms are understood in Kuhnian terms that ”in accepting the assumptions of one, we defy the assumptions of all the 
others”(Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 25).  Please note that both positivism and interpretivism are umbrella terms for several schools of 
thought.  
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149). The attempt to impose unchangeable laws on the thoughts and social behavior of changeable humans is 

seen as an impossible endeavor. The social order is interpreted as “a human product, more precisely, an 

ongoing human production” (Berger & Luckmann, 1966: 70). Thus, constructivism is an anti-positivist 

position based on an anti-foundationalist ontology (Grix, 2004: 83). In particular, social constructivists stress 

how language influences the way people relate to their environment and society. Therefore, the constructivist 

scientific project is not interested in explanation, but focuses on uncovering the constructions that social 

actors make in order to understand reality. 

 

2.1	  Critical	  Realism:	  Bridging	  the	  Philosophical	  Divide	  

According to Gorski (2013: 659) “[critical] realism seems like the only way forward if one wishes to call off 

the search for ‘general laws’ without simply abandoning the goal of causal explanation”. CR is a relatively 

new orientation in philosophy of science established in the 1970s that can be seen as a bridge-building effort 

working around the tensions between the two more conventional paradigms. Due to our confidence in CR’s 

basic tenets and fundamental assumptions, the paper takes on a critical realist position to the social world, 

which is presented in the following sub-section. 

 

2.1.1	  Ontology,	  Epistemology	  and	  Methodology	  

Similar to positivists, critical realists assume that there is a tangible world ‘out there’. They, however, also 

believe that there is no way that such an assumption can ever be verified or falsified, as social constructivists 

are ready to argue (Easton, 2010: 119). That is why phenomena in the social world are seen as ‘intrinsically 

meaningful’, which have to be understood and cannot be measured or counted. Hence, according to CR there 

is always a constructivist element in social science (Sayer, 2000; in Easton, 2010: 122-123). In contrast to 

constructivists, nevertheless, critical realists argue that although the world is socially constructed, the ‘real’ 

world breaks through and sometimes destroys the stories and narratives that we create in order to understand 

and explain the situations we research. 

Ontologically, CR behaves as if the world was real, that all we experience is “just the tip of an iceberg but 

that doesn’t mean that the invisible three-quarters is not there or is unconnected to what we see” (Easton, 

2010: 123). Therefore, critical realist ontology is more complicated in the sense that the world is 

differentiated, consisting not only of accidental events, but also objects, including embedded structures that 

can be hidden or not, which have powers and liabilities capable of generating events that form regular 

patterns or not (Easton, 2010: 120). Critical realists speak of a ‘stratified’ world consisting of three different 

domains: the real, the actual, and the empirical. Whereas the real refers to the structures and powers of 

objects – also referred to as mechanisms, the actual refers to what happens if and when those powers (or 

mechanisms) are activated, to what they do and what eventuates when they do. The empirical is defined as 
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the domain of experience and observable events, and insofar although observability may make us more 

confident about what we think exists, existence itself does not depend on it (Sayer, 2000: 12). Thus, CR 

states that the reality the scientists attempts to study is larger than the empirical domain (Danermark, 2002: 

199). Therefore, CR accounts for the fact that some structures or entities may not be observable, thereby 

accepting a causal criterion (Collier, 1994a; in Sayer, 2000: 12). In contrast to positivism, though, Sayer 

(2000: 14-16) claims that finding explanation by searching for regularities and ‘social laws’ is not possible 

due to the fact that the “absence of regular associations between ‘causes’ and ‘effects’ should be expected”.	  

At best, the researcher may find candidates for causal mechanisms, which can, however, play out differently 

depending on the context. Compared to positivism, CR gives more weight to ontology and “understands that 

ontologies are fallible” (Gorski, 2013: 665). 

 

From an epistemological perspective, since there is no definitive criteria to judge the ‘truth’ of a particular 

research, CR “relies on the researcher to collect further data that helps to distinguish among alternative 

explanations and on the community of researchers to debate them thoroughly” and ensure the ‘best’ 

interpretation made (Easton, 2010: 122-123). Although knowledge is not immune to empirical check and 

may explain material practice quite successfully, it may still not be neutral since observation is fallible. 

Easton (2010: 124) claims that “[…] any explanations are necessarily fundamentally interpretist in 

character”. Haraway argues (1991; in Sayer, 2000: 90) that “[critical] realists can happily accept […] 

social constructionism, while noting that the social character of knowledge does not mean that it cannot 

successfully identify real objects (including social constructions) which exist independently of the 

researcher. Knowledge, though situated, can, in some sense, be objective”. In essence, CR views scientific 

knowledge as provisional and fallible descriptions of structures and powers, thus “ontology and taxonomy 

are more central to scientific progress than epistemology or generality” (Gorski, 2013: 669). 

 

It is important to stress from the outset that CR is not a method, nor does it offer a specific set of methods. It 

is a philosophy of science, “a theory of what (good) science is and does” (Gorski, 2013: 660; Danermark, 

2002: 150 ). The key methodological principle is that questions regarding the choice of method should 

primarily be related to the nature of the object under study and the overall purpose of the study. This 

provides the researcher with flexibility, which may engage in mixed methodologies depending on the nature 

of the object. In contrast to positivism’s empiricist methodology, CR uses a ‘retroductive’ view of 

“identifying the underlying causal mechanisms which physically generated the phenomenon”, instead of 

inferring generalizations about observable regularities (Wendt, 1987: 353). 
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2.1.2	  The	  Structure-‐Agency	  Problem	  

Although human agency is the only moving force behind the actions, events, and outcomes in society, it is 

conditioned by concrete circumstances. Agency is commonly understood to refer to the capacity of actors, 

such as individuals and organizations, to shape their environment. Defining structure is a bit less simple, 

because it can be thought of in a number of dimensions. Commonly, structure is seen as the environment in 

which action takes place. This structural context may, however, be material conditions, such as the question 

whether a national economy is resource-abundant or -redundant, geopolitical contexts, formal institutions, or 

even informal rules that shape behavior, such as culture (Leftwick, 2010: 96). For agents, structure can be 

both enabling and constraining. Researchers, therefore, face the structure-agency problem, which “refers to 

the difficulties of developing theory that successfully meets both demands” (Dessler, 1989: 443). In general, 

all social scientific theories at least implicitly employ a solution to this problem through assigning different 

weights to the causal powers of agents and their structural contexts. According to Wendt (1987: 338), the 

crucial ”problem with all this is that we lack a self-evident way to conceptualize these entities and their 

relationship”. Thus, there are a variety of different conceptualizations, each reflecting the particular 

philosophical commitments of the underlying meta-theory. Consequently, from an epistemological 

perspective the structure-agency debate is a central epiphenomenon of the social sciences because the ‘right’ 

solution simply does not exist. Positivism, for example, reduces this problem by assigning superior causal 

explanatory power to structural factors, or social facts, which constrain social action. Most structuralist 

theories, for example neorealism and structural regime theory, thus make the powers of agents “ontologically 

primitive” by merging agency with structure (Wendt, 1987: 339). On the other hand, agency theories, such as 

social constructivism, are based on the same manipulative procedure, though in the other direction. 

Consequently, agency and structure are seen in either way as two elements of the same process, thus 

structures are considered to not exist separately from individuals. 

 

In contrast, CR recognizes that structure and agency are two different but interrelated phenomena. Instead of 

conflating structure and agency, CR is rather ”giving them equal and therefore irreducible ontological 

status” and thus autonomous and independent powers (Wendt, 1987: 339; Danermark, 2002: 179). In 

contrast to constructivists, critical realists apply Archer’s method of ‘analytical dualism’ 4  (1995; in 

Danermark et al., 2002), which considers the structures of social reality as always preexisting givens, so 

actors cannot create or construct them instantaneously. In that way agents have to use the existing structures 

in society, and more precisely their generative mechanisms (Danermark et al., 2002: 180). In so doing, 

agents “can either reproduce the existing institutions or change them” (Leca & Naccache, 2006: 633). 
                                                
4 Archer’s model is based on Bhaskar’s transformational model of structure and agency from 1993, and elaborates the idea that the 
interplay between social structure and agency takes place over time and is therefore ‘emergent’ or transformational. The term 
‘dualism’ refers to the stratified nature of the world, that structure and agency are different phenomena with separate powers and 
properties (Danermark et al., 2002: 181). The fact that the different strata of structure and agency may not be empirically detected 
renders the social scientific inquiry ‘analytical’. 
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Contrary to positivism, with the incorporation of agency, an interpretivist element is introduced in the 

explanatory schemes of researchers (Kerr; 2003; in Grix, 2004: 85). Social scientific work should therefore 

study structure and agency separately for analytical purposes, thereby facilitating research (Hay, 2002; 

Archer et al., 1998; in Grix, 2004: 86). Merely studying one side or the other, is not enough for critical 

realists, who are interested in the interplay between them (Danermark et al., 2002: 181). Figure 1 in 

Appendix I, illustrates the processual character of the relation between structure and agency. Archer (1995: 

65; in Danermark et al., 2002: 182) believes: “The most productive contribution to social practice that social 

science can make, we conclude, is the examination of social structures, their powers and liabilities, 

mechanisms and tendencies, so that people, groups and organizations may consider them in their interaction 

and so – if they wish – strive to change or eliminate existing social structures and to establish new ones.” 
 

2.1.3	  Open	  Systems	  	  

According to positivist traditions, society as a system is assumed to have observable ‘needs’ that are 

necessarily geared to survival and equilibrium (Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 26). The theory of closed systems is 

inspired by physics and is only concerned with the internal relationships of a system that is seen as “self-

perpetuating” without the need for any “outside energy or resources” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 24). Given 

these conditions, a closed system must eventually obtain an equilibrium state (Pareto, in Burrell & Morgan, 

1979: 24). The theory paints an isolated picture of society that is often criticized for its inherent conservative 

tendency. Society is, therefore, only characterized by harmony and internal consistency without the 

production of conflict (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952; in Burrell & Morgan, 1979: 52). The isolation from its 

environment makes change impossible and an eventual collapse of the system possible. 

 

For critical realists a closed system could only be at hand “when reality’s generative mechanisms can 

operate in isolation and independently of other mechanisms – closed systems require non-change” 

(Danermark, 2002: 66). Critical realists argue that, unlike in controlled experiments in natural sciences, 

social systems are inherently open and chaotic. Therefore, we cannot isolate individual components of the 

social world and consistent regularities of events. In contrast, events arise from the workings of mechanisms 

that derive from the structures of objects, which are usually not stable, and they take place within geo-

historical contexts, which are by no means constant (Sayer, 2000: 12-15). Easton (2010: 121) argues that, 

contrary to positivist systems theory, the “social world is only understood through the connections between 

the people that comprise a society not by studying the individuals in isolation”. 
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2.1.4	  Causality,	  Context	  and	  Social	  Mechanisms	  	  	  

In the ‘open systems’ of human society, the same causal power can produce different outcomes, and 

sometimes, different causal mechanisms can produce the same result (Sayer, 2000: 15). Context is therefore 

crucial and “any critical realist study must be contextualized” (Leca & Naccache, 2006: 631). Given that the 

world is complex and stratified, open systems reveal the problem of prediction of social events and 

processes, as law-like regularities do not exist, only sporadic tendencies (Danermark, 2002: 68). Thus, there 

is only a low degree of certainty, but a high degree of fallibility and change. Because of this open-system 

nature of society, Gorski (2013: 665-668) sees the necessity to give up the positivist definition of causality. 

For critical realists, real life causality never manifests itself as a “constant conjunction” between observable 

events. Nor is causality activated by the intentions and ambitions of social actors. Rather to explain 

something is to discover the powers, tendencies and structures that produced it. Because events are not 

predictable before they actually happen in open systems, the future is open; events depend on contingent 

conditions, thus things might go in many different ways (Sayer, 2000: 10). 

 

CR claims that the world first and foremost consists of mechanisms not events (Bhaskar, 1975: 47), thus 

satisfactory explanation requires providing a description of those mechanisms (Machamer et al., 2000: 1). 

CR takes its entry point on the basic assumption that objects in reality possess causal powers, that is, 

generative mechanisms (Danermark, 2002: 189). For Bhaskar (1978; in Easton, 2010: 122) mechanisms are 

“nothing other than the ways of acting of things”. Mechanisms are composed of both entities (with their 

powers) and activities. The former are the structured things that engage in activities, whereas the former are 

the producers of change or events (Machamer et al., 2000: 3; Easton, 2010: 122). As seen in the last sub-

section, these mechanisms underlie the flux of reality that may be actualized, though we rarely empirically 

identify them. Bhaskar (1975: 47) writes that social mechanisms are “the intransitive objects of scientific 

theory” and that although we are “not doomed to ignorance”, “neither are we spontaneously free”. In the CR 

tradition mechanisms do not need to be linear or logical, instead they can be “linguistic in nature and 

metaphorical” (Easton & Araujo, 1993; in Easton, 2010: 122). 
	  

2.2	  Research	  Design	  

Sayer (2000) suggests two broad types of research methodologies: ‘extensive’ and ‘intensive’ research. The 

former employs large-scale surveys, formal questionnaires and statistical analyses, and looks for regularities, 

patterns and similarities. The latter focuses on individual agents in context using interviews, ethnography and 

qualitative analysis. It looks for causal explanations that are however limited to the situation studied. CR is 

primarily in line with intensive research. Our analysis fits into the intensive school of research design with a 

particular focus on explanation of deep structures and processes, change and the relations between objects 
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and events. After having explained the basic tenets of CR, this section will justify its use within the 

framework of this thesis and the other related methodological choices. 

 

2.2.1	  Process	  of	  Retroduction	  	  

Retroduction is CR’s methodological tool that pragmatically combines elements from inductive and 

deductive research (Ragin, 1994). Through retroduction a researcher is asked to “moving backwards”, and 

engage in an iterative process of asking questions, such as “what must be true in order to make this event 

possible?” and “what caused those events to happen?” (Easton, 2010: 122-123). Retroduction is a process 

aimed at identifying mechanisms that explain what caused particular events to occur. It further helps 

researchers to find explanations for social phenomena identifying entities and mechanisms that connect them 

and combine to cause events to occur (Easton, 2010: 122). To arrive at this point, CR uses also ‘abductive’ 

interference, a form of ”interference that theoretical terms refer to real but unobservable entities and 

processes […], in case the entity in question can produce observable effects” (Wendt, 1987: 352). 

Consequently, retroduction highlights the interplay of theory and evidence as the central task for social 

research (Ragin, 1994). 

 

2.2.2	  Quality	  of	  Sources	  

This thesis makes use of mostly qualitative data and secondary literature, primarily consisting of academic 

articles and official reports and documents from governments, bilateral and multilateral organizations. Thus, 

the lion’s share of this thesis deals with reanalyzing data that have already been collected for other purposes. 

In particular, the three types of organizations listed collect data and publish official statistics, to different 

degrees, to support their operations. Because the research project requires analysis at national and 

international level, the paper is dependent on secondary data to answer the research question. The literature 

on China’s involvement in Africa has to be understood as a continuum based on the bias of the author 

(Kragelund, 2014b). On one end of the continuum are the official Chinese government publications, which 

often have a highly promotional nature and use grand narratives to describe Chinese foreign engagement. 

The Chinese government’s White Paper on China’s African Policy, for example, reads as follows: “China 

and Africa have all along sympathized with and supported each other in the struggle for national liberation 

and forged a profound friendship” (People’s Republic of China, 2006: Part II). On the other end of the 

spectrum, we find highly China critical Western scholars who depict China as a neo-colonial resource 

extractor without any concern for African economic and social development. The bulk of the literature is 

spread across the continuum with the ‘truth’ residing around the middle, although most scholars are placed in 

the vicinity of either end (Kragelund, 2014b). The biased nature of the literature, one way or another requires 
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Figure	  2:	  Composition	  of	  Sources	  	  

the researcher to be critical towards her findings and preferably seek confirmation from other sources before 

blindly accepting certain claims. 

 

Our research design consists of two qualitative interviews: (1) an 1:06:09 h interview with Niels Dabelstein, 

an outspoken aid practitioner and prominent figure in the PD agenda, and (2) another 1:15:10 h interview 

with prolific academic Peter Kragelund, who has a special focus on Zambia and Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), 

a more indebt presentation of our interview subjects can be found in Appendix II. The exact composition of 

sources is broken down in Figure 2. The objective to conduct the two interviews was to close gaps in 

secondary literature and get a better understanding of the participants’ personal interpretations of the events 

in the practice of development aid throughout the last decade. In this way the two interviews enabled us to 

gather reliable and ‘inside’ information, which contributed substantially to answering our research questions. 

Both interviews were ‘face to face’ and followed a semi-structured scheme. The conversations were 

respectively recorded in the two Danish cities Copenhagen and Roskilde in the spring of 2014. 

Semi-structured interviews are ‘nonstandardised’, where the interviewer will in fact prepare a list of themes 

and questions, but the order of questions may vary depending on the flow of the conversation and the 

participant’s preferences (Saunders et al., 2009: 320). Furthermore, this type of interview provides the 

researcher with the opportunity to ‘probe’ answers and understand the meanings that the participant ascribes 

to the studied phenomena (Saunders et al., 2009: 324). In this sense, semi-structured interviews served as the 

optimal tool for our purposes, to test our preliminary explanations with the interviewees on the one hand and 

to explore their own interpretations of events on the other hand. In addition, the latter feeds back to our 

critical realist approach, which adopts an interpretivist epistemology. According to Smith & Elger (2012: 

14), interviews conceptualized along CR lines “involve interviewer and respondent engaging in a fluid 

interactive process to generate a set of responses which formulate perspectives, observations, experiences 

and evaluations pertinent to an overall research agenda”. In particular, our interview with Niels Dabelstein, 

a professional evaluator, encouraged the interviewee to think aloud and reflect about the current state of the 

PD, thereby providing us with rich and authentic data from a practitioner’s perspective. 
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2.2.3	  Case	  Research	  

In chapter 6 case research is used, which belongs to the arsenal of the intensive research method. Case 

studies offer the possibility of studying a defined situation in great detail (Easton, 2010: 119). Generally, 

case studies have a positivist element in observing at the empirical level and then moving to a level of 

generality (Moses & Knutsen, 2007: 139). CR as a philosophy of science is yet particularly well suited as a 

companion to case research. It legitimates the study of any situation, regardless of the numbers of research 

units involved, but only if the process involves thoughtful in-depth research with the objective of 

understanding why things are as they are (Easton, 2010: 119). Easton (2010: 119) defines case study based 

research as “a research method that involves investigating one or a small number of social entities or 

situations about which data are collected using multiple sources of data and developing a holistic 

description through an iterative research process”. A look at our research question helps us to align the use 

of case studies with our conceptual framework, since case studies are perfectly suited for how and why 

questions based on an exploratory approach, on the one hand, and an explanatory ambition on the other. Case 

research allows the researcher to tease out and disentangle a complex set of factors and relationships, albeit 

in one or a small number of instances. That is why the flexibility of case research is highly appreciated by 

the authors. 

 

2.2.4	  Criteria	  and	  Choices	  for	  Analytical	  Framework	  

Taking the research question as the point of departure, the purpose of this study is to investigate the 

underlying mechanisms of the complex phenomenon development aid, a specific policy area, which has 

changed over time caused by several events and their inter-relationships. On the one hand, we believe in a 

world that has structural features along positivist lines generating effects, which can be observed and may be 

the source of explanation of specific outcomes. On the other hand, we acknowledge the ‘interpretivist’ 

postulation that this ‘outside’ world is often not readily accessible to us and that the understanding of it 

depends to a large extent on our interpretation of it. Sketched on an international relations (IR) plane, albeit 

accepting realist assumptions of an international system structure, with coercive powers, characterized by 

anarchy and uncertainty, we still believe that we are living in a complex and interconnected world influenced 

by agents’ normative capabilities. Therefore, in order to conduct an in-depth analysis of a multi-faceted 

element of social reality, which development aid is, we need to look beyond the surface. To do that we must 

be able to bridge the structure-agency dichotomy – all the actors in the field of development assistance face 

structural constraints, which may vary depending on contexts, but they also enjoy degrees of freedom, some 

to a higher and others to a lower extent. Therefore, we have to acknowledge the positivist-constructivist 

debate and attempt to reconcile the strengths and weaknesses of both camps to be able to recognize the equal 

worth of each, regardless of apparent tensions between those two world views (Wendt, 1987: 354). As seen 

in the previous sections CR aims at doing all that and is therefore the optimal candidate for this paper’s 
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explanatory framework guiding the research project. Sayer (1992; in Danermark et al., 2002: 69) argues that 

“abstract theory analyses objects in terms of their constitutive structures, as parts of wider structures and in 

terms of their causal powers. Concrete research looks at what happens when these combine”. Thus, any 

consideration of research method quickly runs into issues on the relation between theory and empirical 

observation and how phenomena are conceptualized (Sayer, 1992; in Danermark et al., 2002: 115). In order 

to get from the more abstract concepts of CR to a more concrete theoretical frame of analysis, we have to 

reflect on a number of requirements and choices for such an analysis at hand. 

 

Open Systems and Change 

This thesis departs from the observation that the field of development assistance has become increasingly 

complex in the last decade. It is embedded in an open system full of complexity and unpredictability; a 

system with a lot of other structures and their generative mechanisms that interact with other mechanisms, 

which either cooperate or block the focal structure and its dynamics. CR offers the authors an alternative “to 

reduce in thought the complex empirical reality, by means of abstraction” (Danermark et al., 2002: 68). 

Therefore, a theoretical framework has to enable the researcher to abstract out components and influences, 

consider how they combine and interact, in order to return to the actual multi-faceted object, development 

aid, and make sense of it (Sayer, 2000: 15). Compared to positivism’s aversion towards conflict, CR allows 

accounting for change in society and analyzing these mechanisms of change over time. This faculty is 

particularly important for considerations regarding the practice of development aid, which predominantly 

deals with reform efforts by nature, and which itself has gone through changes in the last decade. 

 
Structure-Agency and Social Mechanisms 

One of the key requirements for our analysis is to assign equal ontological status to structure and agents. 

Otherwise explaining change in the world is reduced to only one side of the spectrum. The research has to 

analyze the defining features of the OECD-DAC system and the China model and proceed to thinking 

through how interaction between these structures and other mechanisms could lead to changes in their 

properties, to total dissolution or even to new structures. In addition, the research project requires to study 

the agents of the two systems and their actions possessing some power to change the systems (Gorski, 2013: 

667). Furthermore, institutions play a significant role in development assistance. It is important to note at the 

outset that conceptualizing institutions from a critical realist point of view is not an easy exercise. As seen 

earlier, institutions in society can be seen as rules or guides to action. In this way, they might be associated 

with structure, constraining features of human activity. Importantly, however, institutions are constructed 

phenomena, but they can still have substantial independence and ontological status depending on the degree 

of objectification (Sayer, 2000: 91). It is easy to see why institutions present a challenge to the researchers, 

since they may be structure-like but yet socially constructed. In this paper, though, we do not want to make 
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the mistake of conflating structure and agency, as done in Giddens’ structuration5 theory. We believe that 

structure does exist separately from agents. CR’s concept of social mechanisms serves to make the fit 

between CR philosophy and the less abstract institutions of the OECD-DAC regime and China’s institutional 

principles. In this way institutions can be viewed as the outcome as well as the medium of action, while 

keeping structure and agents separate in the analysis. Section 3.1.3 will further explain the role of institutions 

in the chosen theoretical framework.  

 

	  Retroduction and Conceptualization 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1 the retroductive method helps us to abstract the complex object of this study. 

Within the CR framework, theories are not necessarily regarded as ordering frameworks but as 

conceptualizations of events, mechanisms and internal relations (Sayer, 1992; in Danermark et al., 2002: 

119-120). This paper does not seek to use a specific theory, but is in need for a more general theory, to be 

able to describe and characterize fundamental aspects of the structures, interactions, and mechanisms related 

to development assistance (Danermark et al., 2002: 119-120). 

 
Context and Case Studies 

Nowadays, contextualizing is paramount in the development assistance community. Since the introduction of 

the post-WC reforms there has been a greater sensitivity to context, so that institutions and national 

development plans are designed for and aligned with the respective contextual settings. ‘Boilerplate’ recipes 

are not commonplace anymore, and many people agree that each country situation is unique, thus requires 

close study and local solutions. CR’s context-specific nature enables researchers to engage into the analysis 

with an open mind. In particular, the ownership debate, discussed in the case study-based chapter 6, calls for 

localized solutions to economic and social development. Last but not least, the use of the two case studies 

establishes the relation between theory and empirical observation, in order to gain insights into the actual 

interaction between structural features, institutions, and agents. 

 

 	  

                                                
5 The so-called structuration theory of Anthony Giddens from 1984 postulates that instead of regarding agency and structure as 
separate entities, we should talk of a structuration process and of duality. Structures do not exist separately from individuals; they are 
always the medium as well as the outcome of social action. However, this implies that agent and structure constitute one another in 
such a way that the one cannot be separated from the other; they can be conceptualized only in relation to each other (Danermark et 
al., 2002: 179) 
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2.2.5	  Limitations	  of	  Research	  

Engaging in a research project as the one drafted in the previous sub-sections entails several limitations 

about the quality of data and the researchers’ ability to produce sound explanations. In the following the 

paper summarizes the most important shortcomings. 

 

Firstly, one have to be aware that by subscribing to an intensive research agenda based on case research, the 

relations examined may represent well-researched tendencies, but may by no means be generalizable across 

populations of observations. Consequently, any outcome of this study is unlikely to make predictions about 

the future of development assistance in general and China’s aid model in particular, nor about the socio-

economic developments in the Southern African region, but is rather limited to theoretical postulations. In 

positivist terms, the key constraint is therefore low statistical representativeness due to the fact that “a case is 

a single instance; a sample of one” (Easton, 2010: 119). Single case studies can only help the researchers to 

shed light on complex mechanisms and help to build up theories that comprise a number of concepts that 

refer to particular entities and specify the relations among them to create a theory or a theoretical framework 

(Easton, 2010: 121). 

 

Secondly, CRs skepticism towards universal truth, disentitles the researchers’ ambition to make undisputed 

conclusions about the state of affairs. The social world is perceived to be too complex for that, which does 

not mean that the research refrains from solid researching and theorizing. We believe in the practicality of 

knowledge and local contexts. Moses & Knutsen ( 2007: 241) postulate that by engaging in case research we 

may still “use comparisons to interpret particular events with frequent contrasts to larger contextual 

settings” and  “it is these contexts that provide the constitutive meaning to the particular events”. Therefore, 

this research project advances the case for the local significance of knowledge, in particular in relation to the 

lack of comprehensive and longitudinal data on China’s engagement in Southern Africa in country statistical 

records and international databases. This study is severely constrained by this unavailability of data, but CR 

enables the researchers to better cope with it, and still engages in explanatory research. 

 

Finally, although the concept of open systems helps to study the object in its entirety and 

multidimensionality, whether the environment in which development aid is disbursed is in constant flux is 

debatable. Over the years, the institutional features of the OECD-DAC regime have developed into pre-

existing structure-like features and disciplinary factors for recipient countries. With respect to Archer’s 

transformational model of analytical dualism, over time the Western aid approach may alter in relation to the 

Chinese challenge; or alternatively China’s way of aid delivery may become the dominant model. CR claims 

that “such regularities that do occur in social systems are only approximate and usually limited in duration 

and are the product of deliberate efforts to produce them, through devices such as disciplinary regimes” 
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(Sayer, 2000: 15). A look at the rules of the OECD-DAC aid regime, the focus of this thesis, however, 

reveals that if the world would be a completely open system any regime and institution would be cursed to 

wane, thus society would cease to exist. Danermark (2002: 15: 68)  rightly points towards examples of 

closure in society: “Any type of social organization, such as the judicial system, the organization of working 

life, family, the educational system or the health care system, are examples of such pseudo-closed systems 

[…] striving to make society […] more controllable […] The closure achieved, however, is always of a 

spurious kind, and far from the natural science experiment’s artificial closure – change and renewal are 

part of human society’s constituent characteristics”. 
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3.	  Theoretical	  Framework	  

Different types and arenas of social life, be it the political, military, economic, or social dimension, are 

commonly studied in isolation in order to identify distinctive patterns; in reality, however, they remain 

inseparable parts of complex wholes that have to be reassembled to make sense of the world (Buzan et al., 

1998: 8). For critical realists a “scientific theory is a description of structures and mechanisms which 

causally generate the observable phenomena, a description which enables us to explain them” (Keat and 

Urry, 1978; in Danermark et al., 2002: 120). CR itself thus does not tell the researcher which entities to focus 

on, their powers and structures, and what the nature of those relationships is. For this we need a theory that 

informs us where to look and also how to (re)assemble the parts to a whole. 

In order to avoid some of the pitfalls of applying solely one theoretic approach to a complex phenomenon 

such as aid we have constructed a theoretical framework, which focuses primarily on political economy (PE) 

analysis of development aid – highlighting the interaction between structure and agency and draws on 

selected elements from rationalism, institutionalism, social constructivism, and regime theory. Constructing 

a framework which combines aspects of a number of different theories, along critical realist lines, allows us 

to conduct a much more nuanced analysis of the issues associated with China as a rising aid donor and how it 

influences recipient countries in Southern Africa. 

 

3.1	  Drivers	  of	  Change	  Analysis	  

The thesis applies a theoretical and inter-paradigmatic perspective to the problem area. Although this may 

sound quite ambitious to some and even impossible to others, the foundational theory of CR enables us to do 

so. In particular, the acknowledgement of a complex and stratified reality provides the authors with the 

opportunity to study development aid as it is or may seem to be, without violating any paradigmatic 

principles in the philosophy of science. The Drivers of Change (DoC) framework - described in detail below 

- provides an optimal fit moving from the more abstract CR methodology to a more specific theoretical 

frame that allows for a nuanced analysis of China’s challenge towards the incumbent OECD-DAC aid 

system. The DoC analytical frame has been created by the UK aid agency DFID to improve the effectiveness 

of development operations. Although, the DoC model proved its usability in the area of development 

assistance, the DoC model has to be understood as a general frame of a social system, not specifically as an 

aid or political economic system. In fact the DoC framework is rooted in CR, in particular the way it looks at 

the interaction of structure and agency. This section demonstrates how elements from the various theoretical 

schools fit together within the social ontology of CR and the DoC analytical frame. 
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3.1.1	  Political	  Economy	  Analysis	  and	  Development	  Aid	  

Development initiatives have gone through a number of different approaches to aid and poverty reduction, 

moving from projects to sector programs, policy to institutional reform and good governance reforms 

(Warrener, 2004). Common for these approaches was that most of them were orchestrated according to a 

‘one-size fits all’ blueprint designed by technocratic experts, hence not accounting for political and social 

context in the recipient countries (Haider & Rao, 2010). 

With the introduction of the MDGs in 2000 concerns for aid effectiveness and context-specificity was put on 

the agenda for the next 15 years of the international aid community. In an attempt to meet this new 

requirement a number of European countries started working on frameworks for how to include Political 

Economy (PE) analysis into development work. The theory behind this approach was to include knowledge 

about political and social contexts in recipient countries into development strategies, leading to more 

differentiated and effective aid (Haider & Rao, 2010; Warrener, 2004). PE analysis rests on the key 

observation that “development is an inherently political undertaking [and that] all donor interventions are 

political and that they interact and influence the political context of the country” (Warrener, 2004: iii). 

Since its incorporation into the realm of development several frameworks for applying PE analysis have 

been introduced, such as Sida’s Power Analysis (Sweden), DFID’s DoC (United Kingdom), the Strategic 

Governance and Corruption Analysis (SGACA) (The Netherlands), and the WB’s Poverty and Social Impact 

Analysis (PSIA) (Haider & Rao, 2010). These four frameworks focus on somewhat different parts of PE, but 

also share a number of traits: “1) Emphasizing the centrality of politics, 2) Downplaying the normative and 

instead trying to understand country realities and to ground development strategies in these, 3) Identifying 

factors that shape the political process (local history, society and geography), 4) Focusing on institutions to 

determine the incentive frameworks that induce patterns of behavior, and 5) Recognizing that development 

agencies are political actors” (Haider & Rao, 2010: 5). The frameworks listed highlight the existence of a 

consensus within the OECD-DAC donor community that enabling policies and effective institutions are at 

the core of the development process and thus indispensable for the effectiveness of development assistance 

(IFAD, 1999: 10). 

In the following sub-sections we will present the DoC framework in more detail and outline how the 

application of it will enable the authors to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the OECD aid system and the 

China’s aid model, respectively. 

 

3.1.2	  The	  Origin	  of	  the	  DoC	  Framework	  

DoC is an analytical framework developed by the DFID between 2000 and 2004. The hypothesis behind the 

framework is that a “generic blueprint is not possible for successful development, hence a structured 

analysis is needed for every country” (Freckleton, 2004: 2). The DoC builds on a combination of primary 

and secondary data and is conducted by DFID country staff and consultants in collaboration (Haider & Rao, 
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Figure	  3:	  DoC	  Framework	  based	  on	  Warrener	  (2004:	  13)	  

	  

2010). The original idea for creating such a framework came from former DFID Director of Asia Sue 

Unsworth. From her experience in Asia, Unsworth realized that something needed to be done in order to 

make development aid more effective, thus make a tangible impact on the recipient country. Her driving 

notion was that the politics of development and political understanding could play a crucial role in initiating 

change; a fact that has been historically underestimated (Warrener, 2004).  

 

DoC analysis focuses on three main factors of political and socio-economic relations within a country 

(Freckleton, 2004: 1). Firstly, the structural features of a country, including the history of state formation; 

natural and human resources; economic and social structures; demographic change; regional influences and 

integration; globalization, trade and investment; and urbanization. These structures are deeply embedded and 

often slow to change. Secondly, country institutions that impact development assistance and the country’s 

overall development, which include the rules governing the behavior of agents, such as political and public 

administration processes. Institutions may include the informal, as well as formal rules and are viewed to be 

more susceptible to change in the medium term than structure. Finally, the agents involved in a country’s 

development processes, referring to individuals and organizations pursuing particular interests, including the 

political elite; civil servants; political parties; local government; the judiciary; the military; faith groups; 

trade unions; civil society groups; the media; the private sector; academics; and donors. Figure 3 offers a 

depiction of how the three factors interact within a society. Institutions are at the center and function as a 

mediator between the structural features and agents, hence in order for successful development to take place, 

institutional coherence and stability is assumed as imperative. 

 
 

 

One of the key differences between DoC and other frameworks for political analysis is that DoC analyzes 

both formal and informal processes within a given society. This is crucial to gain a more in-depth and useful 

understanding of the power structures of a given country (Haider & Rao, 2010; Warrener, 2004). Informality 

is often the rule of the game and therefore a complicating matter in many developing countries in SSA. In 
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those contexts, development assistance has to find more indirect and often non-official channels to induce 

change. 

 

3.1.3	  DoC	  in	  Theoretical	  Context	  

This sub-section puts the DoC model into its theoretical context and demonstrates how the elements from 

political realism, institutionalism, and constructivism actually fit together within the framework and are 

compatible with the umbrella methodology of CR. 

 

DoC and Critical Realism 
With section 2.2.4 in mind, the DoC analytical framework meets the defined criteria of the research design. 

The framework mirrors a generic social system, which consists of structures, institutions, and agents, and is 

inherently open in nature. It is important to stress again that the general principles of the tool originated in 

the British tradition of social sciences, before Unsworth introduced them to the field of development 

assistance.  Thus, the DoC analysis is heavily influenced by CR. This can also be seen by the important role 

DoC assigns to context in development assistance.  Most importantly, how CR solves the problem of the 

interaction between structure and agency in society fed into the DoC model. For Leftwick (2010: 95)   

appreciating the politics of development means nothing less than acknowledging human agency. 

Nevertheless, agents have to act within pre-existing structures and only by working through these may they 

eventually modify them. Hence, the DoC framework allows studying structure and agency separately from 

one another, without giving disproportional weight to either. DoC gives either equal ontological status and 

thus enables profound analysis of interaction between the two. By introducing institutions as a third force in 

society, DoC manages to avoid the conceptual complication to view structure as the outcome as well as the 

medium of action (Danermark et al., 2002: 179). CR reminds us to make the distinction that the world exists 

independently from us. In the DoC analysis institution assumes this role of connector and mediator between 

structure and agent. Consequently, institutions that may have material properties can be perceived as the 

“conditions of action which agents appropriate and through action reproduce or transform, possibly 

intentionally” (Dessler, 1989: 460-461). Through this analytical trick of including institutions, structure - 

which institutions are undoubtedly part of - can still be viewed as “means of action rather than as an 

environment in which action takes place”, without giving up its ontological existence (Dessler, 1989: 444). 

At the same time “central ontological position is given to social rules, both constitutive and regulative, 

intended and unintended”(Dessler, 1989: 444). In this manner institutions are not seen as ‘passive’ 

structures, but rather are generative mechanisms – whether activated or dormant at this point in time - 

through which structured entities by means of their powers and liabilities act and cause events structure 

(Easton, 2010: 122). As a result, the DoC framework enables the researchers to isolate the three factors for 
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analytical purposes only, but thereinafter reassemble them to explain the central mechanisms of the 

interaction between structural features, institutions, and agents. 

 

DoC and International Relations Theory 
The absence of a single, compelling solution to the structure-agency problem not only influenced abstract 

treatises in philosophy and social sciences, but also the discipline of international relations (IR). The IR 

domain has dealt predominantly with interactions between states. There is a plethora of theoretical 

approaches for studying IR, every one of which offers a number of tools, but at the same time is unable to 

properly explain all aspects of reality. Political science and IR research has traditionally been driven by 

views and values of realism6 and liberalism and their ‘neo’ offsprings. For example, Realist scholars state 

that power lies solely with the states. Thus, their work is based on the state as the unit of analysis and 

ontological variable. From a realist perspective the international system is a world of anarchy and uncertainty 

about other actors’ intentions; therefore the state has to rely on itself in order to survive (‘self-help’). All 

international cooperation is driven by state interest and the struggle for power, thus no country will ever 

enter into an agreement if it does not further its interests, it being politically, or economically (Korab-

Karpowicz, 2013). Neorealists, for example, are primarily interested in explaining recurring patterns of 

action. While realism successfully explains a great deal of state behavior in the realm of IR it has trouble 

explaining why states enter into and maintain membership in agreements of international cooperation, which 

does not seem to benefit the state in the short term; from a realist point of view any state would leave or stay 

out of such an agreement (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). In turn, institutionalists, regime theorists and 

neoliberals have been encouraged by realism’s incapability or unwillingness to account for international 

cooperation as a modern phenomenon of IR. Furthermore, critical theorists, such as neo-Gramscian or neo-

Marxists, have increasingly questioned the tools, techniques and explanations the dominant theories have to 

offer, and have been concerned with understanding the possibilities for change in the interstate system. 

During the 1990s increasing frustration has led to new work involving a wider range of actors influencing 

international politics (Seabrooke, 2010: 256). By stressing the enormous complexity, uncertainty and 

interconnectedness of human affairs in general and today’s political and socio-economic environment in 

particular, the constructivist approach became gradually more popular in the IR field and highlighted the role 

of norms and agency (Seabrooke, 2010: 254). For Kenneth Waltz (1986; in Dessler, 1989: 473) critical 

theorists, he maintains, “would transcend the world as it is; meanwhile we have to live in it”. 

This paper’s foundation in CR makes it possible to take on a realist view on world affairs, while at the same 

time it does not mean that explaining them must “condemn us to giving up hope of changing” them (Dessler, 

1989: 473). The study of development aid falls primarily under the category of international relations and 

should therefore be studied as such, thus the use of DoC analysis as the overall theoretical frame of this 

                                                
6 In this section realism denotes political realism and not critical realism. 
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paper inserts some of the above considerations for structuralist, institutionalist and interpretivist aspects in 

the arena of development assistance and the challenge China is posting towards the OECD-DAC regime. 

 

DoC and Regime Theory 
The key focus on institutions of the DoC model facilitates to understand the set of OECD-DAC institutional 

rules in regime theoretic terms. Regime theory emerged in the late 1970s due to dissatisfaction with 

realism’s (in)ability to explain international order, authority and organization in the post-World War II era. 

Haggard & Simmons (1987: 3) explain that “regime analysts assumed that patterns of state action are 

influenced by norms, but that such norm-governed behavior was wholly consistent with the pursuit of 

national interest”. Stephen Krasner, the leading scholar on regime theory, defines regimes as sets of 

“implicit and explicit principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures around which actors’ 

expectations converge in a given area of IR” (Krasner, 1981: 3). Haggard & Simmons (1987: 3-6) present 

somehow different definitions, such as “patterned behavior, a regime exists in every substantive issue area 

of IR” or “multilateral agreements among states which aim to regulate national actions within an issue 

area”. It is important to stress that regimes facilitate cooperation, but must be distinguished from the broader 

concept of institutions as “regimes aid the ‘institutionalization’ of portions of international life by 

regularizing expectations, but some international institutions such as the balance of power are not bound to 

explicit rights and rule.” (Haggard & Simmons, 1987: 7). 

Within the field of regime development and change four different approaches can be identified: structural, 

game-theoretic, functional and cognitive accounts. All of these approaches offer different strengths and 

weaknesses, but are not mutually exclusive, which entails that a complete regime theoretical analysis will 

have to draw on more than one of the four (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). The structural, game-theoretic and 

functional theoretical families are state-centric, thus presuming unified rational actors. Cognitive regime 

theory, in contrast, focuses on intersubjective meaning binding actors together; hence cognitive theorists 

insert a constructivist quality into regime theory by observing a looser fit between structural constraints, and 

agents interests and choices (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). A description of the four regime theoretical 

approaches can be found in Appendix III.  

 

3.2	  Outlining	  the	  Theoretical	  Framework	  

There are five frequently used levels of analysis in international relations. IR can be studied either from (1) 

an international systems perspective, or with a central focus on (2) subsystems, (3) units, (4) subunits, and 

(5) the individual (Buzan et al., 1998: 5-7). Our analysis of the global political economy of aid identifies 

different layers of analysis. By studying the OECD-DAC system of bilateral aid donors, the analysis is 

situated at the subsystem level. To a large degree this work focus on the unit level of analysis, with its 
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primary focus on China, and the way it and the OECD-DAC countries influence Angolan and Zambian 

domestic matters. Ultimately, the analysis arrives at the international systems level by describing the 

interactions across systemic boundaries. 

 

The DoC model fits perfectly into the critical realist research design by bridging the structure-agency divide 

and acknowledging both material and ideational explanatory factors. In tandem, it helps to find explanations 

for the embedded structures of the global development assistance practice, which have powers and liabilities 

capable of generating events, and for dynamic change and new developments. In contrast to positivism with 

its inherent focus on consensus, conversation of structure, and aversion to conflict, the DoC framework is 

built around change processes and therefore closer to the constructivist camp of researchers. In line with the 

principles of intensive research, the DoC model investigates change and what initiates it, enabling us to shed 

light on what the state of the aid system is, where it is coming from, and where the development aid 

community might be heading. 

 

The DoC analytical framework is very broad and flexible in its structure, thus leaving a lot of room for 

practitioners to shape the analysis according to the subject matter and context. This same flexibility allows us 

to alienate the DoC framework from its inherent country focus and apply it to the global aid system by 

identifying structural features, institutions, and agents, as global drivers for change. Thus, we use a 

framework, which was originally devised for country-level or unit-level analysis, to explain the global 

political economy of aid at the international systems level. In order to adapt the DoC model to the project’s 

purpose, we substantiated it with aid-specific concepts and theories, and multiplied it at the country and 

global level. The problem area is, therefore, divided into three sub-systems of interaction: (1) the OECD-

DAC bilateral donors at the global level, (2) the Chinese aid system, and (3) the system of the Southern 

African region, more specifically Angola and Zambia, where interaction between the agents of all three 

systems actually takes place. Each one of the three systems consists of structural features, institutions, and 

agents, which shape the way development assistance is practiced and understood. Figure 4 illustrates the 

adapted conceptual framework, which entails the components of the three systems and their interplay within 

and beyond system boundaries. Through the allegiance to CR and DoC frames and by acknowledging the 

causal powers of structures, institutions, and agents, IR’s most important lenses, realism, institutionalism, 

and constructivism7, are inserted into this analysis. The reader is asked to keep those theoretical angles in 

mind when reading the following chapters. In order to facilitate research and thus for analytical purposes 

only, the thesis first puts the three pillars of each system within the ‘Giddens’ brackets’8, to carve out the 

                                                
7 A presentation of the three schools of IR is found in the Appendix IV.  
8 In order to analyze structure and agency in Giddens’ structuration theory, one ‘side’ of this unity demands ignoring the other, that is, 
called ‘methodological bracketing’. It is argued that in an analysis of social structures and institutions we must disregard agency and 
its properties; likewise, when we analyze agency we must disregard social structures (Danermark et al., 2002: 180).  
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respective importance of the elements. The research is, nonetheless, designed in a way that breaks with the 

isolation to analyze the interplay between structure, institutions, and agents within each system and across 

systemic boundaries, by turning to the empirical domain at the end of the analysis. Therefore, the DoC-

inspired analytical frame enables us to engage in a learning exercise that helps to “describe in a robust, 

evidence-based way the underlying factors which shape the incentives” and disincentives for change in the 

practice of development assistance (Booth et al., 2005: 2). 

 

There are several limitations linked to DoC analysis. Firstly, the DoC’s roots in CR make it difficult to make 

comparative generalizations between countries. It is important to note at the outset that it is not always clear 

how the three main categories are to be distinguished from each other, nor which empirical factors to group 

in each category (Leftwick, 2006: 17-18). It appears plausible, for example, to place South-South relations, 

defined by the structural status as developing countries, in the ‘structure’ box. But then, it can also be argued 

to situate these relations in the ‘institutions’ category, in form of the South-South cooperation principles. As 

a result of this inadequate specification of the concepts, several DoC country studies, including our refined 

analysis, are based on the author’s own choices limiting the analysis’ comparability. Secondly, the chosen 

theoretical framework may suggest interpreting changes in the field of development assistance only as “the 

product of a limited set of identifiable factors or forces, which are powerful enough on their own to push 

most of the expected obstacles aside”.  It is our belief that the opposite is actually the case; that this 

framework accepts the complex nature of reality and that there are no simple, once-and-for-all solutions to 

development problems. The explicit priority of this research project is to identify the main features of a 

broad and complex set of political, social, and economic topics, rather than to investigate any one of these in 

detail. 
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Figure	  4:	  DoC	  analysis	  of	  the	  global	  political	  economy	  of	  aid9	  

 

 

 

	  
 	  

                                                
9 Our model of interactions within the global political economy of aid is based on the interplay between the OECD-DAC donor 

system, China’s aid model, and the country systems Angola and Zambia. The figure is based on the original DoC figure retrieved 

from Warrener (2004: 13).  
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4.	  China’s	  Aid	  Model	  

This chapter will take a closer look at the Chinese aid model, which is often used synonymously with the 

concept of the Beijing Consensus, but goes beyond it in combining several institutional aspects. During the 

last decade Chinese aid and investment have come under intense scrutiny from scholars and politicians alike. 

There are several reasons for this increased attention, which have primarily had negative connotations: first, 

what are the Chinese up to? Are they simply helping the developing countries out of the goodness of their 

hearts, or is there some sort of hidden agenda? Secondly, one of the main critiques of Chinese involvement 

in SSA is that China is only present to secure the natural resources that they need so desperately in order to 

continue their own development. Some scholars have gone as far as to argue that Chinese involvement 

constitutes a form of neo-colonialism (Samy, 2010). Thirdly, China has been accused of undermining the 

work of OECD driven aid to implement good governance 10  in developing countries, through their 

cooperation with countries, which Western states have characterized as ‘rogue’ (Fues & Liu, 2011; Samy, 

2010). However, China’s lack of transparency with regards to its aid policy might be the main driver of 

Western critique, Professor David Shambaugh of George Washington University classifies the information 

disclosed by China as, “so strikingly opaque it really makes one wonder what they are trying to hide” 

(Strange et al., 2013: 16). 

The objective of this chapter is to present a nuanced and impartial description of the Chinese aid model, 

while introducing some of the key criticisms. The chapter will be structured according to the China system 

corner of our altered, triangular DoC model, as presented in chapter 3. Hence, the chapter is divided into four 

sections, the first three delve into the components that make up the Structural Features, Institutions, and 

Agents of the Chinese aid model, and while section four will offer an elaboration on the aid model in a more 

comprehensive manner. 

Figure 5: 

STRUCTURAL	  FEATURES

·∙ 	   China’s	  growth	  model
·∙ 	   China	  as	  dominant	  power
·∙ 	   China’s	  domestic	  socio-‐

economic	  issues

INSTITUTIONS

·∙ 	   Beijing	  Consensus
·∙ 	   China’s	  aid	  definition
·∙ 	   South-‐South	  cooperation
·∙ 	   Building	  a	  Harmonious	  

World	  principles
·∙ 	   Non-‐interference	  &	  Non-‐

conditionality
·∙ 	   FOCAC	  

AGENTS

·∙ 	   China	  Eximbank	  
·∙ 	   SOEs
·∙ 	   Recipient	  countries

COUNTRY	  LEVEL

CHINA’S	  AID	  MODEL

 

                                                
10 Good governance is explained in section 5.2.5.  
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4.1	  Structural	  Features:	  Turning	  China	  Inside-‐Out	  

The structural features of the Chinese aid model are made up by deeply embedded social, political and 

economic factors. None of the identified structural features are linked per se to development aid, but due to 

the depth of their institutionalization they have reached normative status in Chinese society, thus shaping all 

aspects of China’s policies domestically as well as globally. 

 

4.1.1	  China’s	  Growth	  Model	  

During the past 35 years China has experienced the highest sustained growth rates in world history, between 

1979 and 2002 average annual economic growth was 9.4% (Li & Lin, 2005). The main driver of the 

‘Chinese Miracle’ was a wide range of economic reforms, which were introduced by Deng Xiaoping in the 

years following Mao Zedong’s death in 1976. 

Modern Chinese history began when Mao proclaimed the formation of the People’s Republic of China 

(PRC) in 1949. Under Mao’s leadership the PRC was run according to Marxist doctrines, hence the 

economic focus was on heavy industry during what was coined the ‘Catching up Strategy’. The problem 

with this strategy was that China had very limited capital resources, which left China on the brink of 

economic collapse (Li & Lin, 2005). Following Mao’s death in 1976 the task of leading China out of 

economic despair was assumed by a group of experienced statesmen from Mao’s inner circle commonly 

known as the ‘Eight Elders’, most well-known among them was Deng Xiaoping (Bardhan, 2010). The new 

leadership of the PRC and China Communist Party realized that something had to be done to salvage the 

economy, and in turn initiated a number of reforms aimed at stabilizing the economy around a strong 

agricultural sector. 

 

Deng Xiaoping did not wish to undermine the policies employed by Mao. He therefore adopted a strategy of 

gradual reforms, which was at first tested regionally before getting implemented nationally (Bardhan, 2010; 

Li & Lin, 2005; Zhao, 2013). Xiaoping described the strategy as “Crossing the river groping for the stones” 

(Bardhan, 2010: 37), which connotes testing several reforms in different regions before picking the best one 

for national implementation. Three key reforms were implemented during the Xiaoping era, which, 

respectively, played key parts in China’s explosive growth during the past 35 years: 

 

• The Household Responsibility System (HRS) was spearheaded by farmers in the Anhui province in 

1979 (Bardhan, 2010). The HRS entailed a move away from the Marxist approach of collectively 

driven farms towards a system where the income of the individual farmer is linked to his/her output, 

thus creating a greater incentive for the farmer to maximize output. The HRS was highly successful 

in the Anhui province, and was eventually exported to the other provinces, leading to a steep 
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increase in agricultural growth, from 2.9% annually in the Mao era to 7.7% between 1978 and 1984 

(Bardhan, 2010; Li & Lin, 2005). 

• Following the success of the HRS, the concept of personal ownership was expanded in the 

agricultural sector by establishing Township and Village Enterprises (TVE’s) (Bardhan, 2010; Zhao, 

2013). The name TVE is related to the location of the enterprises rather than the ownership. The 

TVE’s were small-scale publicly owned companies exercising user rights for production of iron, 

steel, cement, chemical fertilizer, hydroelectric power, and farm tools. Eventually, the TVE’s 

ownership structure shifted towards some sort of communal control (Bardhan, 2010). 

• The third major reform of the Deng Xiaoping era was the introduction of performance incentives for 

managers in State-Owned Enterprises (SOE’s). Once again personal ownership was employed as the 

key motivational factor and once again it succeeded, as the competitive environment created among 

SOE managers led to hikes in both productivity (3.1%) and growth in the manufacturing sector 

(9.3%) from 1978-1993. Eventually, the concept of personal ownership developed into actual 

ownership, as a process of privatization of regional SOE’s was initiated, and in the mid-1990 many 

managers became part-owners (Bardhan, 2010). 

 

From looking at the three reforms personal ownership materializes as the key factor of Deng Xiaoping’s very 

successful economic reforms. Another factor that played a crucial role in the beginning of the ‘Chinese 

Miracle’ was the division between the highly de-centralized and autonomous regional governments and the 

centralization of the national government. In turn, regional governments were encouraged to be innovative in 

coming up with new economic reforms that they were free to implement locally. It was coupled with the 

centralized appointment of government positions, which promised successful regional government officials 

promotion into the central national government. This construct of de-centralization coupled with 

centralization spurred a fierce competition among regional governments to come up with innovative 

economic reforms in an attempt to obtain one of the highly coveted positions in the central administration 

(Bardhan, 2010). 

 

Jiang Zemin was elected president of the PRC in 1993; he was the first president that had not been a part of 

the Mao regime, which enabled him to put China on course to take steps towards a market economy status. 

At the 14th National Congress of Communist Party of China in 1993, the Party introduced the Resolution of 

Establishing the Socialist Market Economy (Li & Lin, 2005: 471). This led to an increased focus on 

developing and expanding the private sector. The first initiative of the ‘Socialist Market Economy’ was the 

privatization of certain regional SOE’s. Simultaneously, China began opening up to foreign investments, this 

led to an increasing number of SOE’s losing to the market. The Chinese government was ready with a 
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response; the ‘Grasping the strong and letting go of the weak’ movement entailed shutting down a number of 

smaller unprofitable SOE’s and TVE’s and only focusing on the larger profitable SOE’s (Zhao, 2013). 

 

During the last 35 years of impressive growth rates the standard of living has increased across the vast 

country, between 1981 and 2005 the percentage of the Chinese population living under the poverty line fell 

from 84% to 16%. While that is an impressive feed, in terms of poverty reduction, it still leaves more than 

200 million citizens living for less $1.25 per day (Ravillion, 2009). At the same time China is facing a huge 

inequality problem. The growth has been focused in the coastal regions in the South and East, while the 

central regions have been left in the wake. This development has led to huge inequality between the different 

regions, thus while the Chinese economy has expanded, the Gini-coefficient has increased by 7% per decade 

(Bardhan, 2010; Ravillion, 2009). 

Furthermore, China has a history of nationally controlled healthcare dating back to the Mao era. The 

integrated healthcare system is one of the main reasons why China rank so well in health statistics compared 

to countries like India and Brazil. But since the start of the reform period public health care has declined 

dramatically (less than 0.04% today), hence China has gone from having one of the most elaborate public 

health program to an almost completely privatized one, this development have led to huge parts of the people 

not getting medical attention (Bardhan, 2010). 

 

In conclusion, China has experienced an incredible run of economic growth spanning the past three and a 

half decades, which has thrown China into a position of geo-political relevance. Throughout the growth 

period the Chinese government has continuously succeeded by going against classic macro-economic 

thinking. This success was heavily shaped China’s approach to issuing developmental aid, as China prides 

itself on not interfering in the growth strategies of the countries they aid. 

 

4.1.2	  China	  as	  a	  Dominant	  Power	  

In the past decades China has developed from an afterthought in the international community to a force to be 

reckoned with both economically and politically. As mentioned in section 4.1.1, China has gone through 

explosive economic growth and is now the second largest economy in the world, trailing only the USA 

(Bardhan, 2010). China uses its economic power to gain influence in the developing world through aid, 

lending, and investment, while also getting ever more involved with investments in the developed world. 

Politically, China is gaining allies across the developing world through the establishment of partnerships 

with neighboring and like-minded countries, as mentioned in the previous section (Ban & Blyth, 2013; Fues 

& Liu, 2011). On top of this South-South cooperation, China is gaining influence in organizations such as 

the UN and the WTO. 
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Through its economic and political power, China has developed into a protector of the developing countries 

and the global South. This is accomplished through a combination of economic and political capabilities, 

which no developing country has ever been in possession of before; China uses its economic power to offer 

an alternative to Western development assistance, an offer that is welcomed by many developing countries in 

Asia and Africa. Simultaneously, China is using its spot on the UN Security Council (UNSC) to promote 

officials form developing countries to high-level positions within the UN, while also vetoing proposed action 

against its allies, e.g. blocking a UN mission in Darfur. By positioning itself as a developing country, while 

publicly refusing to be the hegemon of the developing world, China has established a narrative of shared 

understanding and common interest with other developing countries thereby giving the South a position of 

power in the international community. In turn, South-South solidarity has become an integral part of China’s 

cooperation with other developing countries, and thus, also for its aid programs. 

 

4.1.3	  China’s	  Domestic	  Socio-‐Economic	  Issues	  

As the economy has expanded and diversified several socio-economic issues have surfaced, which the 

Chinese government have had to deal with and must continue to in the immediate future in order for the 

country to keep developing and growing.  First of all China has the largest population in the world, during 

the growth period it has grown from approximately 890 million people in 1976 to just below 1.35 billion in 

2013 (World Bank, 2014b). At the same time the economy has diversified and gone through an 

industrialization process (Bardhan, 2010). These two developments have led to a number of issues, which 

will be outlined in this sub-section as well as the implications they have on China’s aid model. 

 

As a result of the continuously increasing population and the refocusing of the economy, away from 

agriculture towards manufacturing, China is experiencing troubles in feeding its vast population (Bardhan, 

2010). On top of this, China is facing rapid desertification as a result of unsustainable farming methods. In 

2011 Liu Tuo, the government official responsible for fighting desertification, said that, not only is more 

than one quarter of China, amounting to 1.73 million sq. kilometers, either desert or suffering desertification, 

but at the current funding level it would take 300 years to rectify the issue (Patience, 2011). 

Hence, China is facing a critical food shortage and the government has taken several measures both 

domestically and abroad to fight this issue. Domestically, regulation has been passed which drastically limits 

the amount of non-food crops allowed in order to assure that the food output from farmable land gets 

maximized (Bardhan, 2010). Abroad, China has invested heavily in the agricultural sector in both South-East 

Asia and Africa focusing on efficient cultivation and education of farmers (People’s Republic of China, 

2006). Secondly, food imports from Africa increased by 146% from 2009 to 2012, amounting to $112.86 

                                                
11 Throughout the thesis financial data is denoted in US dollars.  
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billion in 2012 (People’s Republic of China, 2013: 8). Finally, the Chinese government has entered into 

long-term leasing of agricultural land in Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and Zambia, thereby ensuring a steady flow of 

agricultural products for years to come (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

 

The second major socio-economic issue facing China is access to natural resources, especially oil. China 

went from being a net-exporter of oil in 1993 to being the world’s second largest importer and consumer of 

oil in 2004, trailing only Japan and the USA, respectively (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). The rapid 

development of the Chinese manufacturing sector has also led to a hike in demand for other natural 

resources, such as copper, gold, iron ore, and other. China has extensively turned to resource abundant 

African countries in their search for natural resources, investing in infrastructure projects in order to ensure 

steady procurement, while entering into investment agreements where Chinese loans are repaid with natural 

resources, according to the so-called ‘Angola Model’12 (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). As a result, 70% of SSA 

oil exports in 2010 went to China (Okore & Oyewole, 2011). 

 

The Chinese government is facing an increasing demand for food and natural resources, in order to secure, 

not only, its continued economic development, but also its population. As outlined above, China has taken 

several measures to deal with these issues through the deployment of foreign direct investment and aid 

programs, but also by introducing zero-tariff regulation on a large number of non-manufactured products 

from Africa (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; People’s Republic of China, 2013). However, the issues are far 

from being solved and will therefore continue to shape Chinese involvement in Africa and other resource 

rich countries in the future. 

 

4.2	  Institutions:	  Same	  Game,	  Different	  Rules	  

This section presents our identified institutions and their institutional capabilities will be outlined and 

analyzed in the following six sub-sections. We have identified the following as the key institutions of the 

Chinese aid model: 1) the Beijing Consensus; 2) China’s particular definition of aid; 3) South-South 

cooperation; 4) the principles of Building a Harmonious World and the doctrine of China’s ‘peaceful rise’; 

5) the principles of non-interference and non-conditionality and the practice of tied aid; 6) the Forum on 

China-Africa Cooperation. 

 

                                                
12 The ’Angola Model’ stems from an agreement between the Chinese and Angolan government, according to which Angola would 
repay Chinese infrastructure investments by delivering 10.000 barrels of oil per day. (Will be further covered in Chapter 6). 
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4.2.1	  The	  Beijing	  Consensus	  

China promotes an alternative route to sustained development on a country’s own terms (Kragelund, 2009: 

484). China’s dramatic growth has challenged the WC, as the Chinese government has neither consistently 

followed WC policies, nor accepted considerable WB and IMF support (Kennedy, 2010: 467). The major 

conceptual vehicle for China’s venture into development assistance is the so-called Beijing Consensus13 

(BC), defined in opposition to the WC and used in ways to legitimize any ways in which China diverges 

from the free-market democratic ideal promoted by others (Kennedy, 2010: 467). Surprisingly, a U.S. citizen, 

Joshua Cooper Ramo, coined the BC in 2004. Ironically, opinion in China has been largely critical of the BC. 

The concept is often seen as a “foreign creation”, and that is why Chinese leaders have not endorsed it. 

However, China has learned to use the term to its own benefit (Kennedy, 2010: 462). According to the BC, 

China’s success story is read and promoted as a threefold development agenda that is based on innovation, 

equitable and sustainable in nature, and most importantly opposed to the dominant U.S. path. 

	  

Table	  1.	  The	  Beijing	  Consensus	  (Kennedy,	  2010:	  468)	  

1.	  Innovation-‐based	  development	  

2.	  Economic	  success	  measured	  not	  by	  per	  capita	  GDP	  growth	  but	  by	  its	  sustainability	  and	  level	  of	  equality	  

3.	  Self-‐determination	  for	  China	  and	  for	  other	  countries	  vis-‐à-‐vis	  the	  United	  States:	  

o Opposition	  to	  the	  Washington	  Consensus	  

o Globalization	  on	  their	  own	  terms	  

o Chinese	  influence	  by	  example,	  not	  weaponry	  

o Develop	  asymmetric	  capabilities	  to	  balance	  against	  the	  United	  States	  

 
As outlined in section 4.1.1, however, China’s development has been driven by primary and secondary 
sector reforms (Bardhan, 2010), and has only in the past decade been focused on innovation and 
sustainability (Kennedy, 2010). Thus, Kennedy argues that the BC offers an inaccurate depiction of the 
Chinese growth model and can therefore not be considered a challenge to the WC (Kennedy, 2010). The 
notion is supported by Babb (2012), who argues that while China’s increasing presence in other developing 
countries poses a challenge to Western dominance, it does not challenge the WC as the dominant 
development paradigm (Babb, 2012: 295). Hence, point 1 and 2 of Ramo’s BC paint an inaccurate picture of 
China’s development strategy. However, point 3 seems to offer an accurate description of China’s approach, 
which is dictated by countries’ free choice of their own development path based on BHW principles, non-
interference, and China’s peaceful rise doctrine, described in sections 4.2.4. Thereby, China encourages 
developing countries to challenge the WC model of conditional loans and dictated development paths, by 
offering those loans without conditions, and thus challenging the Western dominance in the developing 
world.  
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4.2.2	  China’s	  Understanding	  of	  Development	  Aid:	  Lost	  in	  Translation?	  

Accurate data on Chinese aid is almost impossible to get (Bethelemy, 2011: 11). Information on the total size 

of China’s aid assistance varies considerably depending on the source due to the fact that Chinese aid is seen 

as “highly politicized internally and externally”, hence numbers are often not disclosed by the government of 

China (Kragelund, 2010: 7). As a result, different scholars tend to use different numbers. There is thus a 

substantial lack of data on Chinese aid. The fact that the disbursement of aid is highly decentralized, with a 

range of agents providing assistance in different forms, blurs the picture even more and contributes to the 

lack of transparency. 

The general perception in the OECD-DAC countries is that we cannot speak of aid in relation to China since 

it does not provide ODA, but according to Bräutigam (2009; in Tan-Mullins et al., 2010), China has donated 

$30 billion in ODA between 1956 and 2006, of this, $6 billion has gone to Africa. While this number may 

puzzle the reader, it is miniscule compared to the estimated $67.2 billion of Eximbank14 loans to Africa alone 

in the past decade. Besides the ambiguity surrounding China’s involvement in development assistance, there 

is agreement that although Chinese aid to Africa is steadily increasing, it remains small compared to aid from 

OECD-DAC members (Bethelemy, 2011: 12; Kragelund, 2014b: 3:45). This is, however, partly due to the 

fact that China’s involvement often does not fall under the category of ODA, but that it is rather closely 

linked to foreign direct investment (Bethelemy, 2011: 12; Kragelund, 2014a: 6). Thus, since Bethelemy 

(2011: 12) finds a clear correlation between the FDI stock per capita and oil-rich countries, we may suggest 

that Chinese aid first and foremost follows Chinese FDI. It is important to note that the Eximbank loans may 

be development finance15 but not necessarily concessional assistance, or aid according to Western criteria 

(defined in section 5.2.2). Therefore, China’s presence in Africa takes a multiplicity of interwoven forms. 

China operates within a tight trade-aid nexus through procurement tying of aid on the one hand, and FDI 

from SOEs carrying out Chinese development projects that are subsidized through concessional loans by the 

China Eximbank (Kragelund, 2009: 3). As further explained in section 4.2.6, the majority of Chinese 

development aid is tied to the purchase of Chinese goods or services, or to contract projects to Chinese 

companies. In that way Chinese tied aid “acts the same way as a subsidy on China exports to African 

countries” (Bethelemy, 2011: 21). 

It is not only the Western donors that have problems with associating China to the concept of aid. The 

Chinese government has previously completely disregarded the term, while instead using the term ‘technical 

assistance’ to describe grants and ODA-qualifying concessional loans (Hon et al., 2010; People’s Republic 

of China, 2006). Lately, China has shown signs of changing its perception, as “China is now talking about 

aid” (Kragelund, 2014b: 1:00:10). This development is evidenced in the Chinese government’s 2013 white 

                                                
14 The Eximbank loans are explained in sections 4.3.1, 6.2.1, and 6.2.2.    
15 Throughout the thesis the term development finance is used for flows that fall under the Other Official Flows category 
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paper on China-Africa cooperation where the word aid is used more than 60 times (People’s Republic of 

China, 2013). 

4.2.3	  South-‐South	  Cooperation	  

The concept of South-South cooperation is closely linked to the Bandung principles and how China makes 

use of these principles to convince developing countries across continents to share their agenda and 

understand their particular challenges. The main objective of South-South cooperation is to create a counter 

weight to the Western countries in the International community, and in turn protect developing country 

interests and protect them against repercussions in the UN and WTO. There have been several examples of 

China and African countries helping each other in UN and WTO cases. Since 2000, human rights proposals 

against China, in the UN, have been defeated 11 times, with strong support from African countries. African 

countries also played a key role in China’s inclusion into the WTO and voting records show that African 

countries and China continuously vote the same way (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010: 36). In return, China has 

used its place on the UN Security Council to block sanctions against Sudan. While supporting African 

candidates for UN positions (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

 

Bandung Principles 
In April of 1955 the Prime Ministers of Burma, Ceylon (cf. Sri Lanka), India, Indonesia and Pakistan invited 

heads of state from a number of Asian and African countries to a conference on inter-continental cooperation 

in the Indonesian city of Bandung. Including the five host countries, 29 countries, including China, 

participated in the conference16, which marked the first official diplomatic relation, of a multilateral nature, 

between the two continents (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; European Navigator, 1955). The focus of the 

Bandung Conference was to discuss shared interests and concerns, as well as discussing the possibility of 

future peaceful and mutually beneficial, economic, political, and cultural cooperation. 

The 10 Bandung Principles17 were the first international agreement entered by Mao’s newly established 

People’s Republic of China, and is thus among the first indications on the foreign policy approach of the 

PRC. It is interesting to see how similar the central message of the BHW is to those of the Bandung 

Principles 50 years earlier. Concepts like peace, equal cooperation, and respect for national sovereignty are 

key features in both denoting a sign of continuity in Chinese foreign policy of the past 60 years (European 

Navigator, 1955; Fues & Liu, 2011). 

 

                                                
16 Full list of attending countries: Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gold Coast, India, Indonesia, 
Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Laos, Lebanon, Libya, Liberia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Turkey, 
Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, State of Viet-Nam, and Yemen (European Navigator, 1955: 2). 
17 For a full list of the Bandung Principles see Appendix V 
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BRICS and other non-Western International Relations 
Western states have dominated the international community for centuries, but since the end of the Cold War 

we are beginning to see a more differentiated picture. Hence, in the past two decades a plethora of countries 

have entered the discussion and are now contending for influence in the international community, most 

notable among these new players are the so called BRICS18(Fues & Liu, 2011). 

There are three key reasons why the BRICSs are relevant when looking at development. First, they are the 

five largest emerging economies; secondly, they have all experienced high economic growth rates in the 

post-Cold War era without adhering to the decrees of the WC, and finally, the BRICSs emerged as beacons 

of economic development during the global recession of the past five years (Ban & Blyth, 2013). Due to 

these three features the BRICSs have not only become strong, diverse, emerging economies, but have also 

reached a position where the Western world has to acknowledge their influence. The rise of the BRICSs has 

also started to have tangible effects on international cooperation. In 2006 the first BRIC’s summit was held19, 

where the four countries discussed the possibility for cooperation on shared interests in the future (Ban & 

Blyth, 2013). In the eyes of other developing countries, the strong economic performance and alternative 

development strategy of the BRICS countries have showed them that there are other roads to economic 

development than the one promoted through OECD-DAC aid. That situation has put pressure on the 

incumbent Western powers and challenged their stronghold on development assistance. Finally, through 

investment in developed as well as developing countries the BRICSs have introduced the South-South 

narrative into the world of international trade and investment, alongside North-North and North-South 

cooperation (Ban & Blyth, 2013). 

Outside of the possibly emerging BRICS cooperation, China is getting ever more involved in a number of 

different regional organizations, thus strengthening its position in its immediate and extended neighborhood 

through involvement in organizations, such as ASEAN 10+1 and 10+3 20 , Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization (SCO)21, 2001 WTO membership and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) (Fues & 

Liu, 2011). 

 

With China being both the largest and most scrutinized among the BRICSs it is natural that its increasing 

involvement in regional and other South-South cooperation, will garner interest from the West. In turn, 

China uses its economic and increasing political power to strengthen relationships with neighbors and other 

developing countries, thereby enforcing the importance of the united South in the international community. 

                                                
18 BRICS is an acronym for Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa, the term was coined by former Goldman Sachs Chairman 
Jim O’Neill in 2001 (Ban & Blyth, 2013). 
19 South Africa was included later and the BRICS were formed 
20 ASEAN 10+1 denotes cooperation between the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and China, while 10+3 also includes South 
Korea and Japan (Fues & Liu, 2011: 153). 
21 The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) is a security and anti-terrorism organization. It was initiated in as the Shanghai 
Five in 1996 by members China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, when Uzbekistan joined in 2001 it changed name 
to SCO (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2014). 
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4.2.4	  Building	  a	  Harmonious	  World	  

Former Chinese President Hu Jintao introduced the concept of ‘Building a Harmonious World’ (BHW) 

during the 17th National Conference of the Communist Party of China in 2005, which has often been 

described as the Chinese equivalent to the Western concept of good governance, although BHW works in 

more general terms with less focus on the individual, than what is the case with good governance (Fues & 

Liu, 2011). BHW offer a wide-ranging set of guidelines for how countries should interact within the fields of 

politics, economics, development, business, environment, security etc. The main objective of BHW is 

‘lasting peace and common prosperity’, which can be achieved by following the ‘5 Principles of 

Harmonious Co-existence’: “1) Being harmonious while remaining different, 2) Collaboration with equality, 

3) Common development, 4) Mutual benefit and common progress, and 5) Harmonious Co-existence” (Fues 

& Liu, 2011: 84-85). 

 

The message of BHW is universal and it is very difficult to argue against the desirability of an international 

community characterized by peace and prosperity. China has shown its commitment to work within the 

existing structure of the international community and argued for the UN as the centerpiece of international 

cooperation. But it is important not to be blinded by the rhetoric of China’s ‘new’ foreign policy; it is simply 

a natural continuation of the ‘opening up’ policy of the 1990’s. The Chinese government realized that it had 

saturated the growth opportunities internally and that branching out was a prerequisite for continuing the 

country’s development. With the membership of WTO and the introduction of the BHW approach China has 

realized that further internationalization was necessary to maintain its high-level growth. Hence, the main 

objective of BHW is Chinese prosperity, for which ‘lasting peace and common prosperity’ is crucial as it 

ensures a stable environment and reliable trade partners. 

Besides the commitment to the structures of the international community and the UN in particular, China has 

shown its commitment to the BHW by incorporating it into all bilateral and regional agreements that China 

is part of. Thus, the BHW doctrine is the driving force behind the SCO, where the aim is to ensure peace and 

fight terrorist activity in China, Russia, and the Caucasus area. Secondly, BHW has a prime position in the 

FOCAC agreement, hence feeding into Sino-African relations (Fues & Liu, 2011). 

 

The principles of ‘Harmonious Co-existence’ have been complemented by the ‘Ideas on Harmonious 

Diplomacy’, which acknowledge the importance of mutual respect, equal rights, mutual benefits, mutual 

trust, mutual learning, and mutual assistance in international cooperation. The ‘Ideas’ deal specifically with 

development assistance, with emphasis on countries “free choice of the road to development” (Aibanga & 

Boukoro, 2010: 56). This has been a key argument for China both as a critique of the conditionality of 

Western aid and in shaping China’s own aid approach. In the White Paper on China-Africa cooperation from 
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2006 the Chinese government underlines the importance of an equal relationship and ‘win-win cooperation’, 

but also that aid should be conducted in accordance with the MDG’s (People’s Republic of China, 2006). 

China do not wish for other countries to get involved in its internal affairs, thus China makes a point out of 

not interfering in other countries internal affairs. 

 

With regards to BHW as an institution in the Chinese aid model; the BHW are the core principles according 

to which China conduct its foreign policy. The BHW’s influence on the Chinese aid model is two-fold. First, 

China, more than most other countries, considers its aid program as an integral part of its foreign policy, as a 

means to establish and strengthen relationships, securing resources, and provide security. Secondly, the 

BHW doctrine is written into the FOCAC agreement, thus, it directly shapes the relationship and cooperation 

between China and African countries, specifically emphasizing the importance of ‘win-win cooperation’. 

 

heping jueqi: The Doctrine of China’s ‘Peaceful Rise’ 
A side effect of China’s impressive economic success story is the fact that China is met with a feeling of 

unease because of alleged hegemonic aspirations in its region, especially by Japan and Taiwan. In particular 

through the global economic crisis in 2008 the potential for power shifts surfaced, leaning towards the 

direction of China and other rising economies (Fues & Liu, 2011: 21). Related to the BHW principles, the 

foreign policy doctrine of China’s ‘peaceful rise’ is a response to the ‘China threat’ theory, primarily 

advocated in U.S. academic and policy circles, that considers military conflicts to be inevitable in line with 

realist traditions, as Mearsheimer (2004; in Fues & Liu, 2011) writes “a peaceful rise of China is 

impossible”. Mearsheimer bases his claim on the fact that non-violent emergence of great powers in history 

has been rare because superpowers generally find it difficult to switch from a strategy of hegemony and 

predomination to one based on fair multilateralism and shared leadership. Strikingly, despite the use of 

multilateral rhetoric in its BWH discourse, what China’s elite “predominately understands by the concepts of 

sovereignty, power and state appears to be entirely compatible with the key notions of classical realism” 

(Fues & Liu, 2011: 25). Against this background, as seen in the previous sub-section, BHW aims at building 

a harmonious world order based on nation-state sovereignty and partnerships with mutual benefits. Already 

in late 2003 and early 2004 China’s then leadership adopted the phrase “Peaceful Rise” (heping jueqi) in 

public speeches as an attempt to counterbalance the negative perception towards China’s intentions (Wang, 

2006: 1). As Guo (2006: 2) explains ‘peaceful rise’ has become the official policy of China that "seeks to 

reassure the U.S. and other countries that China's rise will not be a threat to peace and stability in the 

region and the world and that the U.S. and other countries can benefit from China's peaceful development". 

The BHW principles and the focus on South-South cooperation emphasize China’s self-perception as the 

world’s largest developing country, which still faces several problems of development and therefore 

allocates most resources to local issues, instead of engaging in military campaigns abroad. In a white paper 
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on ‘China’s African Policy’ (2006) issued by the Chinese government it states “China, the largest 

developing country in the world, follows the path of peaceful development and pursues an independent 

foreign policy of peace” (People’s Republic of China, 2006: Part I). According to Chinese official 

pronouncements and authoritative publications, a peaceful rise is assured because of (1) a generally 

favorable international environment, (2) China’s good intentions and policies to maintain peace, (3) its 

cultural characteristics, (4) the limitations to its capabilities of expansion, and (5) the development strategy 

that will insure peaceful means to procure resources (Wang, 2006: 8). In 2005, after disagreements among 

China’s elite about whether the term ‘rise’ may imply negative connotations, the term ‘Peaceful 

Development’ (heping fazhan) was introduced and adopted in official documents. However, Wang (2006: 8) 

notices that there has been too much focus on drafting a correct definition, rather than substantiating Chinese 

research on China’s growing power and influence in the world and their implications for other countries. In 

line with the BHW doctrine, mutual benefit in trade, sustainability, and the acknowledgment of socio-

cultural differences is highlighted. Pan (2007: 3) argues that China’s foreign policy is rooted in Chinese own 

culture that forbids “converting others to China’s belief system […] If others want to follow our example, it 

is great; if not, fine. No argument, no conflict. So came our ancestors’ teaching from over three thousand 

years ago that ‘Chinese should never govern non-Chinese (hua bu zhi yi)’ “. From its own experience China 

stresses that any political system and social structure is different, and that the Western democracies “mislead 

people with the idea that if all others imitate liberal democracy, they would all become as wealthy as the 

West, and the perpetual peace of the world arrives” (Pan, 2007: 4). The liberal global governance approach 

of the West advocates universalistic good governance standards and goes beyond the nation-state notions of 

sovereignty and non-interference in situations where intervention may be justified by a global responsibility 

to protect, once civilians are threatened by their own governments; the tools of BHW and ‘peaceful 

development’ do not take effect in those situations. Another dynamic of the ‘peaceful rise’ of China is 

related to the actions of the USA in response to China’s increasing economic and political power. Pan (2007: 

10) fears aggression by the USA similar to the campaign against Soviet Union, in particular when it comes to 

the controversial Taiwan matter: “China is quite alert of that, and Chinese is not going to compete with the 

U.S. for military teeth. […] I wish that let’s not create and intensify conflicts of the world by ideological 

myth”. 

 

4.2.5	  The	  Principles	  of	  Non-‐Interference	  and	  Non-‐Conditionality	  

China has a long foreign policy tradition of not interfering in other countries affairs. The reason for China’s 

strong stance against interference is that China’s own sovereignty has been challenged several times in the 

past 50 years, specifically through human rights proposal in the UN (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). By vividly 

fighting for the sovereignty of not only itself, but that of other countries, China has gained support from 

other developing countries that have experienced similar attacks on their sovereignty (Langmia, 2011). 
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Hence, by advocating for the sanctity of national sovereignty and including it in agreements of international 

cooperation22, China not only strengthens its own sovereignty, it also gains support in the international 

community. 

Another reason for China’s promotion of non-interference, is present in its aid relations to differentiate itself 

from the Western aid model, which has been characterized by conditionality demands for decades, starting 

with the structural adjustment programs of the WC and developing to conditions of good governance and 

institutional reforms in the new millennium (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). By offering loans and development 

aid with no strings attached China has started to challenge the OECD-DAC countries and become a viable 

development partner for many African countries. China, to a large extent, encourages and assists in the 

implementation of the same economic reforms of openness, no-tariffs, and trade, sans the political and 

human rights conditionalities (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; Sautman & Hairong, 2007). 

 

In reality, Chinese aid is not completely without conditionalities. Openly, Chinese aid comes with only one 

condition – supporting the ‘One China’ policy, which implies not recognizing Taiwan as a sovereign state, 

but as a part of China (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). This condition has been part of China’s foreign policy 

ever since the leaders of the Republic of China fled after Mao assumed power, it is openly stated in all 

agreements of international cooperation and is underlined as a prerequisite for cooperation with African 

states in the Chinese governments white paper on ‘China’s African Policy’ (People’s Republic of China, 

2006: Part III). 

 

China’s non-interference policy has been widely criticized by the West for several reasons, including: 

Exploiting natural resources, issuing money to ‘rogue’ states with no conditionality, violation of 

environmental and labor standards, and focusing on projects with weak growth links (Strange et al., 2013). 

China is in serious need of natural resources and has identified Africa as a reliable provider of these 

resources. Secondly, China is heavily involved in Zimbabwe and Sudan, which have both been classified as 

‘rogue’ states by Western donors. The main critique regarding this issue is that China is sabotaging Western 

attempts to force political and societal change in these countries, while OECD-DAC donors are issuing 

sanctions in an attempt to pressure governments in these states to move towards the recognition of human 

rights, China has willingly filled the gap and offered loans and aid programs (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; 

Langmia, 2011). Thirdly, China is criticized for not being interested in the social aspects of development, 

such as labor standards and environmental protection. China is not getting involved in these issues, due to its 

non-interference policy.  

Whether it is the result of Western criticism or simply the outcome of economic considerations, China has 

altered its approach to dealing with Zimbabwe and Sudan. The Chinese government has realized that “By 

                                                
22 cf. FOCAC and SCO 
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providing support to repressive regimes, China may undermine political stability needed for the long-term 

economic relations it seeks” (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010: 104). This has led to China gradually pulling out of 

Zimbabwe, as the Mugabe regime has become more and more dictatorial, today China exclusively issue 

humanitarian aid to Zimbabwe. Sudan is a different story, as China depend on the Sudanese for close to 7% 

of its yearly oil-imports (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). Hence, China cannot simply pull out of Sudan, which 

has led to China breaking with its non-interference policy in dealing with the Darfur crisis (Hong, 2007). The 

Chinese government therefore deployed peacekeeping troops, while actively encouraging the Sudanese 

government to find a peaceful solution to the conflict, which eventually ended in the country getting split 

into two. 

Aid Tied to Specific Projects 
According to Bethelemy (2011), China invested $16 billion in infrastructure projects in SSA between 2001 

and 2007. This number has increased rapidly in the past years with Chinese infrastructure commitments 

amounting to $28.5 billion in 2009 and increasing by 45% to $40.83 billion in 2012 (People’s Republic of 

China, 2013). Hence, China is heavily involved in infrastructure construction in Africa primarily through 

concessional loans many of which come with certain conditions. The concessional loans are tied to specific 

project such as dams, roads, rails, ports, government buildings and stadiums. While many of the loans go to 

infrastructure necessary for further growth, a lot of money is used for prestige projects that offer nothing in 

terms of development, but are popular among African leaders, as it helps them boost public perception 

(Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). Improving infrastructure is a crucial variable in African countries strive for 

economic development and China has been a willing partner in providing capital. The problem, as mentioned 

above, is that Chinese loans comes with certain conditions that first of all benefits Chinese companies, and 

secondly, and much more important, limits the amount of knowledge spill-over, thus limiting the 

developmental impact. A prime example of such an arrangement comes from Angola. The Chinese 

Eximbank issued a $2 billion loan for infrastructure projects backed by the Angolan oil-sector. The terms of 

the agreement state that at least 70% of contracts have to be awarded to Chinese contractors and at least 50% 

of the contracts’ procurement have to be imported from China (Cornelissen, Chingono, & Asanzi, 2010). 

Hence, more than 60% of the $2 billion will go right back into Chinese companies and Angolan companies 

have very limited opportunity to get involved in the project. 

 

In principle, Chinese aid comes without reform conditionality and with promises of non-interference, even 

though the reality is not as clear, as African leaders are more susceptible to accept hiring Chinese contractors 

than to accept the demands of institutional reform and social development from Western donors. The non-

interference policy is the key institution of the Chinese aid model, as it is not only attached to all projects, 

but also has its roots in a long-lasting tradition of Chinese foreign policy. 
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4.2.6	  Forum	  on	  China-‐Africa	  Cooperation	  

Chinese engagement in Africa has shifted throughout the second half of the 20th century. In the 1950s and 

60s China heavily supported liberation movements across the continent, in the 1980’s China focused its 

attention on gaining legitimacy in the eyes of Washington and Moscow, but after being shunned by the West 

following the Tiananmen Square massacre China has increased its involvement in Africa in the last two 

decades (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). In its efforts to gain influence in Africa and solidifying South-South 

relations, top Chinese government officials have visited a selection of African countries every year for the 

past decade and a half, including presidents Hu Jintao and Xi Jinping. On top of this, the Chinese Minister of 

Foreign Affairs have made Africa his first official visit every year since 2001 (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

These visit are meant to show African leaders that China is serious about their relationship and demonstrate 

the strength of the mutual friendship between China and the African continent (People’s Republic of China, 

2006). 

In 2000 the increasing cooperation between China and African countries led to the foundation of the Forum 

on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) during a conference held in Beijing in October of 2000. Since then 

meetings have been held every three years alternating between Beijing and African cities23, and have been 

well attended with high-ranking officials from no less than 36 African countries attending (Hon et al., 2010). 

FOCAC is based on two declarations; ‘Beijing Declaration of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation’ and 

‘Beijing Program for China-Africa Economic and Social Development’, both signed during the first meeting 

(Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). Chinese and African leaders alike consider FOCAC as a key institution in their 

relationship and as a catalyst for economic and diplomatic cooperation in the future. The Chinese 

government has stressed its commitment to the FOCAC declarations, while emphasizing its confidence in 

the institutions’ ability to “explore new ways to enhance mutual political trust, promote the comprehensive 

development of pragmatic cooperation, further improve the mechanism of the forum, and try to find the best 

way for furthering cooperation” (People’s Republic of China, 2006). Similarly, African leaders like former 

Batswana President Festus Mogae have described FOCAC as “the ideal forum for China and Africa to 

discuss trade and investment issues with a view to advance mutual interests” (Hon et al., 2010). 

 

The basis for action under FOCAC is the three-year action plans, which are developed during each meeting. 

The main issues covered in these action plans revolve around loans and debt relief, tariff reduction, 

education and scholarships, and medical assistance. During FOCAC III in 2006, then President Hu Jintao 

offered eight specific proposals to strengthen the Sino-African partnership (Hon et al., 2010: 24): 

• China intended to double its assistance to Africa by 2009 

• China would provide $3 billion in preferential loans and 2 billion in preferential buyers credit to 

Africa over the next three years 
                                                
23 2003 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 2006 in Beijing, 2009 in Sharm El Sheik, Egypt, and 2012 in Beijing (Hon et al., 2010)  
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• A China-Africa development fund, valued at $5 billion, would be established to encourage Chinese 

companies to invest in Africa 

• The building of an AU conference center to assist in the advancement of the objectives of African 

unity 

• Further debt cancellation of interest-free loans in the heavily indebted countries 

• Further opening of China’s market through an increase from 190 to 440 in the number of export 

products from the least developed countries receiving zero-tariff treatment 

• Establish a number of new trade and economic cooperation zones in Africa 

• Train 15.000 African professionals, build hospitals, malaria prevention centres, schools and double 

the number of Chinese scholarships offered to African students 

 

The proposals offered by President Hu were incorporated into the 2007-2009 FOCAC action plans and 

evidence shows that China has upheld its end of the bargain. As discussed in the previous section, Chinese 

investments have continued to increase, while China has offered debt-relief worth more than $80 billion 

from 2000 to 2008 (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). In terms of education and healthcare, China is offering 1500 

scholarships per year to African student, while having medical teams present in 47 African countries. These 

tasks are performed China’s 26 provinces, which are obligated to provide at least one medical team and a 

differentiated, based on the capability of the province, number of scholarships (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

 

FOCAC has been criticized for being a tool for China to ensure influence in the international community 

(Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010), and it has been pointed out that the actual cooperation between China and 

African countries still happens bilaterally, thus rendering the FOCAC meetings hollow (Hon et al., 2010). 

Despite this criticism, it is still apparent that FOCAC facilitates Sino-African relations. 

 

4.3	  Agents:	  New	  Players,	  New	  Game?	  

This section covers the agency part of the Chinese aid model. The focus will be on the role of agency in the 

implementation of the aid strategy, shaped by the institutions and structural features. We identified the 

following key agents of the China aid model: Export-Import Bank of China, State-owned enterprises, and 

recipient countries. 
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4.3.1	  Export-‐Import	  Bank	  of	  China	  

The Export-Import Bank of China (Eximbank) was founded in 1994 as one of three state-owned policy 

banks with the purpose of supporting the government’s development policies in China24. The Eximbank’s 

main role is to facilitate the expansion of China’s global trade and investment, by developing the Chinese 

export-oriented economy and provide trade financing (Davies et al., 2008: 20-21). 

The Eximbank has become the main provider of Chinese financing to developing countries, by offering loans 

to all developing countries that China has diplomatic ties with (Bräutigam, 2011: 754). The loans can be 

divided into four categories: 1) Loans for export of Chinese products (export buyers credit), 2) Loans for 

Chinese companies’ overseas investment projects, 3) Loans for Chinese companies overseas construction 

projects, and 4) Government concessional loans (Davies et al., 2008: 21). The Eximbank has the Chinese 

monopoly on providing concessional loans, which are offered to ‘credit worthy’ countries with which China 

has diplomatic ties. These loans are considered as official development assistance on par with the Western 

ODA by the Chinese government (Bräutigam, 2011). According to an official Eximbank statement, the aim 

of the Bank’s concessional loans is “promoting economic development and improving living standards in 

developing countries” and “boost economic cooperation between developing countries and China” with a 

focus on “good social benefits” (in Bräutigam, 2011: 754; Davies et al., 2008: 21). Hence, the concessional 

loans issued by the Eximbank are the main component of China’s development assistance strategy, while 

ensuring stronger relationships with developing countries, in accordance with the principles of South-South 

cooperation. The three other loan products offered by the Eximbank aims to encourage Chinese companies to 

invest abroad, as part of the Chinese ‘Going Out’ policy (Davies et al., 2008). According to Bräutigam 

(2011), the export buyers credit, of which the Eximbank had provided $8-9 billion to African countries as of 

2006 (Davies et al., 2008: 22), can be considered in the OOF category25, as it enables developing countries to 

import necessary goods and delay payment, thus enhancing their development process. 

The Eximbank’s involvement on the African continent has rapidly increased since 2000. In 2006 the Bank 

ran 259 projects across 36 African countries, primarily in the infrastructure construction sector (80%). The 

extent of the Eximbank’s lending to Africa, an estimated $67.2 billion in the last decade (Tan-Mullins et al., 

2010), caught the attention of the Western IFIs, which were concerned that the African countries extensive 

lending from China would undermine the effect of the $50 billion debt relief to African countries granted by 

Western donors under the HIPC26 program in 2006. 

 

                                                
24 The other two banks are the Agricultural Development Bank of China and the China Development Bank. 
25 The concept of OOF will be described in section 5.2.2 
26 HIPC will be described in section 5.2.4 
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4.3.2	  State-‐Owned	  Enterprises	  

State-owned enterprises have played a key part in Chinese growth since the late-1970s by enabling the 

government to exploit industries in which China has a comparative advantage. Following the introduction of 

the ‘Socialist Market Economy’ in 1993 the SOEs’ dominance of the Chinese industry has been challenged 

by an increasing number of both foreign and domestic private companies, although they remain the dominant 

player due to the structure of Chinese financial markets (Bardhan, 2010; Li & Lin, 2005). 

 

SOE’s are no longer restricted to the domestic market; today they are increasingly involved abroad, 

especially in construction and the extraction of natural resources. This trend began in the early 1990s and 

was made official in 2001 when former director of the Chinese Planning Committee introduced the ‘Going 

Out’ strategy, which encouraged Chinese state-owned oil companies to “establish oil fields abroad” (Hong, 

2007: 6). The ‘Going Out’ strategy led to a surge of Chinese SOEs investing in foreign oil fields, primarily 

in Africa and the Middle East. 

It is through their foreign involvement that SOE’s fulfill their agency role in the Chinese aid model, as they 

have become key components in exercising concessional loans with. Hence, when the Chinese governments 

issue loans to African states, with terms of the agreement stating that a certain percentage of the contract 

must go to Chinese companies, these contracts will likely go to state-owned construction companies 

(Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

As introduced above, SOEs play an integral part in China’s search for natural resources in Africa. This is 

accomplished either through the SOE acquiring mines or oil fields in African countries, or by entering into 

joint venture agreements with local, often state-owned, mining or oil companies. The joint venture approach 

is widely applied across Africa; a successful example comes from Angola where the China Petroleum and 

Chemical Corporation (Sinopec) entered into a joint venture with Angola’s national oil company Sonangol to 

explore offshore oil fields off the coast of Angola (Cornelissen et al., 2010). Although the Sinopec-Sonangol 

joint venture was a success where huge oil reservoirs were explored, most Sino-African joint ventures are 

less successful, data shows that 1/3 of Chinese SOEs lose money abroad, while upwards of 65% of joint 

ventures have failed (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

 

The SOEs’ positive influence on the Chinese growth is undeniable, but in the last two decades they have 

struggled to adjust to the marketization of the ‘Socialist Market Economy’. Zhao (2013) criticize the SOE as 

a construct, claiming, “SOE’s are doomed to be inefficient (…) The problem does not lie in the agent, which 

is the manager, but lies in the principal, which is the government. And the government is not an owner with 

behavioral ability as a natural person. In one word, SOE’s have no real owners.” (Zhao, 2013: 4). Hence, 

SOEs are inflexible and inefficient due to their ownership structure, which inhibits their ability to compete in 

a true open market. This is also the reason why so many SOE joint ventures fail abroad, as the SOEs are not 
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equipped to deal with a truly open market economy, which exists outside China (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; 

Zhao, 2013). 

 

4.3.3	  Recipients	  Countries	  

Many African countries have shown to be willing recipients of Chinese development finance, and have 

signaled their commitment to the strategic partnership proposed by China and facilitated through FOCAC 

(Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; People’s Republic of China, 2006). The Chinese recognized the immense need 

for capital in Africa, as well as many African leaders skepticism towards the conditionality-based OECD-

DAC aid. In response, China is offering a partnership between developing countries and many African 

leaders accepted with open arms. 

 

By accepting Chinese financial aid African countries have contributed to a large extent to the debate between 

Chinese and Western aid models. The debate revolves around the pros and cons of attaching conditions to 

aid and the exploitation of natural resources. While it is difficult to come to a conclusion on this debate, there 

is no doubt that China has become an important player on the African continent. 

Among the main objectives of the Chinese aid model are the procurement of natural resources and the 

establishment of a South-South coalition in the international community (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010; 

People’s Republic of China, 2006). In the past decade and a half, African countries have become key agents 

in China reaching these goals. First, African governments have been instrumental in Chinese procurement of 

natural resources on the continent; through entering joint ventures between state-owned companies on 

exploration and mining, lending of agricultural land to Chinese government, and by receiving concessional 

loans based on the Angola Model (Cornelissen et al., 2010). Secondly, FOCAC represents a key example of 

South-South cooperation and have developed into a well-functioning facilitator of economic and political 

cooperation (Hon et al., 2010). As an example of FOCAC’s influence on a South-South coalition, UN voting 

records show a strong coherence between Chinese and African voting patterns (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010). 

Hence, African countries have become key partners in China’s search for natural resources, as well as 

strengthening the influence of developing countries in the international community. In that light African 

countries can be considered important agents in the Chinese aid model. 

 

4.4	  Elaborating	  on	  China’s	  Aid	  Model	  

Throughout the previous sections we have presented the key aspects of the China aid model, while arguing 

for their position as structural features, institutions, or agents, according to our theoretical model. In this 

concluding section we briefly elaborate on the Chinese aid model based on our altered DoC model. Within 

our triangular DoC model there are several links between the factors of China’s aid system. In the following 
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paragraph we will take a closer look at the interaction between structural features and institution, and 

institutions and agents. 

 

In section 4.1 we introduced the structural features of the Chinese aid system and how each of them shaped 

or is shaping the Chinese aid model. We will now offer a pair of examples of how specific structural features 

shaped the China aid model, and how this interaction can be analyzed. The first example is linked to the 

Chinese growth model; section 4.1.1 described how China continuously went against classical macro-

economic thinking and declined conditional loans from the IMF and the WB, while laying the foundation for 

the most impressive period of growth in history. This experience shaped the Chinese government’s 

perception on how sustainable growth could be obtained and led to the notion that countries are different and 

should be treated as such (Fues & Liu, 2011). In turn, China is a fierce supporter of a country’s free choice of 

the road to development, to a point that the concept was written into the BHW. Hence, China’s own growth 

experience has become institutionalized to a point where it is guiding principle for Chinese foreign policy. 

Another example is linked to China’s socio-economic issues. China is facing food and natural resource 

scarcity, which has made resource and food procurement a key aspect of the Chinese aid strategy. This is an 

example of a structural feature, as China’s search for food and natural resources is shaping its relationship 

with Africa through Angola model deals and renting of agricultural land. 

Interaction between structural features and institutions is not a one-way street, thus institutions can just as 

well influence structural features. One example of such institutional influence comes from South-South 

cooperation, and China’s strengthening ties with other developing countries, e.g. BRICS, ASEAN+1, and 

FOCAC. The increasing prominence of these South-South relationships is bolstering China’s diplomatic 

power in the international community, thus cementing China’s position as a dominant power. 

 

The interaction between institutions and agents is straightforward when looking at institutions influencing 

agent. The institutions formulate the political and economic aspects of the Chinese aid strategy, while the 

agents act on the ground; facilitating and acting out the strategy. The ability of agents to influence 

institutions depends on the position the specific agent have within the system, hence only the largest SOEs 

have the opportunity to make suggestions for how to alter the strategy, while recipient countries and regional 

governments have more direct ways of influencing the aid model. An example from another Southern 

African country: Botswana’s government has demanded that Chinese companies, wishing to operate in the 

country, have to be in compliance with transparency rules of the PD27, as well as the labor regulations of the 

International Labor Organization (Chen, 2009). Hence, the Botswana government have successfully altered 

the Chinese approach and today several Chinese companies are working in Botswana in compliance with the 

host country’s demands (Chen, 2009). 

                                                
27 The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness is explored in Section 5.2.6  
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5.	  The	  OECD-‐DAC	  Aid	  System	  

For more than six decades development policy has been dominated by OECD government-centered aid28 

allocation. In the 1990s, for example, the member nations of the OECD Development Assistance 

Committee29 (DAC) have provided roughly 95% of development aid (Manning, 2006; in Kragelund, 2008: 

555). Throughout the last decade, the international aid architecture has been a loosely tiered system of 

coordination known as the ‘Consensus Model’30, starting from the MDGs as the highest tier, to the PD 

commitments, trickling down to country-owned, centrally defined national development strategies as the 

foundation of the development ‘structure’. According to O’Keefe (2007: 3) the ‘concrete’ that binds the 

interests of donors and recipients is a grand bargain where OECD donor nations agree to honor their pledges 

to provide aid funds on time, while recipient nations agree to make reforms, integrate aid flows into their 

budget planning processes, and track the outcomes of aid programs. The international aid system revolves 

around the DAC bringing together 24 bilateral donor governments. In spite of the centralized 

administration’s important role in information-sharing, research and monitoring work, the aid systems’ 

decision making process is highly decentralized and the DAC itself “cannot provide funds, condition finance, 

enact laws or enforce regulation” (Carrol & Kellow, 2011; in Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011). Thus, apart 

from DAC’s effort to coordinate member practices and implement common standards, the donors may still 

apply varying approaches to how they run their bilateral operations. The actual dynamic of the OECD-driven 

aid system plays out in the interactions between its structural features, institutional elements and agents. This 

chapter starts by analyzing the structural foundations of the OECD aid system. Section 5.2 represents the 

core of this chapter, introducing the OECD-DAC aid regime consisting of several key institutions. Finally, 

the chapter elaborates on the agents, which influence the system on the ground. 

Figure 6: 

STRUCTURAL	  FEATURES

·∙ 	   North-‐South	  relations
·∙ 	   USA	  as	  global	  power
·∙ 	   Development	  aid	  as	  

foreign	  policy	  tool

INSTITUTIONS

·∙ 	   Washington	  Consensus
·∙ 	   ODA
·∙ 	   MDGs
·∙ 	   Debt	  relief	  initiatives
·∙ 	   Good	  Governance	  &	  

Human	  Development
·∙ 	   Paris	  Declaration	  &	  AAA

AGENTS

·∙ 	   OECD-‐DAC	  
·∙ 	   Recipient	  countries
·∙ 	   World	  Bank	  &	  IMF
·∙ 	   Western	  NGOs	  &	  private	  

foundations
·∙ 	   Private	  sector	  

GLOBAL	  LEVEL

OECD-‐DAC	  BILATERAL	  AID	  SYSTEM

 
                                                
28 The words aid and assistance refer to flows which qualify as Official Development Assistance (ODA) or Official Aid (OA). All of 
these terms are used interchangeably throughout this work.  
29 To be elaborated on in section 5.3.1 
30 Not to be confused with the Washington Consensus.  
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5.1	  Structural	  Features:	  The	  Short	  American	  20th	  Century	  

This section describes how actors in the development practice are effectively constrained by their 

environment, i.e. the structural features of the OECD aid system: North-South relations, the influence of the 

USA, and development aid as a foreign policy tool. 

 

5.1.1	  North-‐South	  Relations	  

The OECD’s predecessor, the Organization for European Economic Co-operation (OECC), was created in 

1948 to administer the massive inflow of U.S. aid to a Europe that was war-torn and desperate for 

reconstruction and peace-building. In the shadows of the unfolding Cold War, the Marshall Plan pumped 

money into most of Europe’s strained economies that started seeing themselves growing again shortly 

afterwards. After this rather brief but very successful European intermezzo – the USA cut Marshall aid in 

1952 - the newly-formed OECD organization turned ‘South’ from 1960 onwards in order to make other poor 

countries – although in quite different circumstances – reap the benefits of external assistance, too. Thus, 

since the second half of the twentieth century development aid has been flowing from Northern donor 

nations to developing countries in the Third World. Although, donor initiatives have taken different shapes 

over time, moving from infrastructure projects to sector programs, policy reforms, institutional and good 

governance reforms, to budget support, the linearity in direction has not changed until today (Warrener, 

2004). In 1961 OECD member countries comprised 53% of world GDP and 55% of international exports, 

which increased to 59% and 72% by 1973, respectively (Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 561). The OECD 

countries economic dominance continued until 2000 when they accounted for 60% of world GDP, since then 

it has been declining, as of 2012 the OECD countries accounted for 51% of world GDP and 63% of exports 

(OECD, 2013b, 2014a). The key players USA, France, the UK, and Western Germany agreed that they could 

use this institution to better co-ordinate trade, finance, development and other economic matters, in order to 

promote policies that achieve “high, sustainable economic growth and employment, world trade and 

economic development” (Aubrey, 1967; OECD, 1960; in Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 558). The practice 

of development aid is consequently also one of the Western world’s31 success stories and values, and one of 

turmoil and failure in the Southern hemisphere. After the independence of the former European colonies the 

relationships between the developed and the developing world, have been reengineered in a way where 

strategies and policies are based on and designed by the former and implemented in the latter. To counter 

Northern dominance, the developing world drew on (structuralist) critical theory, such as dependency theory 

and Wallerstein’s World-System theory that started to influence the development debate in the 1970s. These 

theories highlighted the asymmetrical power relations between the North and South and sought to encourage 

developing countries to not expose themselves fully to an ‘unfair’ and ‘exploitative’ global economy, as this 

                                                
31 Different labels are used for the ‘Western world’, such as developed countries, industrialized countries, or the global North.  
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would only make them dependent on the more powerful Northern states (Naim, 2000: 512). Consequently, 

many developing economies, particularly in Africa, chose to engage in import-substitution industrialization 

and diversification of their economies, hoping that this would decrease their dependence on raw material 

export revenues, fix their balance of payment problems, and change the terms of trade with the North to their 

benefits. However, these alternative theories never gained acceptance within the International Financial 

Institutions (IFIs), due to the worsening of conditions after the oil crisis, the Mexican debt crisis in August 

1982, and the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, which led to the breakdown of official OECD negotiations to 

formalize North-South issues into a permanent committee32 . Thus, besides efforts in regards to the 

ownership33 of national poverty programs in the last decade, this particular understanding of North-South 

relations is still deeply embedded and institutionalized in the aid community through formal political and 

economic institutions, such as the OECD DAC, and ‘paradigmatic’ ideas such as the WC34 that spurred a 

long process of policy reform and structural adjustment efforts in developing countries (Führer, 1996). By 

2010, with 34 members35 the OECD countries enjoyed over 50% of total GDP and 60% of the world’s 

exports. Even internally, the dominance of the West is visible when looking at OECD staffing. In 2010, 

nationals from France, the UK, and the USA still constituted over 58 per cent of all officials, despite the fact 

that with Japan, member since 1964, the second largest contributor to the core budget still remains under-

represented with only 65 officials in total (Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 560). 

 

5.1.2	  The	  Influence	  of	  the	  USA	  

The theory of hegemonic stability, advocated by structural regime theorists, offers the most parsimonious 

and widely employed explanation of regime dynamics. It links regime creation and maintenance to the 

existence of a dominant power and the weakening of regimes to a waning hegemon. It is therefore claimed 

that the diffusion of the aid regime reflected the economic and political state of affair with a US hegemon 

dictating international policy through US-dominated IFIs, such as the WB and the IMF (Babb, 2012). 

Structuralists argue that regimes, as any other institution, are deliberately designed by states and considered 

as passive mechanisms with no agenda of their own and no “ontological independence” (Barnett & 

Finnemore, 1999: 704). The period of the post-War years until the end of the Cold War in 1989, with short 

discontinuity caused by the oil crisis and the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, can be called the 

American era, in which any major policy initiative must have had US support. The years 1960 and 1961 laid 

the foundation of the current international aid regime with related institutional developments, such as the 

creation of the WB’s International Development Association (IDA) providing soft loans to the world’s 
                                                
32 Since 1973 developing countries have negotiated a ’New International Order’ with the OECDs Executive Committee in Special 
Session (ECSS) 
33 Ownership is discussed in great detail in section 7.1.1 
34 The Washington Consensus reforms are described in section 5.2.1.  
35 From the early 1960s non-European states have started to join the OECD, such as Japan, Turkey, Mexico, South Korea, Chile, and 
Israel.	  	  	  
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poorest countries, and the promotional campaign by the UN to call out the UN Development Decade36. 

Aubrey (1967; in Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 562) considered that all institutional changes to the design 

of the OEEC for the new OECD could be explained by US interests. In the beginning of the 1960s the USA 

was the source of more than 40 per cent of total development aid, followed by France and the UK providing 

roughly one-third (Führer, 1996). Keohane (1978; in Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 56) criticized this US 

dominance that in his words the OECD “had shifted its position from a Keynesian to a neoliberal posture in 

the interests of serving only the most powerful of its members.”. However, his criticism was unheard in the 

1980s, due to the fact that the organization lost the confidence of Reagan and Thatcher, who found its work 

insufficiently market-oriented. Marcussen (2004; in Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 565) argues that even in 

the post-Cold War period the OECD, “under pressure from the Americans for demonstrating value for 

money, […] had become their ‘ideational agent’”. The fact that the USA has been the leading contributor to 

the core OECD budget in more than five decades, at around 22 per cent in 2010, appears to support 

Marcussen’s thesis (Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 560). 

With respect to the WC, Babb claims that without a good understanding of domestic American politics, one 

would only gain a partial understanding of the WC’s influence on development matters around the world 

(Ban & Blyth, 2013: 245). She argues that the diffusion of the WC reforms was made possible by a shift in 

thinking among US policymakers about how international organizations could be used to serve US interests 

– not as tools for assuring national security by providing resources to the developing world, but as safeguards 

of American economic interests (Babb, 2009: 89-96, in Babb, 2012: 277). In that sense, it is argued that the 

USA has been using their decision making power as major shareholder of the two most important IFIs, in 

order to advance their own preferences. 

 

5.1.3	  Development	  Aid	  as	  Foreign	  Policy	  

When talking about development aid we are on controversial and politically sensitive terrain. Apart from 

genuine solidarity endeavors, development aid has always been at least partially driven by donors’ own 

economic and political logic. For decades aid allocations of the USA have been known not to be allocated on 

the criterion of poverty, but on that of U.S. strategic defense and global foreign policy interests (Saith, 2006: 

1187). For some observers the WC has been primarily beneficial for U.S. companies that gained access to 

the markets of the global South (Babb, 2012). On political grounds, aid is therefore viewed as another 

weapon in developed countries’ arsenal to discipline chaotic parts of the world and therefore the provision of 

aid without conditions would be irresponsible for many observers. Since the 1970s critical theory and aid 

critics have seen development aid as a tool of the developed world to create dependency and actually erode 

                                                
36 The campaign contained two objectives, achieving a 5% annual rate of growth in developing countries, and increasing the flow of 
international assistance and capital to developing countries with the long-term aim of approximately 1% of combined national 
incomes of the developed countries (Führer, 1996). 
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self-reliance, in contrast to what is often claimed to be the goal of aid; to become self-reliant and 

independent from aid disbursements. Davis (2011) takes a closer look at domestic donor politics and 

attributes the very location of management of aid programs within donor governments as the decisive 

mechanism where power dynamics are played out. Davis agrees with Lancaster (2007; in Davis, 2011: 564) 

that foreign aid should not be understood as so much as a policy in its own right, but as a “tool that is used 

by policy decision-makers from a variety of sectors” and for a “variety of diplomatic, security and 

commercial purposes”. Therefore, foreign policy requirements, such as security-oriented definitions of 

national interest, clash with the normative criteria of aid to contribute to a developing country’s economic 

and social development. Consequently, Davis (2011) points to a security element in foreign policy, which 

sits uneasily with the liberal internationalism underpinning the MDGs37, and clearly dominates foreign aid 

concerns (Davis, 2011). With respect to chapter 4, the same mechanisms described above apply to China’s 

approach to development aid that is commonly interpreted as a realpolitik instrument to gain political and 

economic influence. A comprehensive framework such as our DOC model aims at bringing back this 

political dimension into the discussion, rather than studying the practice of development aid as a mere 

technocratic exercise. 

 

5.2	  Institutions:	  The	  Rules	  of	  Development	  Aid	  

In the following we will focus our analysis on the institutional elements that comprise the DAC aid regime, 

and which have over time defined what development assistance stands for today. Firstly, the thesis discusses 

the WC - the set of reforms that has influenced the field of development aid since the 1980s. Secondly, the 

key concept of Official Development Assistance will be defined. Thirdly, in section 5.2.3 the MDGs will be 

introduced. Fourthly, important debt relief initiatives of the Western bilateral and multilateral donors are 

briefly described. Section 5.2.5 introduces the norms of good governance and human development. Finally, 

section 5.2.6 then deals with the PD on Aid Effectiveness, the focal institution of this thesis in depth, and the 

follow-up commitments of the Accra Agenda for Action. 

 

5.2.1	  The	  Washington	  Consensus	  

The institutionalization of the international aid regime38 has been primarily effected by the WC, a set of 

reforms associated today with the developing countries’ move to free markets in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Throughout the last three decades the WC has been institutionalized in a set of taken-for-granted 

assumptions and routine practices within state bureaucracies; an observation that may lead us to argue that it 

has evolved into a structure-like element of the global political economy of aid (Weir and Skocpol, 1985; in 
                                                
37 The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are discussed in depth in section 5.2.3. 
38 The thesis uses the terms international aid regime, OECD-DAC regime, and OECD-driven (or –centered) aid regime in an 
interchangeable manner. 
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Babb, 2012: 271). This said, although we acknowledge this tendency, we yet see the WC as the most 

important institution, or activated mechanism in CR terminology, which has defined the rules of 

development assistance throughout the last four decades. For Santiso (2004: 829) the WC policies have 

developed into the development economics paradigm (Santiso, 2004: 829).  In contrast to its originators, who 

used to treat the WC reforms as a list of economic measures, a purely “intellectual product” created by 

economists, Babb (2012) argues that it has developed into a powerful and durable ‘transnational policy 

paradigm’ shaped by both scholarly and political forces. According to the author, WC specified “both a set 

of instruments and a set of goals to be pursued using these instruments which is legitimated through expert 

knowledge” (Babb, 2012: 272). 

In order to fully understand the importance of the WC for development economics, in the following, the 

chapter elaborates on its origin, diffusion, and the controversy surrounding the effectiveness of its policies. 

 

The Heyday of Conditionality and Structural Adjustment: The 1980s 
As a reaction to the debt crises in East Asia and Latin America in the early 1980s, which put many 

developing countries in financial distress, aid strategies dealt predominantly with prudent macroeconomic 

management and the scaling back of the state to make space for supply side market forces. In order to assist 

crisis-wrecked countries in gaining international competitiveness, market-liberalizing policies, which were 

widely seen as the right policies to prevent strained economies from collapsing, were formulated and quickly 

implemented across the developing world (Vellinga, 2009: 96; in Babb, 2012: 276). Those developing 

countries, which suffered most from currency devaluations and unsustainable external debt, were particularly 

vulnerable in negotiations for financial resources with respect to both developed countries and IFIs. 

 

Although the WC reforms were not formulated until 1989, they can be still understood as a summary of the 

policy preferences of the 1980s. On only a few pages, in the form of a background paper to a conference of 

the Institute for International Economics on the reasons and policy solutions for the Latin American debt 

crisis, John Williamson39, listed ten policies that he argued almost everyone in Washington thought were 

necessary in Latin America as of that time. In his own words, the ‘cure’ most economists around 

Washington agreed on for the Latin American ‘patients’ could be summarized as “prudent macroeconomic 

policies, outward orientation, and free-market capitalism” (Williamson, 1990). Williamson noticed such a 

wide agreement on which reforms were of particular urgency, that he coined the term ‘Washington 

Consensus’ (Williamson, 2003). It must be noted that also the majority of Latin American economists agreed 

with the policy reforms. For Williamson, the WC responded to mainstream economics’ rejection of 

                                                
39 John Williamson has been a Washington-based think-tank economist at that time.  
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heterodox development theories40 founded in accumulated empirical evidence of failed state-led polices from 

the late 1970s and early 1980s (Babb, 2012: 270). Each of the ten policies stemmed from classical 

mainstream economic theory (Williamson, 1990: 5-20). Williamson’s reform package was comprised of 

policy objectives shared among the International Monetary Fund, the WB, and the U.S. Treasury. The 

policies, often called ‘first generation’ reforms, were based in particular on the 1986 US government Baker 

Plan that aimed at injecting heavy-handed macroeconomic conditionalities, and structural reforms, such as 

trade liberalization, privatization, and deregulation, in developing countries’ economies, suffering from 

external debt, balance of payments and inflation problems, in the form of contract-like Letters of Intent and 

Letters of Development Policy issued by the IMF and the WB, respectively. The WC is therefore based on a 

conditionality-driven relationship of making loans and grants to governments in exchange for policy reform, 

aimed at changing the underlying structure of recipient economies to promote exports and economic growth 

(Babb, 2012: 276). 

 

Already in 1979 the WB, which was traditionally involved in providing loans for infrastructure projects, 

created a new lending instrument that provided non-project money for balance-of-payments support in 

exchange for policy changes in the recipient country (Broad, 2006: 391). This extraordinary move can be 

explained by the economic crisis in the late 1970s that led to a decrease in demand for project loans, and a 

decline in U.S. contributions due to opposition from Republicans in the US Congress, who questioned 

whether multilateral institutions, such as the WB, were truly serving US interests (Babb, 2012: 275). 

Consequently, in the words of then-President Robert McNamara, the so-called Structural Adjustment 

Lending (SAL) facility was designed to help increasing demand for loans and regain shareholder support by 

assisting only “developing countries that undertake needed structural adjustments for export promotion in 

line with their long-term comparative advantage” (Broad, 1988; in Broad, 2006: 392). Not until the mid-

1980s though, when the US government decided to implement the Baker Plan did the SAL gained relevance 

in the development community (Broad, 1987; in Broad, 2006: 392). Compared to ordinary project loans, 

SALs were much larger, thus the WB pushed for imposing more market-liberalizing conditionality on its key 

debtor countries (Broad, 2006: 392). This form of lending accounted for 20-30% of overall lending by the 

late 1980s. 

 

The IMF had a much longer tradition in lending for policy reform, but only with macroeconomic 

conditionality, such as inflation and money supply management, and fiscal deficit reduction. In 1986 the 

IMF started a structural adjustment facility of its own, to support programs for low-income states based on 

medium-term Policy Framework Papers strategies drafted by recipient countries, and in exchange for 

                                                
40 As Hirschman (1981) has argued, Keynesian thought opened the intellectual space within which these heterodox, developmentalist 
ideas could flourish (Babb, 2012: 273). 
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opening up their countries to international market forces (Babb, 2012; Führer, 1996). Compared to the old 

conditionality model of the IMF based on macroeconomic variables, this new lending model had an entirely 

new quality, explicitly putting the IFIs in charge of pushing governments to make politically difficult 

reforms, to change the underlying structure of national economies with the goal of creating ‘sustained 

growth’ (Babb, 2012: 280). 

 

Growing Critique from the Inside and First Amendments: The 1990s 
The beginning of the 1990s was characterized by a decline of net ODA41 due to the end of the Cold War, 

which detached aid from its powerful geopolitical motives, which were so visible in the conflict years. In the 

aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union, the OECD aid regime began to focus on Central and Eastern 

European rebuilding efforts, to the detriment of aid disbursement for the developing world in Asia and 

Africa. Many poor countries in SSA with little access to private capital to begin with became stuck in the so-

called ‘debt trap’, failing to comply with the conditions of their SAL agreements with the IMF, and entering 

into new loans all over again to pay back the old ones (Babb, 2012: 278). In Latin America, where WC-

inspired reforms had been commonplace, the gap between the expectations of the WC and actual 

performance of the aided economies was largest. In many countries, the newly-privatized markets turned out 

far from being perfect, and distortions came to surface that sometimes had even been worsened by aid 

disbursements and IFI loans (Stiglitz, 2002; in Babb, 2012: 280). New evidence from the Mexican, Russian 

and East Asian debt crises, and most importantly from the implosion of IMF poster-child Argentina’s 

economy, has been accumulated that seemed to disprove the effectiveness of the WC reforms. The most 

prominent argument against it was derived from the IFIs’ dominant role in its implementation that followed a 

one-size-fits-all pattern. Owing to the bureaucratic processes within the IFIs, the same development 

strategies have been drafted and prescribed for all developing countries, irrespective of local circumstances. 

His nuanced work on market failures and the political economy of reform made Joseph Stiglitz, then-chief 

researcher at the WB, the major critic from within the system and led to his replacement shortly thereafter 

through US pressure. Notwithstanding, Stiglitz’ critique created a general awareness of the need for policies 

“to be designed so that they can be implemented by the kind of institutions and individuals existing in the 

developing world” (Stiglitz, 2003; in Santiso, 2004: 836). 

 

The Post-Washington Consensus and the Ownership Principle: The 2000s 
In 2000 the MDGs were born out of troubled times with falling ODA rates caused by the lack of tangible 

results of the WC’s impact in terms of economic growth and on its effects on poverty reduction. The 1990s 

showed that “macroeconomic discipline and fiscal righteousness per se neither automatically nor 

necessarily translate into equity-enhancing economic growth” (Santiso, 2004: 829). After experimenting 
                                                
41 Official Development Assistance, a term that is explained in Section 5.2.2 
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with the WC policies for over fifteen years, the 2000s experienced a broadening of the reform agenda, based 

on a widely-shared opinion that in a complex world a ‘boilerplate’ recipe for development does not exist 

(Santiso, 2004: 841; Babb, 2012: 282). In the 2000s, scholars continued to consolidate the critique of the WC, 

earlier raised by Stiglitz and others, highlighting the centrality of politics in the practice of implementing 

reforms and advocated political economy analysis of development processes. Santiso (2004: 830) argues that 

the “original assumption that a reform package designed by a team of technocrats could effectively remain 

insulated from political pressure” has been increasingly questioned and that in reality reform processes 

would often be very painful mechanisms of structural adjustment. The same group of economists and 

policymakers that first articulated the original WC in the late 1980s, recognized that the WC reforms were 

incomplete, thus their scope had to be expanded with focus on institutional governance reforms, pro-poor 

growth and social policy, such as equity and income distribution, and the transformation of the judiciary 

system (Santiso, 2004: 838). In contrast to more fundamental and ideological criticism, this camp did not 

aim at rolling back earlier WC reforms, since they recognized the gains made over the last decade in 

developing countries, such as lower inflation, sounder budgeting, reduced external debt ratios and some 

economic growth (Santiso, 2004: 839). This view is commonly referred to as post-WC, or ‘second 

generation’ thinking that reassesses the role of the state and “highlights the need for more pronounced 

interventions by the state on behalf of the market” (Ruckert, 2010: 824). 

 

This process led to a profound rethinking within the IFIs that ultimately led to the articulation of the WB’s 

Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) in 1999, advocating a more inclusive form of development 

policy, without continuing to turn a blind eye to the “reproductive needs of the most vulnerable sectors of 

society” (Ruckert, 2010: 821). The CDF emphasizes the interdependence of all elements of development and 

advocates holistic long-term visions, and specific development strategies, drafted by the country both 

owning and directing the development42. Therefore, the CDF framework must be understood in relation to 

the failure of WC reforms and SAL schemes to achieve social and economic development goals, and has 

thus been subsequently viewed as the optimal policy framework to meet the MDG commitments (Ruckert, 

2010: 817). The key component of the CDF initiative is the principle of country ownership, which is defined 

by the IMF as “the willing assumption of responsibility for an agreed upon program of policies, by officials 

in a borrowing country who have the responsibility to formulate and carry out those policies” (IMF 2001; in 

Ruckert, 2010: 822). Promoting ownership made perfect sense for the WB for two major reasons. Firstly, 

over the decades the WB has come to realize that it lacks the means to directly impose policies through 

external conditionalities, and that ownership may increase accountability in the developing world where 

many have viewed IFI-driven development policies as merely a developed world agenda (Woods, 2006: 4; in 

Ruckert, 2010). Secondly, a focus on ownership gives legitimacy to WB’s projects vis-à-vis citizens around 

                                                
42http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/STRATEGIES/CDF/0,,pagePK:60447~theSitePK:140576,00.html  
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the world which depends upon the willingness of national government to adopt WB-favored policies 

(Cammack, 2004: 204; in Ruckert, 2010). Therefore, it was demanded that developing countries would draft 

country-owned Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) using participation from civil society, in order to 

be able to tackle poverty more efficiently (Carroll, 2010: 109). According to the Sourcebook, participation is 

defined as “the process by which stakeholders influence and share control over priority setting, 

policymaking, resource allocations, and/or program implementation” (World Bank, 2002: 237). This is a 

stark difference from the WC-era when the process was more top-down controlled and local contexts were 

often neglected. With its focus on ownership, more effective partnerships, coordination and a more 

transparent focus on development outcomes, the CDF paved the way towards the PD, to ensure better 

practical success in reducing poverty. 

 

According to Babb (2012: 288) through the CDF’s focus on ownership, the IFIs have managed to distance 

themselves from the WC while continuing to reward many of the same macroeconomic and market-

liberalizing policy reforms that the IFIs deem to be good policies. Between 2006 and 2008, privatization 

accounted for 19% of the WB’s total conditionality claims and policy-based lending continued at more than 

30% of the IFIs’ total portfolio (Alexander, 2009; Babb, 2012: 288). Thus, despite the prevalence of the 

notion of country ownership of policies, the individual macroeconomic reforms, preferred by the WB, have 

been thoroughly laid out in great detail in the two volumes of the Sourcebook for Poverty Reduction 

Strategies (Klugman, 2002; in Ruckert, 2010: 834). In addition, despite the fact that the PRSP is developed 

by the country itself in a collaborative fashion with both local and international actors, it is still heavily 

influenced by the IFIs, as it needs to be approved by an IFI board. In the social realm, the WB deviates from 

the earlier WC, by “proposing a more prominent role for the state in empowering people, reducing poverty, 

enabling citizen participation, providing social services to the poor, and upholding an adequate regulatory 

environment” (Craig and Porter, 2006: 12; in Ruckert, 2010: 823). As a result, by introducing PRSPs the IFI 

have increasingly expanded their conditionality demands into the social realm, with various conditions 

directly linked to poverty spending targets and the expansion of social services to the poor directly linked to 

the MDG effort (World Bank, 2001). 

 

5.2.2	  The	  Concept	  of	  Official	  Development	  Assistance	  

By convention, International development aid has taken three forms: Bilateral aid provided by developed 

countries’ governments; multilateral aid provided by international organizations, such as the WB, the IMF, 

and UNDP; and the aid provided by private funds, such as NGOs and private foundations. It is important to 

distinguish at the outset between humanitarian assistance that has a short-term focus on disaster relief, and 

more long-term oriented development assistance, which is this thesis’ object of study. 
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Serving its function to collect and publish statistics on aid flow, in 1969 the OECD Development Assistance 

Committee (DAC) adopted the concept of Official Development Assistance (ODA). After refinement in 

1972, ODA is defined as concessional transfers of resources provided by official agencies, combining grant 

and loan elements below market interest rates, to countries and to multilateral development institutions with 

the objective to promote economic development and welfare of developing countries (OECD DAC, 2005). 

The important terms here are concessional and official and need further clarification. The concessionality 

criteria helps separating ODA from ‘Other Official Flows’ (OOF), which are transactions not primarily 

aimed at development, or transactions with a grant element of less than 25 per cent at a 10 per cent discount 

rate. The term official points to the origin of the resource deployed; defined to be provided by the state and 

local governments, or by their executive agencies, rather than by private sources (Führer, 1996: 24). Based 

on the ODA measure that captures the developed countries’ commitment to international development, the 

DAC recommended a 0.7 per cent of GDP target for each member state that has also been embraced by the 

UN in 1970. It is important to note, however, that despite a few frontrunners, such as the Netherlands, 

Sweden, Norway and Denmark, this target has never been achieved. 

 

Recently, the concept of ODA has come under attack. It is important to note, however, that the measure has 

never been free of critical voices, as indicated by the fact that it took almost twelve years to finalize its 

definition43. The work of Severino and Ray (2009: 27) represents the most comprehensive critique towards 

ODA proposing fundamental changes in order to face the new policy challenges of the 21st century. The 

authors observe three major deficiencies in the design of the ODA concept. For them ODA “measures at the 

same time too much, too little and the wrong types of things” (Severino & Ray, 2009: 17). Severino  (2011; 

in OECD, 2011: 128) reinforces his critique in claiming that “[t]his lack of precision is a result of the age of 

the measurement system”, dating back to the 1960s, and the way the DAC organized  requiring “consensus 

around each and every modification”. First and foremost, ODA is criticized for focusing only on input, 

financial expenses, rather than on output, developmental impact, that is far more important in development.  

Second, ODA seems to be a victim of its own success as it has become the only internationally accepted 

measure that assesses official North-South financial flows (Severino & Ray, 2009: 17). Therefore, 

governments have the incentive to add “as much as possible into the ODA basket to reach overall and 

thematic international goals – including resources that have very little to do with [ODA] objectives” 

(Severino & Ray, 2009: 17). The ubiquity of the MDGs appears to reinforce this incentive even more. In 

particular, administrative overhead costs incurred by donors, disaster relief, debt relief, do not necessarily 

seem to be directed at a country’s “long-term economic and social development”, one of the central criteria 

of ODA (Severino & Ray, 2009: 18).   Desai & Kharas (2008) write that of the “more than $100 billion in 

                                                
43 Already in 1992 Finland suggested to add to the existing ODA concept a broader concept of concessional resource flows for 
development, humanitarian and environmental purposes (Führer, 1996: 59). 
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ODA disbursed by rich countries to poor ones in 2005, $60 billion was used for debt relief, technical 

cooperation, emergency or humanitarian relief and food aid”, leaving only $40 billion for actual 

development projects and programs. Last but not least, the authors claim that ODA is based on a “stone-age 

definition” considering the emergence of new actors, such as China, who use different instruments and 

estimates, innovations in development finance, such as equity investment and public guarantees, and the 

increasing importance of non-concessional financing, FDI, migrant remittances, and improvements in 

countries’ tax collection and allocation schemes (Severino & Ray, 2009: 19). In spite of the strong critique 

towards the ODA concept, Severino and Ray (2009: 26) argue against dissolving the ODA concept, but 

instead would like the DAC to allow non-OECD governments, NGOs, private foundations and businesses, to 

debate development issues, and set standards and evaluations processes for global policies. 

 

5.2.3	  The	  United	  Nations’	  Millennium	  Development	  Goals	  

The MDGs were formulated in the UN Millennium Declaration in September 2000. The MDGs provide a set 

of eight specific and measurable development goals to which both aid donor and aid recipient nations are 

committed (O’Keefe, 2007: 2). In the words of the UN the MDGs represent a concerted and coordinated 

effort by national governments, the international community, civil society and the private sector, in order to 

“achieve a world of prosperity, equity, freedom, dignity and peace” (United Nations, 2013: 5). The MDG 

coverage44 is quite wide and includes halving world poverty and hunger by 2015, as well as reaching 

universal primary education, reducing under-5 and maternal mortality by two-thirds, and halving the number 

of people without access to safe drinking water. In contrast to the old WC conditionality model, the MDGs 

were deliberately designed in a way that did not include the policies themselves based on the realization that 

many routes can lead to the desired direction. 

The formulation of the MDGs was driven by the re-entry of a social agenda, and the demand from social 

forces in the developed and developing world to be “more proactive […] towards tackling the structural 

causes of poverty inequality” by shifting emphasis from growth alone to pro-poor growth (Santiso, 2004: 

840). At that time most aid agencies experienced a crisis of budget resulting from overall reductions of bi-

lateral ODA. On the backdrop of widely reported underperformance of aid, DAC member states were 

searching for ways to “ensure that the increased aid they were being pushed to provide would be used to 

pursue aims they prioritized” (Hulme, 2010: 19-20). Thus, following a scrutiny of its aid practices and its 

very mission and objectives, the DAC took on a new approach marrying the idea of human development45 

with private-sector results-based management46 methods that aimed at improving the performance by 

                                                
44 See Appendix VI for complete list of MDGs and respective targets. 
45 The concept of human development is described in section 5.2.5 
46 In 1987 DAC review of multilateral aid entails first hints pointing towards results-based management in aid projects (Führer, 1996)  
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measuring and monitoring how well an agency is in meeting its set goals or objectives (Binnendijk, 2001; in 

Hulme, 2010: 16). In the 1996 DAC document Shaping the 21st Century, the DAC proposed the International 

Development Goals (IDGs), a list of ambitious nominal targets for the global development agenda, centered 

on income poverty, education, gender disparity, maternal and child mortality, reproductive health and 

environmental sustainability (OECD, 1996; Saith, 2006: 1170). In 2000 the UN agreed on the formulation of 

the MDGs, based on the blueprint of the IDGs, which made global poverty reduction central to the UN 

agenda. 

 

According to the 2013 MDG report (United Nations, 2013), the world has reached the poverty reduction 

target five years ahead of schedule. About 700 million fewer people lived in conditions of extreme poverty in 

2010 than in 1990; an achievement leading current Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon to believe that the 

MDGs “have been the most successful global anti-poverty push in history” (United Nations, 2013: 3). Thus, 

the MDGs are praised by many scholars and development practitioners for their extraordinary success as an 

advocacy tool and global norm to mobilize ODA resources in particular (Davis, 2011: 53; Easterly, 2008: 26; 

Sumner & Tiwari, 2011: 5). Evidence shows indeed that the MDGs created unprecedented international 

awareness. In 2012, net aid disbursements47 to developing countries by DAC countries totaled $126 billion, 

representing a record high in absolute terms, but only corresponding to 0.29% of donors’ combined GNI 

(United Nations, 2013: 4, 52). Figure 7 in Appendix VII shows the trend of ODA flows from DAC countries 

to Africa of the last two decades. The sharp increase in ODA resources in the 2000s can be attributed to the 

MDG campaign. In particular bilateral ODA mobilization from DAC countries for health and education 

programs “increased in absolute terms since 2000 from $46bn to $74bn and from 0.14% of donors GNI to 

0.20” (Sumner & Tiwari, 2011: 7). Figure 7(2) looks at DAC ODA flows to the education and health sector 

in Africa in particular. According to Sumner and Tiwari (2011: 7), there has been a “structural shift towards 

social allocations and away from economic and productive sectors”. Whereas ODA spending directed at the 

social sector has doubled in absolute number from about US$ 20 billion in 2000 to over US$40 billion in 

2008, DAC flows to the production sector have stagnated (Sumner & Tiwari, 2011: 7). However, to what 

extent this shift can be attributed to the MDGs, and whether it can be seen in a positive or negative light 

sparks heated debates in development circles. 

 

Besides the notable achievements in the fight against poverty, today one in eight people worldwide remain 

chronically undernourished and one in six children under age five are underweight. The current volume of 

aid is often assumed to be insufficient for the overall MDG attainment. While there has been progress on 

some goals, such as reducing child mortality and increasing access to sanitation, the same cannot be said for 

reducing hunger and maternal mortality, or increasing gender equality and strengthening global partnerships 

                                                
47 ODA after loan repayments are deducted.	  	  
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(OECD, 2013a). In addition, although achievements in terms of income growth are visible, it has been 

accompanied by rapidly rising inequalities within countries (Ortiz, 2011; in OECD, 2013). In recent years 

the MDGs have been criticized on several grounds. Critics have, for example, raised concerns about the 

exclusion of important aspects of development, such as human rights, participation and democracy (Nelson, 

2007; in Davis, 2011); the focus on short-term fixes of ‘basic needs’ encouraged by RBM practices (Hulme, 

2010); the quantification of development portraying it as purely technical, thereby downplaying its political 

nature (Davis, 2011); the inherent support of neoliberalism; the method of averaging out contextual 

differences by including China and India in the aggregated data (Attaran, 2005; Clemens et al. 2007; Gore, 

2010; in Davis, 2011) ; and the bias against Africa as a whole (Easterly, 2008). 

 

5.2.4	  Debt	  Relief	  Initiatives:	  HIPC	  and	  MDRI	  

The practice of debt relief or debt forgiveness emerged as a developmental tool in the mid-2000s. Although, 

given the fact that by definition debt relief does not fit into the ODA category, the first comprehensive 

program was launched by the IMF and the WB in 1996 under the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) 

initiative. The goal of the initiative was to provide debt relief and low-interest loans to cancel or reduce 

external debt repayments to sustainable levels. Candidate countries were the ones facing an unsustainable 

debt burden, which was not possible to be managed with traditional means. At the same time the countries 

had to be receptive to meeting a range of economic management and performance targets as conditions for 

the assistance granted. To date, debt reductions under the HIPC program have been granted to 36 countries, 

30 of them in Africa, providing about $75 billion in debt relief (IMF, 2014a). Realizing that many African 

countries were unlikely to meet most of the MDGs, the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI) was 

created in 2005 to provide an additional push towards reaching the MDGs. MDRI allows for 100% relief on 

debts from the IMF, the WB, and the African Development Fund (AfDF) for countries completing the HIPC 

Initiative process. The rationale behind approving debt relief is that it frees low-income countries from the 

requirement to pay substantial amounts in debt service, instead of using domestic resources to address the 

development needs. Therefore, for debt reduction to have a developmental effect, the additional money has 

to be spent on social programs that benefit the poor. As section 6.2.2 will demonstrate the practice of debt 

relief played an important role in Zambia’s recent history, where the Zambian government was able to 

substantially reduce its total foreign debt. Some critics of China’s increased willingness to provide large-

scale loans to Zambia point to the potential harm Chinese loans could cause to the achievements in terms of 

debt sustainability through the HIPC and MDRI programs. 
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5.2.5	  The	  Norms	  of	  Good	  Governance	  and	  Human	  Development	  

Good Governance Standards 
Good Governance was coined by the WB in 1992 as a way to ensure the sustainability of the projects the 

WB helped to finance, which was challenged by a lack of effective institutional settings in many developing 

countries. The WB defined the term as “the manner in which power is exercised in the management of a 

country’s economic and social resources for development” (IFAD, 1999: 1-3). The original idea though was 

exclusively focused on economic aspects of governance, such as “good market regulation”, in order to 

prevent relationship-based (neo)patrimonial state-business relations, which have been commonplace in many 

developing countries at that time, in particular in SSA (Wang et. al, 2014: 51). Many of the standards of 

good governance are in line with the efficiency-enhancing New Public Management reforms, such as the 

results-based management approach employed by aid agencies. With the post-WC reforms in the late 1990s 

a broader consensus appeared within the international donor community that enabling policies and effective 

institutions are at the core of the development process and thus indispensable for the effectiveness of 

development assistance (IFAD, 1999: 10). In this period, most institutions within the DAC system 

incorporated good-governance practices in their performance assessment methodology and operations 

(IFAD, 1999: 2). The IDA included good governance criteria into its resource allocation decisions and thus 

expanded the list of conditions to the ‘right’ (a) macroeconomic policies, (b) structural policies, (c) policies 

for reducing inequalities, and (d) governance and public-sector management. With respect to the latter 

condition four major pillars shall guide the processes of the recipient country’s public administration: (1) 

accountability, (2) transparency and information, to reinforce accountability, (3) the rule of law, and (4) 

participation of CSOs. The definition of the AfDB is similar, but includes besides the above listed criteria, a 

special call for combating corruption (IFAD, 1999: 5). 

 

The scope of good governance is poorly defined and can therefore be applied to any one form of governance, 

leading to different definitional foci in different contexts.  In the last two decades the agenda has been 

broadened to include alternative political values, such as democratic principles, participation, environment 

and social equality. Nowadays good governance is associated with transparency of the public sector, 

democracy, the fight against corruption and inclusiveness. Thus, the concept of good governance is based on 

normative grounds reminding governments of their moral responsibility to be accountable to their own 

people. This trend has been reinforced by the emergence of NGOs. Influenced by civil society groups, good 

governance has been embedded into the human development project advancing people-centered 

development goals since the 2000s. Today, not only good governance and effective public institutions are 

policy priorities in most countries, but also inclusive democratic governance (UNDP 2002; in Clark 2011; in 

OECD, 2011: 49). 
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Good governance indicators and rankings have caused political debate. As a reaction to a low MGI ranking 

in terms of the ‘voice and accountability’ indicator in 2007, China raised concerns about the actual practice 

of benchmarking states in relation to others, which is viewed to be biased towards the Western states’ values 

and interests (Erkkilä & Piironen, 2014: 2). China has kept on criticizing the political character of measures 

such as the WB’s ‘Worldwide Governance Indicators’ and the a priori methodological choices made in 

constructing them: “the very fact of measuring is sufficient to render the measured ‘phenomena’ normative” 

(Erkkilä & Piironen, 2014: 2). Thus, China rejects any form of good governance norms and governance 

indices, suggesting a universal standard, and particular the ones associated with democratic governance 

dimensions, due to the Chinese non-interference policy. 

 

Multidimensional Poverty and Human Development 
For the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) good governance is critical in sustaining human 

development because it comprises the “mechanisms, processes and institutions through which citizens and 

groups articulate their interests, exercise their legal rights […]” (IFAD, 1999: 6). Economists tend to 

analyze the issue of poverty from a quantitative perspective. The dominant variable in economic models 

studying poverty is monetary income. Throughout the last three decades, in the developing world the 

proportion of people living on less than $1.2548 a day fell considerably, from 47% in 1990 to 22% in 2010. 

For the UNDP poverty is more than income poverty. It is an “injustice that can and should be remedied by 

determined action” (UNDP, 2013: 8; 120). Since the mid-1990s poverty has been defined in broader terms 

based on a global consensus that poverty is a structural and multidimensional phenomenon (Gasper, 1996: 

644-645). In the WB’s World Development Report from 2000 and 2001 it reads: “Poor people live without 

fundamental freedoms of action and choice that the better-off take for granted”. This view is based on 

Amartya Sen’s capabilities approach towards poverty that defines these substantive freedoms as “capabilities 

that a person has […], or he or she enjoys to lead the kind of life he or she values” (Sen, 1999: 87). For Sen 

(1999: 90) this lack of basic capabilities defines ‘real’ poverty. Consequently, poverty is seen as the result of 

economic, political, and social processes that interact with each other and frequently reinforce each other in 

ways that lock people in material poverty (World Bank, 2001: 3). Based on data from the Human 

Development Reports in 104 countries, there is an estimated 30 per cent of the population, on aggregate 

about 1.75 billion people, experiencing multidimensional poverty in their everyday life (Clark, 2011: 54). 

 

This particular view of poverty led the WB to introduce the idea of human development in 1990 

acknowledging the “need for economic reforms to be accompanied by social policies” (Hulme, 2010: 16). 

The UNDP embraced the concept and launched a stand-alone publication series - the Human Development 

                                                
48 $1.25 a day represents the international poverty line (‘extreme poverty’) promoted by the World Bank and based on an average of 
national poverty lines for the poorest 15 countries. 
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Reports (HDR) – for this purpose. In the first edition, published in 1990, it is stated “people are the real 

wealth of nations” (UNDP, 1990; in Clark (OECD), 2011: 48).  Since then, the UNDP has extended the 

concept’s meaning and differentiates itself today from the Bretton Woods institutions by promoting human 

development in research and practice. Human development is about an enlargement of choices and 

opportunities for poor people to live a long, healthy and peaceful life, to be educated, to have access to the 

economic resources and social services required for a decent standard of living, and to be able to participate 

in the life of the community (Lee, 2011: 532). Nowadays, the HDR and the human development agenda offer 

the global human rights community an intellectual framework to engage with development issues, and 

manifest human rights as prerequisites for developmental success (UNDP, 2000; in Clark, 2011: 49). Thus, 

from a human development perspective, therefore any aid strategy has to expand the human capabilities of 

poor people (Sen, 1999). Clearly, today’s international developmental tools and norms, such as the MDGs, 

the PD of Aid Effectiveness, and good governance principles, are charged with human development 

concerns of making development more sustainable, participatory, equal, transparent and accountable. Human 

development advocates, who promote the ‘right to development’, criticized the PD for being too technical 

and not including any explicit human development targets, although human rights, gender equality and 

environmental sustainability are key to development (Bissio, 2007: 7-8). This said, Bissio (2007: 8) argues 

that from a conceptual point of view the link between human rights and the PD is implicitly made through 

the goal to make aid more effective for the achievement of the MDGs, which include social and economic 

rights. 

 

5.2.6	  From	  Paris	  to	  Accra:	  Efforts	  on	  Aid	  Effectiveness	  

Aid effectiveness is principally about how aid money is spent and the quality in terms of the developmental 

impacts the money has. It rests on the assumption that aid achieves significant long-term impact when it is 

properly directed and managed, therefore making sure to get the maximum value out of it. Since “aid can 

only be as effective as the policy, economic and administrative environment in which it operates”, it is 

commonly assumed that development assistance efforts should be more concerned with creating fundamental 

conditions for its effectiveness (Führer, 1996). 

 

The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness 
The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness is the product of one of four High-Level Fora on Aid 

Effectiveness that took place between 2003 and 2011, where ministers of both donor and recipient countries 

and heads of the DAC aid agencies and multilateral agencies assessed the status quo of aid assistance and 

discussed future changes, in order to make it more effective. In contrast to the high-profile MDG campaign, 

the aid effectiveness agenda that is often assessed as the (only) way to achieve the MDGs has not made 

many headlines, neither in developing, nor in donor countries. However, the PD shared with the MDGs the 
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same sense of political urgency and commitment among leaders in both donor and recipient countries. Aid 

effectiveness gained fresh momentum with the PD, which was endorsed in March 2005 by over 100 donor 

and developing countries. In the early 2000s, there was a broad consensus on the need for reform of both 

donor and recipient countries’ practices based on a variety of symptoms the practice of development co-

operation suffered from, such as a clear lack of empirical data on the impact of aid on poverty reduction, a 

lack of coordination, transparency, country ownership, and accountability. As Richard Carey puts it: 

“Donors were setting up projects and didn’t care what anyone else was doing. We were spending 30 years 

building schools but not building an education system” (OECD, 2011: 33). In addition, the economic 

downturn in mid-2000s, sparking a period of economic austerity in the USA and many European countries, 

reinforced the demand of the citizens of both donor and developing countries to assure that aid is working, 

that it “provides value for money and that it is not being misused by corrupt governments” (OECD, 2011: 

34). The PD took on the lessons from the WB’s CDF framework and aimed at addressing those symptoms, 

so that aid could unlock its full potential by increasing “the impact aid has in reducing poverty and 

inequality, increasing growth, building capacity and accelerating achievement of the MDGs” (OECD DAC, 

2005/2008: 1). In the years after the formulation of the MDGs, scholars started to argue that until 2005 there 

was no empirical correlation between increased aid and the achievement of MDGs (Clemens et al., 2007; in 

Davis, 2010). Against this background, the increased interest in the way aid money was actually spent, rather 

than the mere promotion to disburse more of it, did not come as a surprise. 

 

The PD calls on recipient countries to draft national development strategies and translate them into programs 

and annual budgets. In order to make aid more effective country ownership was made top priority in DAC’s 

co-operation efforts, together with four other core principles, namely alignment, harmonization, results-

based management, and mutual accountability. Progress regarding the five commitments, also referred to as 

Partnership Commitments, was set to be measured against 12 specific indicators (measured nationally), with 

set targets for the year 2010 (monitored internationally) to make sure that donors and developing countries 

were accountable to each other. Consequently, in terms of ownership developing countries committed 

themselves to exercise leadership in setting their own national development strategies, translating them into 

results-oriented programs, improving their institutions, and take the lead in coordinating aid at all levels. 

Donors committed themselves to align with developing countries’ strategies and work through their own 

institutions, procedures and channels. Regarding harmonization of procedures, the PD commits donors to 

collaborate to avoid excessive fragmentation of aid at the global, national and sector level, thus engaging in a 

more effective division of labor to avoid duplication of efforts and burdening of recipients’ public 

administration. Both donors and developing countries focus on producing and measuring results, subscribing 

themselves to results-based management (RBM) techniques. As a major priority for both parties, enhancing 

mutual accountability and transparency in the use of aid resources is defined as the last element to make aid 
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more effective that together with a focus on broader participation of parliaments and other development 

actors, is expected to lead to public support for national policies in both recipient and donor countries 

(OECD DAC, 2005/2008: 3-8). Further commitments of the PD have been an emphasis on capacity-building 

that is defined to be the primary responsibility of developing countries with donors playing a support role; 

and the adaption of guiding principles to fragile states, characterized by weak ownership and capacity, where 

“harmonization is all the more crucial in the absence of strong government leadership” (OECD DAC, 

2005/2008: 7). 

From a legal perspective, the PD does not take the form of a binding agreement or international treaty. It 

should rather be understood as a voluntary agreement, or an international consensus, which shares a wide 

range of government and organizational support, but does not include any legal obligations. The PD offers a 

framework for continued dialogue and efforts to enhance the effectiveness of development co-operation. 

 

The Accra Agenda for Action 
In 2008 the international development assistance community came together in Accra, Ghana, for the 3rd 

High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness (HLF) to review the progress of the implementation of the PD. 

Based on the findings of the 2008 Monitoring Survey, which concluded the first phase of a large-scale 

independent international project to evaluate the PD, donor and partner49 countries consulted on actions to 

accelerate progress towards the 2010 targets and jointly stated that the PD “has created powerful momentum 

to change the way developing countries and donors work together on the ground” (OECD DAC, 2005/2008: 

15). The evaluation of the implementation of the PD has been an integral part of the Declaration itself. Three 

years after the Paris meeting, the first phase of the evaluation focused on ways of improving and enhancing 

implementation, tracking early changes of behavior, and identifying better practices for partners and donors, 

rather than giving any definite judgment about effectiveness. Many recipient countries were praised for 

improving their management of public funds, and also donors were viewed to improve their co-ordination at 

country level. Yet the pace of progress was assessed to be too slow for achieving the targets in 2010. In order 

to ensure further progress on aid effectiveness, so that aid could actually achieve lasting development results, 

AAA identified three areas for improvement: (1) A heightened focus on ownership and recipient country 

leadership; (2) more effective and inclusive partnerships, opening up dialogue with parliaments, civil society 

groups and non-traditional donors outside of the OECD-DAC system; (3) better delivery and management of 

results to ensure accountability between the parties. The most crucial aspect of AAA is the demand for 

inclusive partnerships, through which the DAC welcomed co-operation with new development actors, such 

as China, and actively encouraged South-South co-operation, so that “we can learn from the experience of 

developing countries” (OECD DAC, 2005/2008: 18). Most importantly, the AAA agreement reaffirmed the 

                                                
49 Since the Paris Declaration the term ‘partner country‘ is preferred to ‘developing country‘ in development circles to emphasize the 
‘new and more just quality of North-South co-operation.   
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PD commitments by encouraging “all development actors, including those engaged in South-South co-

operation, to use the Paris Declaration principles as a point of reference in providing development co-

operation” (OECD DAC, 2011: 18). 

 

Changing Aid Modalities: Budget Support and Untying of Aid 
One of the results of the PD has been a shift from project lending to program-based lending, which involves 

the pooling of donor resources and the injection of these funds into the national budget through direct budget 

support (DBS). The PD concept of aid alignment arose from sobering evidence of the effects of the 

previously dominant modalities of aid on local institutions: free-standing projects and structural-adjustment 

lending based on policy-conditionality (Booth, 2011: 3). Budget support contributes to the implementation of 

the PD and AAA and is assessed to have the potential to “contribute to a combination of increased 

discretionary expenditure, enhanced Public Financial Management and policy backstopping, in a way that 

would not have been possible through traditional projects” (Caputo et al., 2011: 7). The 2010 PD target is 

set so that two-thirds of aid flows are provided in the context of program-based assistance (OECD 

Publishing, 2012: 13). In general, DBS is seen as the primary mechanism to enhance allocative efficiency 

and government ownership. Sector Budget Support (SBS) and basket funds are meant to enhance sector 

ownership, which, however, relies mostly on DBS structures and other existing mechanisms (Caputo et al., 

2011: 19). 

Nevertheless, budget support is not immune to criticism. According to Caputo et al. (2011: 19), DBS is not 

effective without strong government ownership. A look at Zambia’s agriculture sector reveals that when 

objectives diverge or when opinions about the best strategy to realize these objectives are sharply divided; 

there is an inherent contradiction between ownership and donor influence. Most importantly, Budget support 

is only an effective tool in countries where the government has the capacity and the determination to put in 

place robust development policies. In this scenario DBS benefits from complementarity with other forms of 

aid, especially capacity-building, which is also more effective with higher degree of harmonization and 

alignment (Caputo et al., 2011: 4). 

 

Another key element of the PD commitments is the general rejection of the practice of tied aid that is 

assessed to decrease aid effectiveness by increasing transaction costs for partner countries’ administrations. 

Already in 1970 at the DAC High Level Meeting in Tokyo, debates about untying aid were initiated by DAC 

(Führer, 1996: 22). Tied aid describes the practice of conditioning aid to the requirement for recipient 

countries to procure goods and services from specified suppliers, usually in the donor country. According to 

the OECD (2011: 29) “tied aid raises the cost of many goods and services by between 15% and 30%, and of 

food aid by as much as 40%”. Thus, due to the detrimental effects of tying aid, the matter is part of the aid 

effectiveness agenda. Although DAC has been concerned from its inception with the problems arising from 
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procurement tying of aid, it has since then been subject to controversial discussion. It took the DAC donors 

31 years to agree on a set of recommendations on untying aid, the 2001 DAC Recommendation of Untying 

ODA to LDCs. Some DAC Members, such as Sweden, Germany, The Netherlands, and Norway, have feared 

the misuse of aid to gain commercial advantage and thereby reducing development effectiveness. However, 

traditionally tying has been seen by other countries, such as France, Italy, Canada and later USA, as essential 

to win public and business support for ODA by “ensuring that at least some of the benefits come back 

home” (Führer, 1996: 22; OECD, 2011: 29). The effort to fully untie aid continues and in 2011 86 per cent 

of total DAC aid was reported as untied (OECD, 2011: 29). Today, DAC’s perseverance in motivating most 

of its members to untie their aid disbursements is one of the organization’s success stories (Clark, 2012: 51). 

Hence, the DAC project to free aid from commercial conditionalities represents a stark contrast to China’s 

aid model as discussed in Section 4.2.5. Untied aid is often granted in form of General Budget Support 

(GBS) to the government’s ministries or through non-earmarked50 sector support. Some DAC countries, 

however, still tie their aid disbursements. Switzerland, for example, provides 46.1% of its total ODA to 

Zambia in form of tied aid. Furthermore, although Japan and USA report that most of their aid is untied, they 

appear to neglect the PD alignment principle by avoiding the use of recipient countries’ procurements 

systems – raising the risk of de facto tying (Clay et al., 2009). 

 

5.3	  Agents:	  Development	  Actors	  of	  the	  21st	  Century	  

The OECD-based architecture of bilateral aid has been in flux lately (Sumner & Tiwari, 2011: 7). Current 

DAC aid allocation is challenged internally by what Barder (2009) calls the transparency and accountability 

revolution, which feeds into the aid effectiveness debate. Challenged by the aftermaths of the economic 

crisis, DAC countries push for more monitorable and trackable aid due to pressures on public finances and 

growing political concern over demonstrating development results (Evans, 2010: 4). Throughout the last 

decade, DAC donors have increasingly shared a so-called ‘aid fatigue’ that for decades aid disbursements 

have been essentially wasted, either through mismanagement of funded projects, or by ending up in the 

private hands of local or national political leaders (Bourguignon et al., 2008: 20). In addition to those internal 

forces shaking the grounds of the traditional development aid structure, there are several external factors that 

reinforce these new developments. More and more actors have entered the scene making the development 

practice more pluralist, fragmented, and complex (O’Keefe, 2007: 11). Bilateral and multilateral aid agencies 

have proliferated51, the number of NGOs and private funds is impossible to count but overall value of this 

kind of assistance is estimated to be roughly $60 billion (Kharas, 2009; in Evans, 2010: 2). Consequently, 

development assistance can be characterized by a maturing-market-like competition between a multiplicity 

                                                
50 The practice of ‘earmarking‘ is described in Section 5.3.4 
51 According to Adugna (2009) the average number of donors per country rose from about 12 in the 1960s to about 33 during 2001-
2005.  
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of public and private actors. Wang et al. (2014: 27) claim that today “OECD governments have lost the 

monopoly of global public policy”. The aid landscape is challenged by an unprecedented amount of actors, 

which makes harmonization and aid effectiveness more important than ever, as stressed by IMF Managing 

Director de Rato in 2007: “Right now, there is an incredible and increasing burden of aid with different 

conditions, and aid that is not predictable [...] and it’s going to be very difficult for countries who need 

resources from outside […] to be able to plan their infrastructure or their health systems if there is not 

enough predictability of the flows of aid.”  The following sub-sections deal with the differentiated actors in 

the practice of development assistance: the Development Assistance Committee, Recipient Countries, the 

WB and the IMF, Western NGO’s and Private Foundations, and the Private Sector. 

 

5.3.1	  The	  Development	  Assistance	  Committee	  

Until the 1990s there have been only few academic studies on the OECD (OECD, 2011: 29; in Clifton & 

Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 561). Most of the work was either prescriptive or rationalist in approach, focused 

primarily on the materialist use states make of intergovernmental organizations, such as OECD. However, 

due to the fact that the organization had little to offer in the way of financing or mandating states, the 

majority of OECD studies “underestimated the significance of its subtler forms of activities, including norm-

making, influence and persuasion” (Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 561). The OCED has been traditionally 

an exclusive economic club of the richer countries dominated by the USA and Western European states 

(Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 552). Based on neoliberal solutions, particularly from the 1980s, the alliance 

has viewed itself as the economic policy advisor of the world (Clifton & Díaz-Fuentes, 2011: 554). 

The DAC is one of the main committees of the OECD. The DAC was established in 1960 as a forum for 

consultations among aid donors on assistance to less-developed countries. At inception, the DAC was given 

the mandate “to consult on the methods for making national resources available for assisting countries and 

areas in the process of economic development and for expanding and improving the flow of long-term funds 

and other developing assistance to them” (OECD, 1960, in Führer, 1996: 10). Today, the DAC has 29 

members52 engaged in bilateral53 assistance, and provides reviews of member countries’ efforts and policies, 

statistical data analysis on the global development co-operation project, and guidance on how to perform and 

co-operate development assistance finance. As members of the DAC, countries oblige to implement and 

commit to the use of agreed-on DAC guidelines and official documents in formulating national development 

assistance policies. Furthermore, the DAC attempts to help change the behavior in the international aid 

system to achieve the best possible results by advocating better policy coherence for development (Manning, 

2008). The DAC mission is defined as “ensuring better lives for people in developing countries” 
                                                
52 The 28 governments of Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, 
Korea, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, United Kingdom, and the 
United States. The European Union has an additional seat and The World Bank, IMF and UNDP participate as observers. 
53 Bilateral assistance is the practice of providing contributions by donor government agencies, at all levels, to developing countries. 
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(Wolfensohn, 2011: 42). The official mandate was updated in 2010, as to include the promotion of co-

operation and policies contributing to “sustainable development, including pro-poor growth, poverty 

reduction and improvements of living standards in developing countries, and to a future in which no country 

will depend on aid” (DCD-DAC, 2010; in OECD, 2011). 

 

5.3.2	  The	  Role	  of	  Recipient	  Countries 

Critics often characterized the WC as a “top-down, conditionality-driven, outside-expert led strategy” with 

little room for developing countries to manoeuvre (Vellinga, 2009: 99). For decades, many developing 

countries, in particular SSA countries such as Zambia have been highly dependent on the guidance and 

policy solutions from the developed world. Since the beginning of the 2000s the international community has 

made considerable efforts to encourage country ownership and leadership of national development strategies, 

through developmental tools, such as WB’s CDF-inspired PRSPs, MDGs and the PD. Talaat Abdel-Malek 

(2011) supports the call for more recipient agency in the OECD-DAC framework by stating: “We need a 

shift from the conventional donor-recipient mode to a development-partnership approach”. According to 

O’Keefe (2007: 10), nowadays there is a slow trend from supply-driven (donor) to demand-driven (recipient) 

agendas. This is at least rhetorically the case when looking at the way the PD was formulated. According to 

the OECD (2011: 32), “[…] development assistance has come to be seen not as assistance but co-operation 

– a partnership between donors and developing countries, but with the latter in the driving seat”. 

Throughout the original document the DAC is using terms, such as country-led, country-owned, demand-

driven aid disbursement, and equal partnership. After decades of North-South linearity and often more 

supply- than demand-driven development policies, it reads as if the balance of ownership is bound to shift 

away from donors towards recipients. The PD actively promotes recipient countries’ leadership in drafting 

their own development objectives and strategies, and that in parallel donors should support them in achieving 

those objectives. Therefore, contrary to the dominant tendency of the 1980s and 1990s to favor market-led 

development schemes that often circumvented governments due to perception of widespread incompetence 

and corruption, the PD urges donors to “avoid activities that undermine national institution building, such as 

bypassing national budget processes or setting high salaries for local staff” (OECD DAC, 2005/2008: 7). 

Recipient countries themselves have contributed to making the international aid landscape more complex. 

For example, the influence of political leadership and civil society organizations on disbursement decisions 

has changed the way aid is regarded in many countries (Severino & Ray, 2009: 7). 

 

5.3.3	  The	  Influence	  of	  the	  World	  Bank	  and	  the	  IMF	  

The multilateral donor organizations have been key players of the aid industry with substantial impact on 

countries’ economic and social policies. In order to adequately explore the complexities of the aid regime, it 

Taken from Adugna, 2009 
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is not enough to see the IFI as only tightly controlled by the USA, but rather they should be studied from the 

inside out to account for their “significant sources of cognitive authority and operational independence” 

(Broome & Seabrooke, 2012: 13). Their impact on the transnational transmission of the WC policy norms 

and the defining characteristics of the OECD-DAC regime cannot be sufficiently explained by the structural 

constraints that directly influence the IFI’s capacity to do their job. The WB and the IMF have had a more 

indirect influence through ‘cognitive authority’ due to narrowing of policy advice and option, than through 

formal enforcement mechanisms (Broome & Seabrooke, 2012: 13). Therefore, the IFI’s influence on 

domestic reforms depends on the recipient government officials’ willingness to adopt their policy 

preferences, who must evaluate them as useful mechanisms to promote genuine policy change. The fact that 

traditionally both institutions have been predominantly staffed by economists, has created legitimacy and 

contributed to the IFI’s reputation for leadership in economic expert knowledge, through the receptiveness of 

‘sympathetic’ elites in developing countries, who themselves often were US-educated economists (Broome 

& Seabrooke, 2012: 3). In addition to material incentives to comply with their rules through conditionality-

based lending, the IFIs research departments provide intellectual leadership in the broader development 

world (Broad, 2006: 396). Wilks (2004; in Broad, 2006: 396) quotes a Swedish government report that the 

WB “is dominant as the main purveyor of development ideas”. In a similar vein, Clift & Tomlinson (2012: 

496) argue that the IMF can be seen as a “catalyst of the neo-liberal shift from discretionary54 to rulesbased 

economic policy” in the 1980s after the retirement of many Keynesian-trained IMF economists. It is 

important to note that the IFIs ‘analytic institutions’, in the words of Broome & Seabrooke (2012: 8), have 

tended to view developing countries as economic units that are to be understood through the analysis of their 

economic policies and institutions, conducted by applying standardized and econometric measures. Critique 

of how the IFIs have promoted the WC reforms has often been based on this observation, stressing the 

cultural and political nature of these countries and thus criticizing the one-dimensional portrait of reality. 

Section 5.2.1 discussed the fierce criticism towards the IMF’s SAL programs, but also the WB began to lose 

middle-income customers, who became increasingly selective in inviting the multilateral donors to engage in 

conditionality-driven lending (World Bank, 2009; in Babb, 2012: 283).  This had a devastating impact on IFI 

revenues arising from interest earned on loans. In Latin America, many countries, including Argentina, 

Bolivia, Brazil, Nicaragua, and Venezuela have paid off their IMF debts in recent years and started 

distancing themselves somewhat from the IFIs (O’Keefe, 2007: 7). In Southern Africa Zambia is another 

example, where one of the government’s first priorities is to decrease the aid reliance from year to year in 

order to gain middle-income status by 2020. After the economic crisis in 2008, the newly empowered group 

of non-traditional actors started to push for reforms within the IFIs, in particular their voting structure that is 
                                                
54 Rules (and specific quantitative targets) gained ground at the expense of discretion. The acceptance of rules-based approaches in 
the pursuit of crucial economic credibility provided a conducive environment, for the introduction of other neo-liberal economic 
ideas (paraphrased in Clift & Tomlinsen, 2012: 494-5). Critics of this shift emphasized the need for greater flexibility discretionary 
monetary policy would offer in times of uncertainty and crisis due to the fact that ‘any quantitative target could only be set in relation 
to forecasts […that are] subject to enormous margins of error’ (UK Treasury memo; in Clift & Tomlinsen, 2012: 495)   
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still dominated by the USA and other Western developed countries.  A WB Group consultant told The 

Washington Post (in O’Keefe, 2007: 10): “We are desperate for clients” […] The middle-income countries 

know how to use us […] “We can no longer go with the recipe of the month of what is supposed to lead to 

development (because) they are defining their own development paths.” To date, both the WB and the IMF 

adopted changes, but they have been considerably less than developing country governments had hoped – for 

example, the USA has maintained its veto power within both organizations (Wade, 2011; in Babb, 2012: 

283). 

 

5.3.4	  Western	  NGOs	  and	  Private	  Foundations	  

Since the 1990s private donations have continued to rise in an exponential fashion. A whole range of non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) has been established in developed countries and come to represent a 

substantial proportion of North-South financial transfers (Severino & Ray, 2009: 5). Therefore, with the 

emergence of NGOs diverse motivations, interests and management practices have found their way into the 

development practice. The largest NGOs, such as Oxfam, Care, and Save the Children, have become key 

players in the response to system-wide problems with annual budgets of more than $700 million.  Although 

the actual amount of aid provided by NGOs is difficult to measure, a rough estimate from 2006 counted 

18,000 civil society organizations contributing $14.6 billion; a 66 per cent increase from 2002 (Severino & 

Ray, 2009: 5). The private foundation of Bill & Melinda Gates has become one of the dominant players in 

the health sector, equipped with capital close to $70 billion and an annual budget of approximately $3 

billion. Since 1994, the foundation “has delivered over $20 billion worth of grants through its global 

development and international health programs – i.e. four times the GDP of Niger” (Severino & Ray, 2010: 

9). Today, American private philanthropy’s share of total economic engagement with partner countries 

already surpassed traditional ODA. On a global level, civil society organizations, i.e. NGOs and private 

foundations, account for a third of international programmable assistance (Severino & Ray, 2010: 8). 

Furthermore, NGOs are increasingly becoming partners for governments in the delivery of aid. The 

proportion of ODA disbursed through NGOs has increased ten-fold since 1990. This increasing trend of 

decentralizing the aid architecture is reinforced by generous tax exemptions on private donations in 

developed countries (Severino & Ray, 2010: 7). 

Proponents of the PD agenda of aid coordination and harmonization, stress the dramatic effects this 

decentralization – often called fragmentation - has on the effectiveness of aid. In particular, U.S. private 

foundations and NGOs tend to provide very little aid directly to the recipient government due to fear of 

misuse and lacking capability to deliver aid effectively (O’Keefe, 2007: 5). According to DAC estimates 

only 57 per cent of aid is country programmable, and thus added to recipient countries’ annual budgets 

(Barder, 2009: 6). The rest of the money is spent outside of country systems and therefore outside of the 

control of partner countries, conflicting with the core PD principles of ownership, alignment and 
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harmonization. It is further argued that NGOs are better at responding to humanitarian emergencies, than 

addressing the politically difficult long-term reforms to create the prerequisites for economic and inclusive 

growth. 

 

The Practice of Earmarking Aid of Global Funds 
Multi-donor public-private partnerships that focus on sector-specific (or vertical) financing of specific 

international public goods, which recipient governments are either deemed incapable or unwilling to provide, 

such as health, environment or education, have become key players in recent years (Severino & Ray, 2010: 

7).  Nowadays, a considerable portion of development objectives are increasingly linked to specific problems 

such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, HIV/AIDS, or international inequality (OECD, 2011: 133). 

Thus, this innovation in development financing is regarded to fill specific gaps in the international system, 

often interpreted as externalities of globalization. Global Funds have proved very effective at mobilizing 

resources, and now account for 3-7% of ODA (OECD, 2011; Severino & Ray, 2009: 6). The funds are based 

on voluntary financial contributions from all sectors of society – governments, private sector, social 

enterprises, foundations and individuals. While donor governments provide the largest source of financing, 

the private sector and other nongovernment donors represent an increasingly important share of its cash 

contributions. Partnerships with the private sector represent a significant source to broaden the donor base to 

ensure long-term sustainability. These multi-donor funds are often created in response to single-issue 

advocacy campaigns and find widespread political appeal in donor countries due to high visibility of targeted 

disbursements. According to Severino & Ray (2010: 7), in 2008 “the World Bank alone held a total of 

$26.31 billion in 1,020 active funds, supported by 224 sovereign and non-sovereign donor agencies”. In 

some countries this practice of earmarking – strictly tying aid to specific purposes, but free of commercial 

interests - tends to diminish the gains from the DAC project of untying aid. In Zambia, for example, the 

President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, launched by George W. Bush in 2003 (PEPFAR) and the 

Global Fund created parallel structure often increasing transaction costs and overburdening public 

administration in its attempt to coordinate aid policies and programs (Clay et al., 2009). In those countries, 

these vertical funds, especially the largest ones, have become an alternative to traditional country-specific aid 

delivery, endowed with their own council, secretariat and management board, looking a lot like multilateral 

organizations. According to Kragelund (2014b) the practice of earmarking disbursements to particular 

programs presents a huge challenge to the DAC system of bilateral donors. They pump large amounts of 

money into countries, thereby attracting the best local talents, and build parallel systems instead of working 

within the existing institutional setup. These activities essentially clash with the PD’s call for greater donor 

alignment with partner countries’ institutional systems and local procurement systems. 
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5.3.5	  The	  Private	  Sector:	  Private	  Credit	  and	  Remittances	  

Private capital and firms are another important agency variable posing a challenge to the OECD-DAC aid 

system, emerging as a rising component of international transfers. Traditionally, the private sector, in shape 

of the market, has been seen as the one and only resource allocator. International private business was 

expected to have the responsibility to promote local private sector development while donor countries had 

the responsibility to finance the core infrastructure of developing countries (Lee, 2011: 534). Although the 

post-WC era assigns a more prominent role to the state, nowadays the well-regulated market is still seen as 

the primary driver for economic growth and development in general. The Busan55 agreement (2011: 10) 

recognizes “the central role of the private sector in advancing innovation, creating wealth, income and jobs, 

mobilising domestic resources and in turn contributing to poverty reduction”. After decades of privatization, 

developing countries are increasingly able to achieve credit ratings that allow them to secure access to 

private capital markets to finance their long-term developmental needs on a nonconcessional basis (O’Keefe, 

2007: 7). As discussed in chapter 4 the availability of Chinese loans reinforces this tendency and provokes 

concerns in the North of a new wave of unsustainable debt that could jeopardize the hard-won progress 

through debt-relief initiatives (World Bank, 2007; in O’Keefe, 2007: 7). Severino & Ray (2009: 5-6) 

mention that there is a growing awareness among multinational businesses that “their economic fate is linked 

to the improvement of their public image [through social and environmental responsibility] in the countries 

where they invest, as well as to their capacity of delivering solutions to the major national public policy 

challenges”.  In total, private sector aid contributions totaled $11 billion in 2006, an amount equal to 13% of 

DAC ODA, up from 9% in the 1990s (Severino & Ray, 2009: 5). 

 

Although workers remittances are not a new phenomenon, today they represent another significant 

alternative source to official financial transfers for developing countries. WB data indicates that in 2011 the 

volume of South-South migration was by a narrow margin larger than migration to high-income OECD 

countries, with high-income non-OECD countries as major destinations in the South. Approximately 43% of 

migrants from developing countries reside in the South, of which 73% in SSA. In 2010 worldwide 

remittance flows are estimated to have exceeded $440 billion, of which $325 were transferred to developing 

countries (World Bank, 2011b).  Thus, from 2004-2010 the flow of remittances registered by the banking 

system increased by 104%. However, the true size of remittances is expected to be significantly higher 

including accounting for the unrecorded informal transfers through informal money transfer parlors. 

Interestingly, China was with $51 billion the second in receiving remittances in 2010, trailing only India. 

The WB estimates that 2009 inward remittances to developing countries were nearly three times the amount 

of ODA and almost as large as FDI flows. In many developing countries private sector remittances on 

aggregate - usually sent by migrant workers to their families – have been very predictable and resilient and 

                                                
55 Section 7.1 presents an in depth discussion of the 2011 Busan HLF on aid effectiveness.  
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cushioned reductions in other streams of income, in particular during times of economic crisis. In 2009 

remittances only fell by approximately 5.5%, compared to declines in FDI by 40% and private debt by 46% 

(World Bank, 2011b). 

 

5.4	  Elaborating	  on	  the	  OECD-‐DAC	  Aid	  Regime	  

Throughout the previous sections we have presented the key aspects of the OECD-DAC bilateral donor sub-

system comprising structural features, institutions, and agents. This chapter has particularly focused on 

outlining the OECD-DAC aid regime, a set of interacting institutions and procedures, which are assumed to 

possess (to some extent) material and normative power in influencing behavior within the field of 

development aid. Yet, those rules of the game have been embedded in contingent and historical 

circumstances, and have been influenced by actors. We will now attempt to trace the linkages between the 

three categories and feed back to the institutions’ origins and how and where agents could act to alter the 

institutions.  

The rationale for the existence of an aid regime driven by the rich Northern countries is proof itself for the 

effect of structure on institutions. Furthermore, in section 5.1.2 and 5.2.1 the thesis explained how the 

diffusion of the WC ideas was made possible in the first place through, then, US hegemony and the coercive 

power of the IFIs (Babb, 2012). When looking at the interplay between institutions and agents, the PD serves 

as an informative example. By defining five broad guidelines on how to make aid more effective, the PD 

agenda has had effects on recipient country ownership – introduced in section 5.3.2 and further explained in 

chapter 6. Developing countries’ genuine demands for more autonomy in their own planning processes and 

the role of NGOs and private donations are in turn clear examples of how agency affects institutions and to 

an indirect degree structure. 
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6.	  System	  Interaction	  in	  the	  Southern	  African	  Region	  

The following chapter looks at the actual interactions between the most important agents in the Southern 

African region and their Chinese and Western counterparts. There are five reasons why we have chosen to 

focus on the countries Angola and Zambia, to carve out the characteristics of the OECD-DAC regime and 

China’s challenge towards it. Firstly, both countries have made substantial macroeconomic improvements in 

the last decade in line with the WC, irrespective of the fact they officially received aid from the Western IFIs 

for this purpose. Secondly, the share of aid to both countries’ budgets decreased substantially over the same 

period. Thirdly, both Angola and Zambia are mineral-dependent economies with a lack of economic 

diversification. Fourthly, both countries represent strategic interests for the growth of the Chinese economy. 

Although political relations between the two countries and China remain extremely strong, economic 

consideration seem to permeate the relationship (Davies et al., 2008: 61). Finally, both Southern African 

countries struggle with the development of their social sectors and suffer from widespread poverty. 

The aid landscape in Angola and Zambia is shaped to differing extent by the countries’ government elite, the 

private sector, and both bilateral and multilateral donors. At the institutional level, national development 

plans and overall development policy frameworks, judicial rules, state-business relations, and the Chinese 

FOCAC framework play their parts. Structurally, the two Southern African countries are characterized by 

abundant natural resources that affect their trading patterns, and the way assistance is provided and managed. 

Given the limited scope of the thesis, the following sections do not take all of the elements listed above into 

consideration, but instead focus only on the key interactions between the two Southern African countries, 

and China and the West, respectively. This chapter is thus structured differently than the previous two. We 

are omitting the role of South Africa and the African Development Bank (AfDB), for example. Although 

South Africa is seen as an integral part in the WB’s Africa strategy as the primary driver of regional 

integration and sustained growth in the Southern African region, our decision to focus on other interactions 

is confirmed by Kragelund (2014b: 1:13:00) who argues that South Africa’s role is in fact rather limited in 

development assistance. Only little money actually flows out of South Africa, but the country seems to need 

an aid agency - at least at symbolic level - to strengthen its position, in particular to the BRICS movement. 

Since the AfDB and the affiliated African Development Fund, fully implement the commitments of the PD 

in Results-based Country Strategy Papers (RB-CSPs56), section 6.2 deals with the interaction between the 

Western IFIs and the DAC bilateral agencies instead, and on the role of the Eximbank, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
56 RB-CSPs prefer Direct Budget Support (DBS) as the preferred aid modality. The AfDB provided UA 384.54 million for 20 DBS 
operations in countries with “reasonably sound fiduciary standards”, including Zambia.  
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Figure 8: 

AGENTS

·∙ 	   Government	  &	  elites
·∙ 	   Donors	  (bi-‐	  &	  

multilateral)

INSTITUTIONS

·∙ 	   Development	  policy	  
(towards	  China	  &	  OECD)

·∙ 	   Judicial	  rules
·∙ 	   State-‐business	  relations
·∙ 	   FOCAC

STRUCTURAL	  FEATURES

·∙ 	   Natural	  resources
·∙ 	   Trade	  patterns
·∙ 	   SADC

COUNTRY	  LEVEL

SOUTHERN	  AFRICAN	  REGION	  (ANGOLA	  &	  ZAMBIA)*

*	  Unlike	  traditional	  DoC	  analyses	  that	  tend	  to	  identify	  civil	  society	  groups,	  the	  media,	  and	  trade	  unions	  as	  drivers	  of	  reform	  in	  African	  countries,	  this	  thesis	  focuses	  on	  
the	  above	  selected	  agents,	  which	  are	  assumed	  to	  have	  the	  largest	  impact	  on	  current	  Angolan	  and	  Zambian	  development	  matters.	  In	  addition,	  the	  modular	  structure	  of	  
analysis	  of	  chapters	  4	  and	  5	  is	  broken	  up	  in	  chapters	  6	  and	  7,	  thus	  the	  elements	  are	  not	  discussed	  in	  a	  standalone	  manner.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

 
 

6.1	  The	  Structural	  Features	  of	  the	  Southern	  African	  Region	  

This section will first provide the reader with a short presentation of the political and socio-economic 

features of Angola and Zambia, with a focus on the specific aspects, which make the respective countries 

interesting in relation to China, while also offering an outline of the political and economic situations, in 

which the development aid disbursements are embedded. 

 

6.1.1	  Angola	  in	  Context	  

Angola won independence from Portugal in 1975 after years of liberation movements supported by the 

Soviet Union and China. Following independence Movimento Popular de Libertacao de Angola (MPLA) 

assumed power and Agostinho Neto became the country’s first President (Corkin, 2011; Power, 2012). 

Liberation did not bring peace and prosperity, as MPLA’s rule was challenged by União Nacional para a 

Independência Total de Angola (UNITA), and Angola went straight from colonial rule to almost three 

decades of civil war (Soares De Oliveira, 2011). The civil war combined with capital flight, due to the 

departure of the Portuguese along with many educated Angolans, left the country in a state of economic 

paralysis (Aguilar & Goldstein, 2009; Corkin, 2012). 

The civil war ended in 2002, as MPLA defeated UNITA mostly because of their control of the oil reserves. 

Hence, President José Eduardo dos Santos, who assumed office following Neto’s death in September 1979, 

realized the opportunities of his country’s oil holdings and wanted to leverage them in order to attract 

investors to rebuild the country. Dos Santos’ government turned to the Western IFIs for capital injections, 

but was unwilling to agree to the IMF’s conditions of democratization and human rights, instead he turned to 

China (Corkin, 2011; Power, 2012; Soares De Oliveira, 2011). Angola’s inquiry for finance happened to 
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coincide with the Chinese governments introduction of the ‘Going Out’ policy, thus fitting perfectly with 

China’s search for investment opportunities (Power, 2012). 

 

Angola established diplomatic relations with China in January of 1983, but the, highly scrutinized, strategic 

partnership was not established until 2004 when the first Angola Model loan, worth $2 billion, was granted 

by the Eximbank (Aguilar & Goldstein, 2009; Corkin, 2011). The Angola Model loans are linked to specific 

infrastructure projects and are backed by Angolan oil as security and means of repayment, the original loan 

was for $4 billion which were to be paid in two rates and in return Angola were to deliver 10.000 barrels of 

oil per day to China (Aguilar & Goldstein, 2009; Kiala, 2010; Power, 2012). Due to the lack of transparency 

with respect to domestic affairs displayed by both the Angolan and the Chinese governments, we do not have 

exact data on the extent of Chinese investment, but estimates suggest that the China Eximbank has invested 

between $11 to $14.5 billion in Angola (Corkin, 2012; Power, 2012). However, the Eximbank is far from 

being the only Chinese investor in Angola, as both the China Development Bank (CDB) and the Hong Kong-

based China International Fund (CIF) have also invested billions of dollars. 

The Angolan oil-sector is completely dominated by the state-owned Sonangol, which has controlled the 

sector through a strong presidential mandate since the independence (Aguilar & Goldstein, 2009; Burgos & 

Ear, 2012). Angolan legislation dictates that Sonangol must own 51% of all operating and exploratory oil 

fields in the country. Hence, foreign oil companies are tasked with exploration and extraction, but are only 

allowed to claim 49% of the profits, which in turn is taxed up to 50% (Aguilar & Goldstein, 2009; Burgos & 

Ear, 2012; Corkin, 2012). Sonangol has formed a close partnership with the Chinese state-owned oil 

company Sinopec through the joint venture Sonangol-Sinopec International (SSI), which has purchased a 

number of Angolan offshore oil blocs in recent years. Western governments and oil companies have 

criticized the SSI partnership, as they consider the close government relationships of the two companies to 

give them an unfair advantage. The primary example of this alleged preferential treatment, was when Total 

was denied extension on its lease on Angolan Bloc 18 and a month later it was announced that the lease had 

been taken over by SSI (Aguilar & Goldstein, 2009; Burgos & Ear, 2012). The Sino-Angolan oil partnership, 

however, is facing a major problem. Most of Angola’s oil fields are either deep-water or extra deep-water, 

and extraction from these fields demands very complex technological capabilities, which the Chinese oil 

companies do not possess. Hence, Angola is selling its oil extraction to the Chinese who are not capable of 

executing the actual extraction, as a result Sinopec has hired PetroBras (Brazil) to do the extraction (Aguilar 

& Goldstein, 2009; Corkin, 2011). 

Finally, the Angolan state is facing a number of issues related to both the oil sector and the nature of the 

government. The main problem is that MPLA and President dos Santos have created a so-called rentier state, 

in which, a small elite around the President, known as Futungo, are living in luxury, while the state fails to 

provide many of the basic services to the population (Power, 2012; Soares De Oliveira, 2011). This has led 
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to a state where 60% of the population are living in poverty and have limited access to education. In the 

current state of affairs, the UN provides a large portion of the social duties of the Angolan state, while the 

Futungo are making deals with the Chinese to construct football stadiums and beach promenades (Power, 

2012; Soares De Oliveira, 2011). 

Angola’s economy is immensely dependent on oil, which accounts for 55% of GDP and 90% of exports, 

while only employing approximately 11,000 workers (Burgos & Ear, 2012; Power, 2012). There are two 

problems with Angola’s oil dependency. Firstly, the oil-revenues are not being used for development, but are 

instead being used on a number of prestige projects, as mentioned above. Secondly, with the currently 

known oil resources and at the current rate of extraction, Angola will run out of oil within the next 20 years 

(Burgos & Ear, 2012). At that point the country will be left without 55% of its revenue and without having 

developed the capabilities of its population. Hence, the Angolan government will have to realize this 

situation and refocus its efforts towards social development, or else the country will face serious problems 

within the next two decades. 

 

6.1.2	  Zambia	  in	  Context	  

Northern Rhodesia achieved independence from the United Kingdom on the 24th of October 1964 and 

changed its name to Zambia under the leadership of President Kenneth Kuanda and his United National 

Independence Party (UNIP). At independence, Zambia was regarded as a middle-income country with one of 

the strongest economies in SSA, characterized by a strong, but overly foreign-dominated, private sector with 

easy access to non-concessional loans and an abundance of natural resources (Gadzala, 2010; Kragelund & 

Hampwaye, 2012; Kragelund, 2014b). Determined to ‘Zambianize’ the economy, the UNIP government 

launched the Mulungushi reforms that nationalized most of the country’s major businesses, including the 

copper mines, which had been the main source of revenue. The statist policies, however, turned out to give 

exclusive power to the government instead of the people and drove the economy - by then 80% state-owned - 

into gradual decline, culminating in economic collapse following the oil crisis in 1973, and the resulting 

decline in copper prizes (Carmody, 2009; Kopinski & Polus, 2011; Kragelund & Hampwaye, 2012; 

Kragelund, 2012). In order to fill the financial gaps, Zambia turned to the Western IFIs to finance the large 

budget deficit and rising government expenditure, making Zambia the most indebted country in the world 

relative to the size of its economy in 1984 (Kragelund, 2014a). After the 1991 election, under a new 

government, which established multiparty politics, the Zambian economy went through a period of trade 

liberalization and deregulation, as well as privatization of the crucial mining-sector in the 1990s. However, 

reforms were only implemented inconsistently and perceived as only beneficial for donors from the Zambian 

private sector, which had increasingly felt marginalized, leading to a highly divided business community 

(Handley, 2008: 234). The result was once again a foreign-controlled economy, but this time a donor-

dependent economy with an average of ODA to GNI of 23% over the period of 1990 to 2005 (Thomson et 
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al., 2010). Zambia’s aid dependency reached its peak in 2001 when 53% of the Zambian budget was 

financed through aid. This development made Zambia a classic example of a donor-controlled country, 

which had suffered from the ‘natural resource curse’, supported by the widespread poverty in Zambia today 

(Kragelund, 2014a; Kopinski & Polus, 2011: 4). 

This dependency began to alter in the late 1990s as copper prizes began to increase, combined with a 

business-friendly environment created by the SAPs introduced by the Western IFIs (Kragelund, 2009, 

2014a). Hence, FDI started to flow into Zambia from Western companies, but Chinese and Indian companies 

were not far behind. FDI was primarily directed towards the mining sector due to booming commodity 

prices. Besides its vast copper reserves, Zambia has rich mineral resources, such as cobalt, iron, and 

uranium. In addition, the agriculture and manufacturing sectors were targets for foreign investments 

(Carmody, 2009; Kragelund, 2009). After economic recovery in 2010 following the financial crisis, the 

copper price started to rise again and copper’s contribution to GDP increased from 12.5% in 2009 to 17.9% 

in 2013 (Kragelund, 2014a; Thomson et al., 2010: 16). Since 2000 GDP per capita in PPP terms has almost 

doubled (IMF, 2013). The resulting stabilization of the economy led to improved credit ratings, which gave 

the country access to private capital markets and Zambia’s government the financial clout to reduce its aid 

dependency year after year, to a ratio of 7.7% of net ODA to Zambia’s GNI in 2011 (Carmody, 2009; 

Kragelund, 2014a: 153). Furthermore, Zambia benefitted from its PRSP defined in 2002 and from the joint 

IMF-WB debt relief under the HIPC and the MDRI in 2005 and 2006, reducing outstanding external debt 

from $7.2 billion to $0.5 billion. In 2009 net ODA to Zambia totaled approximately $1.3 billion (OECD 

Publishing, 2012: 1). Between July 2011 and September 2012, the government borrowed about $1.25 billion 

from non-concessional sources alone, including the recent issue of a sovereign bond for US $750 million 

earmarked to fund infrastructure (World Bank, 2013: 7, 13). Today, Zambia is the third largest FDI-recipient 

in Africa and the nineteenth largest worldwide (Carmody & Taylor, 2010). Zambia has a population of 13 

million and was reclassified as a lower middle-income country with a nominal per capita GNI of $1,299 per 

capita in 2011 (World Bank, 2013: 1) 

 

To some extent the decrease of ODA in Zambia is the result of the withdrawal of traditional donors due to 

perceived increase in corruption and aid effectiveness57 concerns, after a major corruption scandal in the 

Ministry of Health in 2009 and concerns about the road sector (Kragelund, 2014a: 149; Thomson et al., 

2010). In 2010, a movement against traditional donors’ interference in internal affairs emerged in Zambia 

and led to the public appreciation of assistance from non-traditional donors (Kragelund, 2014a: 158). Sino-

Zambian relations were established only three days after Zambian independence in October of 1964 and 

included promises of mutual economic and social development, as well as close ties in culture and tourism 

                                                
57 The DAC agencies concerns about aid effectiveness, thus co-ordination and management of aid budgets is discussed in Section 6.2 
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(Davies et al., 2008; Kopinski & Polus, 2011). China’s first major assistance project in Africa was the Tazara 

railway, which was announced in 1975 and connected landlocked Zambia with Tanzanian ports. 

After two decades of reform and strenuous adjustment within China, economic relations picked up again in 

1998 when China Nonferrous Metal and Mining Co. (CNMC) acquired the Chambishi copper mine in the 

Zambian Copperbelt region. In the following years China kept expanding its presence in Zambia, to a point 

where it became the largest foreign investor in 2007, overtaking the UK and South Africa (Carmody, 2009; 

Davies et al., 2008; Kragelund & Hampwaye, 2012). Chinese FDI is highly concentrated in the mining sector 

with 89%, approximately $5.5 billion (Kopinski & Polus, 2011: 6). In addition to China’s engagement 

mentioned above, China has invested $800 million in establishing a Special Economic Zone58 (SEZ) in the 

Copperbelt region. The SEZ is designed to facilitate further Chinese investments in Zambia through tax 

exemptions and preferential tariffs and is expected to attract new investments of $900 million from private 

companies and SOEs, along with creating more than 6000 jobs for local workers (Carmody & Taylor, 2010; 

Davies et al., 2008; Kragelund & Hampwaye, 2012). In addition to the mining industry, China is heavily 

involved in agriculture where the SOE Jiangsu State Farms Corporation runs 30 large-scale farms across 

Zambia (Carmody, 2009; Davies et al., 2008). The Chinese agriculture investments should be seen as a 

response to the severe food shortage in China described in chapter 4. 

 The Zambian government, however, faces a number of challenges in the coming years. Zambia is lagging 

behind on a number of MDG targets, compared to SSA average, particularly those on extreme poverty, 

maternal health and child mortality (World Bank, 2013). Although government information stress that 

poverty fell considerably over the period 1996-2006, today the country is still facing severe poverty of 

approximately 60.5% of the population living in poverty, and 42.3% living under the $1.25 per day poverty 

line (World Bank, 2014; IMF, 2014; Government of Zambia, 2011; in OECD, 2012). The poverty problem is 

closely related to the mining sector and unemployment. With copper accounting for 80% of the country’s 

exports, while only providing around 15,000 jobs, there is a large discrepancy between the country’s main 

source of income and its employment contribution (World Bank, 2013: 5). Thus, the undiversified structure 

of the Zambian economy poses serious concerns of harmful ‘Dutch disease’59 effects. At the same time, the 

copper industry only accounts for 18% of tax revenues, highlighting Zambia’s extremely inefficient tax 

system, which inhibits the Zambian government to benefit from the current hike in resource prices by 

developing the country’s social and economic infrastructure (Carmody, 2009; Kragelund, 2009). Another 

serious problem for the government is formal sector unemployment. Since 1998 unemployment in the formal 

                                                
58 Special Economic Zones (or Economic Processing Zones) are primarily designed to diversify the economy, through fiscal and 
regulatory exemptions granted to companies that export manufactured goods, supported by infrastructure and other facilities. China 
has a long tradition at home with SEZs, which have formed the backbone of China’s own industrial development in the 1980s 
(Bethelemy, 2011: 25-28). 
59 The ‘Dutch disease’ is a term that broadly refers to the harmful consequences of large (sudden) increases in a country’s income. 
The concept is related to the term ‘resource curse’ and is used mostly in the context of oil- or mineral-rich nations, when commodity 
prices soar and exports rise at the expense of traditional sectors, such as agriculture and manufacturing (IMF: 
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/basics/dutch.htm).	  	  
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sector – public sector used to host most formal workers - has grown from 50% to close to 90% in 2009. This 

development has driven most of the Zambian workforce into the informal sector (Gadzala, 2010). Finally, 

Zambia is in danger of missing its window for running its own development and instead simply shifting 

dependency from the traditional donors to China (Kragelund, 2014a, 2014b). In the past decade, Zambia has 

managed to limit its foreign debt from $4.5 billion in 2001 to $635 million in 2006, thereby considerably 

limiting the aid component of the state budget (Carmody, 2009; Kragelund, 2014a). This positive 

development seems to be threatened by the increasing amounts borrowed from China. 

 

6.2	  Agent-‐Agent	  Interactions	  in	  the	  Southern	  African	  Region	  

This section will study the execution of donor institutions in Angola and Zambia. In other words, the 

following paragraphs will shed light on how development assistance is actually carried by key agents from 

China and the OECD-DAC in the particular country contexts outlined in section 6.1. 

 

6.2.1	  Agent-‐Agent	  Interaction	  in	  Angola	  

Angola presents a number of interesting interactions between agents from the country itself, China, and the 

OECD-DAC countries. In the following, we will first highlight the relationship between the Eximbank and 

the Angolan presidency, as it gives the reader the ultimate insight into the way China prefers to interact with 

countries in Africa. Secondly, the sub-section deals with Angola’s stance towards the WB and the IMF. 

Finally, the interaction between DAC bilateral agencies and Angolan institutions is explored. 

 

Export-Import Bank of China – Angolan Presidency 
The Eximbank is the key Chinese agent in Angola. Since the first Angola Model loan was agreed upon in 

2004, the Eximbank has extended between $9 and $10.5 billion in credit lines to Angola (Alves, 2013; 

Corkin, 2011; Kiala, 2010). While the Eximbank has autonomy on which countries receive credit, its 

principal-agent relationship with the Chinese government has been underlined in Angola. During the 2004 

negotiations, on the terms of the first credit line, the Eximbank wanted to include a 1% insurance interest on 

top of the oil security, as the Angolans voiced their dissatisfaction with this, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs stepped in and told the Eximbank to waive the insurance (Corkin, 2011). 

From a Western perspective, the relationship between the Eximbank and the Angolan state is among the 

most scrutinized of China’s endeavors in Africa. There are several reasons for this scrutiny; the Eximbank 

deals directly with the Angolan presidency, which has raised concerns that the deal is fostering corruption 

and rent-seeking behavior by the Futungo (Power, 2012; Soares De Oliveira, 2011). Secondly, the credit 

lines extended by the Eximbank are oil-backed and not concessional, thus reinforcing Angola’s oil 

dependency (Alves, 2013). Thirdly, the lack of concessionality enables the Angolan presidency to spend the 
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money however it sees fit, hence there is no guarantee that the credit lines have a developmental impact 

(Alves, 2013; Cerritelli et al., 2009). China argues that the absence of conditionality allows the recipient 

countries to control their own development (People’s Republic of China, 2006, 2013), thus strengthening 

African agency. In the case of Angola there is a very limited degree of concessionality to the credit (Alves, 

2013), which gives the Angolan state almost complete control over what the funds are used for. However, 

the Angolan state has shown neither the will, nor the institutional capacity to orchestrate sustainable 

development in the country (Cerritelli et al., 2009)60. As described in section 4.3.1, the Eximbank is the only 

Chinese bank that is allowed to provide concessional loans, by waiving this option in Angola the Eximbank 

has forfeited control of its investment, leaving only the tying clauses that 70% of public enterprise contracts 

must go to Chinese contractors and that 50% of project procurement must come from China (Corkin, 2011; 

Cornelissen et al., 2010; Power, 2012). Whether this is a decision made by Eximbank management, in 

compliance with the concept of non-conditionality, or another example of principal interference by the 

Chinese government is not disclosed, but it surely enables the Angolan presidency. 

The agent-agent relationship between the Angolan state and the Eximbank has been crucial to Angola’s 

economic growth in the past decade. Subsequently, the relationship has paved the way for other cooperation 

at the agent level between the two countries, especially in the oil-sector. In section 6.1.1 we outlined the role 

of Sonangol in the management of the Angolan oil-sector, as well as its collaboration with Sinopec through 

the SSI joint venture. Sinopec and China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) established a presence in 

Angola as a result of the oil-backed loans issued by the Eximbank, as the two companies were awarded the 

task of handling the 10,000 barrels per day that Angola had to pay the Eximbank as security (Alves, 2013). 

Hence, the Eximbank-Angolan state relationship has led to other inter-agent relationships between China and 

Angola. 

 

IMF and World Bank – Angolan State 
The involvements of the IMF and the WB in Angola have followed different patterns and show signs of the 

Angolan state having tight control over the action of donors in the country. As previously mentioned, the 

IMF’s offer, of providing concessional loans to Angola following the civil war, was declined by the Angolan 

government, which chose to cooperate with China instead. The IMF has therefore not been present in Angola 

until the Angolan government accepted a loan of $1.33 billion61 in 2009, $950.9 million of the loan is still 

outstanding debt (IMF, 2014b; Power, 2012). Due to the IMF’s focus on infrastructure lending, it has been in 

direct competition with the Eximbank on issuing loans for the rebuilding of Angola’s infrastructure, and has 

until recently lost out due to the conditionality attached to its loans. 

                                                
60 We will take a closer look at the institutional capabilities of the Angolan state later in section 7.1.1 
61 Calculated from the IMF’s Special Drawing Rights (SDR) denomination, according to the May 14th 2014 conversion rate of 1 
SDR = 1.544800 USD	  
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The WB has been present in Angola since 1991 with an accumulated commitment of $1.02 billion, of the 

original principle $500.3 million is outstanding debt (World Bank, 2014a). The WB’s funds have been 

disbursed on a number of projects across Angola and have been focused on social development, particularly 

health care, clean water, education, and community development (World Bank, 2014a). From 1991 to 2007 

WB’s commitments to Angola were limited and comprised of a number of small-scale humanitarian 

community projects. The reasons for the limited involvement in this period are two-fold. First, until 2002 the 

civil war in Angola made it extremely difficult to operate in the country and Western donor activities were 

limited to humanitarian assistance. Secondly, following the end of the civil war the Angolan government was 

skeptical towards the conditionality demands imposed by Western donors, thus only accepting Western aid 

projects focused on satisfying the urgent needs of the population. In the past six years the Angolan state has 

started to open up to the Western donors, which led to the WB starting a number of larger scale projects 

focusing on community development, healthcare and education between 2008 and 2010. There have not been 

new projects since 2010, but $195 million in new funds were added to projects in 2011 ($120 million) and 

2014 ($75 million) (World Bank, 2014a). 

 

The Angolan state’s relationship with the IMF and the WB, respectively, differs in terms of duration and the 

nature of the cooperation. As the IMF is only involved in infrastructure projects and has only been present 

since 2009, the WB has been active in a number of social development projects since 1991. However, there 

are also similarities in the relationships. First and foremost, the data support Kragelund’s (2014a; 2014b) 

argument that Angola is successfully dictating its relationship with donors, both with the Western IFIs and 

China. Secondly, the fact that Angola has not, until recently, accepted loans from the IMF can be interpreted 

as an indicator that Angola does not wish to be dependent on the conditional loans of the IMF. 

Simultaneously, the Angolan state’s 2009 loan agreement with the IMF can be seen as a means to diversify 

the country’s donor base and loan portfolio, thus limiting the country’ dependence on Chinese funds. The 

Angola-WB relationship shows similar signs of Angolan control, as the WB has not been able to implement 

its regular large-scale program approach in Angola (Broad, 2006), but instead has been limited to a project-

based approach. Hence, the IMF and the WB have not been able to act in their regular manner in Angola, but 

have instead had to alter their approach in order to work in the country. The Angolan state’s control over its 

relationship with the Western IFIs can be seen as clear sign of Angolan ‘development space’ (Kragelund, 

2014a). This notion is supported by the WB in its presentation of the WB Group’s (WBG) Country 

Partnership Strategy (CPS) with Angola for the period 2014-16 (Clarke et al., 2013). The CPS was 

developed in close cooperation with the Angolan government, and aims to refocus the WB’s efforts in the 

country towards human development and institutional capacity building, in order to ensure better services for 

the Angolan population in health, education, electricity, water supply, and social protection. Simultaneously, 

the WB will collaborate with the Angolan government in areas of economic diversification and planning, 
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agricultural and spatial development, and private and financial sector development (Clarke et al., 2013). 

Whether this new relationship between the WB and the Angolan state is a sign of change in the 

government’s approach to development, or whether it is simply another example of populist rhetoric is too 

early to say, but there is no doubt that collaboration with the WB would be a positive step for the Angolan 

government62. 

 

DAC Agencies – Angolan Institutions 
According to the OECD-DAC, Angola received a total of $436 million in ODA between 2011 and 2012, 

with the USA, providing $74 million, the WB ($31 million) and the EU institutions ($27 million) as the 

largest donors63 (OECD/DAC, 2014a). Due to restrictions in congress the US Agency for International 

Development (USAID) is only able to engage in project-based ODA at the bilateral level (Dabelstein, 2014). 

Due to the short-term project-based nature of US bilateral aid, the USAID has limited cooperation with 

Angolan institutions. We will instead focus on the cooperation between the European Commission (EC) and 

the Angolan institutions, to get a better understanding of the agent interaction between DAC donors and 

Angolan institutions. 

 

While the EC contributed less than half of the USA in 2011 to 2012, the program-based approach combined 

with an institutional focus makes the Angola-EC relationship an interesting case. The EC has been engaged 

in programs focusing on health, food security, water and sanitation, education, and governance and 

institutional support since 2002 with an emphasis on benefitting the Angolan population. The EC aims to 

combine a focus on sustainable social development with a strong relationship with Angolan institutions, 

while working towards better donor coordination (Cerritelli et al., 2009). According to the 2009 ‘Evaluation 

of the EC’s support to Angola’, the EC’s efforts to foster sustainable development was slowed down by a 

lack of human resources, weak institutional capacity, and insufficient sector coordination, while at the same 

time the Angolan state’s commitment to sustainable social development was sincerely questioned (Cerritelli 

et al., 2009). This argument is supported by Power (2012), who argues that Angola has no clear development 

plan and that the ‘Angola 2025: Strategic Development Plan’ focuses only on economic development 

through large infrastructure projects, while the population is seen as an obstacle (Power, 2012). 

The Angola 2025 plan was approved by President dos Santos in 2008, but implementation was delayed as a 

result of falling oil prices following the financial crisis (Power, 2012). The strategy is working towards three 

objectives: 1) Macro-economic stability and infrastructure recovery, 2) development of the private sector 

through increased investment and productivity, and 3) increase of Angola’s competitiveness in the 

                                                
62 We will discuss the implications of a stronger Angola-WB relationship in more detail in section 7.1.1 
63 The remaining top 10 donors from the OECD/DAC community to Angola are: Portugal ($25 million), multi-donor GAVI fund 
($13 million), South Korea ($13 million), Japan ($13 million), Norway ($13 million), Global Fund ($9 million), and Spain ($8 
million).	  
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international context. In the process Angola 2025 aims to create 8.2 million new jobs by growing GDP ten-

fold and keeping inflation in single digits, while reducing poverty by 75% by eradicating famine and extreme 

poverty (Angola Press, 2012, 2013). Hence, Angola 2025 includes goals for poverty reduction, but without 

outlining the means to reach these goals. This supports Power’s claim that the Angolan government’s 

commitment to social development is merely rhetorical, while the WB predicts that Angola will reach none 

of the MDGs (Clarke et al., 2013; Power, 2012). In response to the Angolan government’s questionable 

commitment to sustainable social development and the lack of institutional capacities, the EC has employed 

a bottom-up strategy where it collaborates closely with Angola’s provincial governments in an attempt to 

improve institutional capabilities, while implementing a culture of good governance, transparency and 

accountability (Cerritelli et al., 2009). Hence, it seems as if the EC has given up on directly influencing 

Angola’s central government, and is instead attempting to incorporate social development and good 

governance on a provincial scale, hoping that the culture will eventually spill over to the national 

government. 

	  

6.2.2	  Agent-‐Agent	  Interaction	  in	  Zambia	  

In analogy to the above sub-section on agent interactions in Angola, we will at first study the relationship 

between the Eximbank and the Zambian State House. Secondly, the thesis briefly explores other Sino-

Zambian interactions, such as the pre-election Anti-China movement in 2006. Thirdly, the long history of 

policymaking of the IMF and the WB will be analyzed. Finally, the sub-section will look at the OECD-DAC 

donors’ harmonized approach towards Zambia. 

 

Export-Import Bank of China – Zambian State House 
The defining interaction between China and Zambia is the practice of the Eximbank to directly provide large 

loans to the president’s State House. Through its excellent relations to Zambia’s political elite, facilitated by 

the Chinese Embassy’s Economic Counselors Office, the Eximbank circumvents key institutions, as the 

Ministry of Finance and National Planning (MoFNP), which is mandated to coordinate all ODA resources by 

the Zambian Aid Policy and Strategy agreed upon in 2007. For example, the decision for a $3 million loan 

from the Eximbank to procure nine mobile hospitals was negotiated without any involvement of the Ministry 

of Health (Kragelund, 2014a: 151). Therefore, hardly any of the financial flows from China are registered by 

the MoFNP because of the fact that the State House is not obliged to disclose all the information regarding 

the scope of grants to the ministries and the parliament; a constraining factor that reduces the ministry’s 

effectiveness in taking charge of the development planning process (Kragelund, 2014a). This is why the 

specific conditions of these agreements between China and Zambia are rarely disclosed in the public domain, 

as a chief economist in the MoFNP explained to Kragelund (2014a) in one of his interviews, “China doesn’t 
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divulge information […] Thus the grants from China are not necessarily recorded by the Treasury. Loans 

are of course recorded but we are not able to verify the various components of the loan”. Therefore, it is 

difficult to assess to what extent Eximbank grants concessionality to Zambia in their loan agreements. The 

MoFNP thus tends to underestimate China’s involvement by only recording a total of $12.3 million worth of 

Chinese grants and $68.3 million in loans over the period 2006-2009 (Kragelund, 2014a: 149). In particular, 

China’s effective contribution to desperately needed construction and maintenance of Zambia’s 

infrastructure, leads to a common assessment among Zambia’s elite that Chinese aid is more demand-driven 

than OECD-DAC aid, as former president Banda puts it, “they [China] offered the financing we needed and 

the technical knowhow” (Kragelund, 2014a: 157). The Eximbank alone lent $600 million for infrastructure 

projects to Zambia in 2003 (Carmody, 2009: 1198). Furthermore, Eximbank provided another $350 million 

loan for the Kariba North Bank power station in 2010 (Kragelund, 2014a: 149). According to the Zambian 

Development Agency (ZDA), China has invested more than $1 billion in the country and that these 

investments have resulted in the creation of more than 15.000 jobs for Zambians (Carmody, 2009; Kopinski 

& Polus, 2011). The real investment numbers are likely much higher, but due to the practices described 

above it is not possible to gather accurate numbers. 

Thus, Chinese aid is often lauded for developing Zambia in trade and investment terms (Davies et al., 2008: 

47). China moved from number 17 to 12 between 2006 and 2009 on the list of donors to Zambia in terms of 

the volume of total disbursements (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 14). China is not part of the aid effectiveness 

agenda either internationally or locally in Zambia and Chinese aid is mostly in the form of loans 

(Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 20). Thus, China appears not to be recognizing the PD principles in its engagement 

with Zambia and is not part of the dialogue platforms setup to improve aid management through donor 

coordination, such as the Joint Assistance Strategy for Zambia (JASZ)64. China rather tends to outbid 

Western IFIs in Zambia, a fact that induces critique from Western donor agencies. In 2008, China accounted 

for about 35% of loans received by Zambia (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 14).  In 2007, Zambia took up new 

Chinese loans totaling $500 million, making the total Chinese debt outstanding $717 million (Davies et al., 

2008: 63). 

 

IMF and World Bank – Zambian Government 
The interaction between the two IFIs and Zambia has crucially shaped the country’s post-independence era. 

According to Handley (2008. 238) the WB and IMF “rewarded Zambia’s initial progress with neo-liberal 

reforms with renewed financing, which privileged the voice of the IFIs in the economic policy-making as this 

would ensure continued funding”. Zambia has experienced major macroeconomic improvements since 2000, 

                                                
64 JASZ is discussed in section on DAC agencies and Zambian institutions.  
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supported by two Extended Credit Facility65 (ECF) arrangements with the IMF, both about $340 million that 

had been spent in the periods 2004-2007 and 2008-2011. The previous $43066 ECF agreement had expired in 

2003 and up to the late-2000s, the IMF has kept its “signaling role” for bilateral donors in Zambia. For 

example, when Zambia fell short of meeting one of the HIPC conditionalities in 2003, “not only did IMF 

funding cease, but so did the support from all the major bilateral donors” (Kragelund, 2009: 490). 

In 2005, recognizing that a large number of African countries were unlikely to meet many of the MDGs, the 

WB formulated the Africa Action Plan (AAP), a comprehensive and detailed set of 30 objectives and 109 

actions, that would guide the WB’s program in Africa (World Bank, 2011: 6). The broad themes of the AAP 

were accelerating growth, making growth inclusive, building capable states and strengthening governance 

and improving aid effectiveness. In Zambia, between 2008 and 2011 the WB’s International Development 

Association (IDA) approved about US$513 million for 12 operations in line with the Country Assistance 

Strategy (CAS) agreement. Most of the money went to the agricultural sector, followed by infrastructure, 

energy, and human development (World Bank, 2013: 18). The WB’s Zambia strategy for the years 2013 to 

2016, also referred to as Country Partnership Strategy (CPS), is aligned with the WB’s regional strategy for 

Africa67 and supports three objectives: (1) Reducing poverty and the vulnerability of the poor, (2) improving 

competitiveness and infrastructure for growth and employment, and (3) improving governance and 

strengthening economic management. These three goals take Zambia’s particular challenges and 

opportunities as a country in transition into account, which still faces vulnerabilities of Low Income 

Countries (LICs), such as widespread poverty, but also enjoys opportunities that are usually found in Middle 

Income Countries (MICs), such as access to private capital (World Bank, 2013: 21). Strikingly, the WB’s 

contribution to Zambia’s need for finance is set to be rather small with only about $100 million budgeted per 

year. Instead of focusing on interventions in Zambia, the WB aims at positioning itself away from a lending 

institution to becoming a knowledge one that, in the words of the WB Group President Dr. Kim, “connects 

                                                
65 The Extended Credit Facility (ECF) provides financial assistance to countries with protracted balance of payments problems. The 
ECF was created under the newly established Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust (PRGT) as part of a broader reform to make the 
Fund’s financial support more flexible and better tailored to the diverse needs of Low Income Countries (LICs), including in times of 
crisis. The ECF succeeds the Poverty Reduction Growth Facility (PRGF) as the Fund’s main tool for providing medium-term support 
to LICs, with higher levels of access of financial resources, more concessional financing terms, more flexible program design 
features, as well as streamlined and more focused conditionality. Under the ECF, member countries agree to implement a set of 
policies that will help them support significant progress toward a stable and sustainable macro-economic position over the medium 
term. These commitments, including specific conditions, are described in the country’s letter of intent. ECF-supported programs 
should be based on the country’s own development strategy and aim to safeguard social objectives. Financing under the ECF is 
according to highly concessional lending terms that carry a zero interest rate through end-2014, with a grace period of 5½ years, and 
a final maturity of 10 years. (IMF: http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/ecf.htm ) 
66 The values of the ECF packages were translated to US dollars from IMF’s own unit of account, Special Drawing Rights (SDR), by 
the authors themselves with the May 14, 2014 SDR/US dollar exchange rate of 1.544800 units found on the following IMF web 
page: http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_five.aspx.  
67 In 2011 the World Bank renewed its Africa strategy in response to changes in the global economy, macroeconomic improvements 
in a number of African countries, improved access to private capital markets and non-traditional donor funds, the rise of remittances, 
and an overall decline in aid disbursement.  The comprehensive strategy prefers a program-based to the traditional project-based 
approach and is based on two pillars, vulnerability and resilience (addressing macroeconomic shocks through financial support, 
knowledge, global experience and technical assistance), and competitiveness and employment (covering all traded goods and service 
sectors as well as key domestic sectors that support competitiveness),  and the foundation—governance and public sector capacity. 
Prioritized country strategies are formulated within this framework (World Bank, 2013). (World Bank, 2011: 7) 
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and convenes multiple stakeholders from around the world brokering knowledge exchange across 

institutional boundaries.” (World Bank, 2013: 2). Currently, infrastructure projects, such as roads, water and 

electricity, account for about 60% of the WB portfolio in Zambia that consists of about 18% grants and 82% 

loans, aligned with the government’s development priorities. Since 2003, the Zambian government has been 

implementing a ten-year road development program, known as ROADSIP II, partially financed by the WB 

and other bilateral donors (World Bank, 2013: 12). In the Zambian health sector the WB’s Zambia Malaria 

Booster project, supporting the government’s national malaria strategy (2006-2011), has been successful in 

fighting the disease, which is the leading cause of morbidity and the second highest cause of mortality in 

Zambia, thereby contributing to a 30% reduction in child mortality achieved in this period. 

Kragelund (2014a: 154) argues that the HIPC, signed in 2000, was the main instrument through which 

traditional partners controlled the behavior of the Zambian government in the last decade, making large-scale 

debt reduction conditional to the development of a PRSP and the demonstration of track record of neoliberal 

reform. Through the HIPC and MDRI initiatives, which reached their completion points in 2005 and 2006, 

the IMF wrote off $72468 million, and respectively $622 million, and Zambia managed to decrease foreign 

debt by 86.7% between 2005 and 2006. Roughly $340 million a year have been freed up due to lower debt 

service expenditure, and were spent on health and education, towards realizing the MDGs. (Davies et al., 

2008: 63). The affiliated PRSP for the period 2002 to 2005 was continuously aligned with the IMF Poverty 

Reduction and Growth Facility program. It was projected by the Ministry of Finance and National Planning 

(MoFNP) that 67% of the $1.3 billion budget would be financed by donor funds, in order to attain “sustained 

and high economic growth, improve access and quality in the provision of social and public services 

(especially education, health and water and sanitation), and mainstreaming the cross cutting issues of 

HIV/AIDS, gender and the environment” (World Bank, 2004: 1; 54; Lyby et al., 2010: 14). Furthermore, the 

PRSP’s objectives were the diversification of the economy, prioritizing agriculture and tourism, 

macroeconomic stability, infrastructure, and good governance (World Bank, 2004). 

In spite of the new focus on poverty reduction, liberalization and privatization policies have been reinforced 

and deepened (Kragelund, 2009: 489). Foreign investors, especially Chinese, are benefitting from the 

liberalized environment, as well as the lack of local competition in Zambia today. According to Kragelund 

(2009: 14-17) this would not have been possible without the pressure from the Western IFIs to force the 

Zambian government to pass a number of FDI-friendly laws, such as the Mines and Minerals Act (1995) and 

the Investment Act (1991), which paved the way for Chinese investment in Zambia. 

In parallel to the donor-driven PRSP process, national plans were reintroduced in 2002 by the government as 

the main framework for economic development (World Bank, 2013). The practice of national planning was 

                                                
68 The write-offs from both the debt relief initiatives were translated to US dollars from IMF’s own unit of account, Special Drawing 
Rights (SDR), by the authors themselves with the May 14, 2014 SDR/US dollar exchange rate of 1.544800 units found on the 
following IMF web page: http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_five.aspx. The original numbers were found in the overview 
of Zambia’s financial position with the IMF: 
http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/tad/exfin2.aspx?memberKey1=1080&date1key=2014-05-14 
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abandoned during the liberalization era of the 1990s, when the country’s policy directions were guided by 

the IFIs’ SAP (Lyby et al., 2010: 14). In December 2002, a Transitional National Development Plan 

covering the period 2002-2005 was launched, complementing the PRSP by bringing in sectors of the 

economy that were not included in the PRSP. In the following years the Fifth National Development Plan 

(FNDP) and the Sixth National Development Plan (SNDP) were drafted based on the National Vision 2030 

(Vision), which provided Zambia with a broad development strategy of inclusive growth and employment 

generation. In section 7.1.1 the paper discusses the SNDP and the Vision as tools of country ownership. 

 

DAC Agencies – Zambian Institutions 
From 2010 to 2012, the bilateral share of Zambia’s gross ODA was about 65% (OECD/DAC, 2014b).  Most 

of the bilateral aid, approximately 31%, was channeled to the health sector, followed by economic 

infrastructure and services, other social sectors, production, and program assistance (OECD/DAC, 2014b). In 

that same period the top five donors69, the USA, with a $291 million commitment on average, the Global 

Fund, the EU, the UK, and the WB’s IDA, provided 61% of Zambia’s total70 aid. Looking at the actual 

composition of donors, consisting two bilateral donors, two multilateral agencies, and one multi-donor fund, 

already foreshadows the difficulty of coordination. 

Throughout the last decade the DAC donors’ engagement in Zambia has been embedded in the aid 

effectiveness agenda. Already in early 2000 during the time when the harmonization agenda was taking 

effect at the global level, it was increasingly recognized that government systems in Zambia were part of the 

problem, due to a lack of coordination between MoFNP, the Bank of Zambia, statutory bodies, and sector 

ministries, which received aid without an adequate system of reporting. Furthermore, there has been a lack of 

competent personnel, poor financial management and accounting systems, which threatened mutual 

accountability of donors and the Zambian government, to the people in Zambia and the taxpayers in the 

donor countries. Consequently, DAC donor agencies started to demand hard conditionality in their aid 

support with a focus on building institutional capacity and fighting corruption and/or simply worked around 

the government systems altogether by creating parallel project management and implementation structures 

(Thomson et al., 2010: 17). Poor aid co-ordination and management as described above had therefore 

contributed to substantial reductions of external resources in national planning and budgeting (Thomson et 

al., 2010: 17). In response to the first HLF on aid effectiveness in Rome in 2003, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, 

the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom, in close collaboration with the government of 

Zambia, signed the Joint Statement of Commitment by Donors and Government to increase aid effectiveness 

and reduce transaction costs for Zambia in March 2003, and agreed to (a) harmonize their aid support and 

                                                
69 Further donors are Norway ($66 million), Japan ($47 million), Denmark ($44 million), Germany ($37 million) and Sweden ($32 
million).  
70 The numbers are based on only recorded aid disbursements, thus a large number of China’s contributions are not reflected in them 
(as described in the above paragraphs).	  	  	  
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processes, including procurement processes; (b) increase the share of budget support they provide; and (c) 

coordinate their policy inputs. (Thomson et al., 2010: 18). Through this agreement, also known as the 

Harmonization in Practice (HIP) Initiative, the seven DAC donors committed to adopt the OECD/DAC 

Guiding Principles and Good Practices in their Zambian activities, marking the beginning of a decade 

characterized by harmonization efforts. In April 2004, the HIP agreement was expanded, through a 

memorandum of understanding with the government of Zambia, to include all the remaining DAC donors in 

Zambia. A month after the PD was signed, the DAC donors agreed on the provision of Poverty Reduction 

Budget Support (PRBS), which was intended to translate the key PD principles into action by improving 

harmonization and alignment of Zambia’s aid programs. In 2008, the value PRBS was about $188.1 million 

and equipped with clear indicators for monitoring of performance (Thomson et al., 2010: 19). In order to 

facilitate policy dialogue between the donors themselves and the government, the Cooperating Partners 

Group (CPG) was created headed by two bilateral donors and one multilateral agency, where leadership 

rotates on a regular basis. 

 
In 2007, 1671 donor agencies agreed to coordinate their activities in Zambia in an unprecedented72 manner 

by signing the Joint Assistance Strategy for Zambia (JASZ) to implement commitments “across the five 

pillars of the Paris Declaration” to better manage aid for achieving development outcomes (Thomson et al., 

2010: 23). The JASZ is wider in scope than the PRBS, covering different types of aid modalities and is 

presented as “a national medium-term framework (2007-10) which has been developed by the Cooperating 

Partners to manage their development cooperation with the GRZ73 in alignment with the Fifth National 

Development Plan” (Thomson et al., 2010: 22). Based on the findings of the official JASZ evaluation74 from 

2010, and the PD country evaluation75 from 2011, the following paragraphs summarize the positive and 

negative aspects of the implementation of the JASZ in Zambia. 

The JASZ strategy is assessed to have led to more harmonization, in particular through the Division of 

Labour (DoL)76 initiative that coordinates donors’ sector level engagement and encourages dialogue between 

all the parties involved (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 26). Sector management and coordination has improved 

among donors in the well-established Sector-Wide Approaches (SWAps) for health and education. In 2010, 

79% of technical co-operation was coordinated in Zambia, which far exceeded the target of 50% laid down 

in the PD.  In particular, the USA, the UN, Germany and Japan, which together provided 82% of the total 

technical co-operation, coordinated their efforts. According to Zambia’s Aid Policy and Strategy, technical 
                                                
71 JASZ signatories are Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, the UK, the 
USA, the African Development Bank, the EU, the UN, and the World Bank.  
72 To date only Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, and Ghana have also implemented Joint Assistance Strategies. 
73 The acronym GRZ stands for the Government of the Republic of Zambia.  
74 The evaluation was conducted before the official second phase country evaluation of the Paris Declaration took place in late 2010 
and before the design of the aid management section of the 6th National Development Plan (SNDP).  
75 Throughout the entire thesis the Phase II Zambia evaluation of the implementation of the Paris Declaration is cited as (Chikwekwe 
et al. , 2011). 
76 DoL was already launched under the HIP and WHIP programs.	  
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assistance is deemed one of the most important inputs for Zambia’s capacity development (OECD 

Publishing, 2012: 8; Thomson et al., 2010: 21). In particular, the health sector SWAp represents a success 

story for sector level donor coordination led by a committed Zambian Ministry of Health. Given the fact that 

Zambia has one of the world’s highest HIV/ AIDS rates with approximately 15% of the adult population 

infected, the government’s interest in the health sector does not strike us by surprise (Lyby et al., 2010).  

Since life expectancy at birth has declined from 52 years in 1990 to 40.2 years, the GRZ has declared 

HIV/AIDS a national emergency in 2009, thereby calling on all parties to coordinate their activities (Lyby et 

al., 2010: 13). To this day, the DoL has been the most visible instrument for implementing the JASZ and the 

PD commitments in Zambia and is lauded for its achievements by some observers, due to the fact that some 

of Zambia’s neighboring countries have been unable to do the same (Thomson et al., 2010: 11; 26). 

 

However, the importance of the Global Fund, the second largest donor, and private donations, such as funds 

from the Melinda and Bill Gates foundation, has substantially challenged the harmonized donor approach 

due to their tendency to create parallel systems outside those compliant with the PD’s alignment principle 

(Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 22). This practice seems to be encouraged by weak linkages between national 

development planning on one hand and budgeting, including prioritization of funding, on the other. This 

poor link is largely due to low staffing levels in the critical departments (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 32). 

Furthermore, it is evaluated that the DoL framework that aims at reducing transaction costs is circumvented 

by individual donors (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 18). For example, although the government indicated that no 

sector should have more than five donors, some clearly exceeded this number and instead engaged in a form 

of “beauty contest” for gaining access to their preferred sectors and projects (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 26). 

Although, donors seem to align most of their policies and programs to the national development plan, in 

reality they have not linked most of their project or program implementation processes to country systems 

(Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 32-33). Two of the largest donors, the USA77 and the UN, showed little trust in 

country systems delivering only 5% and 22% of their aid through Zambia’s public financial management 

systems (OECD Publishing, 2012: 10). Other donors, such as the UK, Norway, and Denmark delivered 

almost all their aid through country systems, and the WB and the AfdB have also scored very high in terms 

of alignment. However, a case study on Zambia even challenges the key notion of the harmonization agenda 

that transaction costs necessarily decline when shifting from project- to sector-wide approaches (Watt, 2005; 

in Bissio, 2007: 15). In spite of greater use of budget support, 53% of all aid to Zambia was channeled either 

as budget support or through SWAps and improved processes, there is still a considerable lack of progress 

when it comes to actual development results (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 33; Thomson et al., 2010: 7-8). In 

addition, Zambia’s government raised concerns that in some sectors harmonization has enabled donors to 

mobilize themselves and “gang up” against the government (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 20). In the worst case 

                                                
77 As discussed in section 6.2.1 USAID is somewhat constrained by restrictions from Congress. 
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scenario, this could lead to withdrawal of the pooled aid funds once at a time, leading to less predictability 

rather than more as laid down in the PD (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 20). 

 

There is little evidence of greater country ownership at national level in the post-JASZ era (Thomson et al., 

2010: 9). Surprisingly, the government is not a signatory to the JASZ, although the success of the entire 

strategy depends critically on the government’s commitment to it. This is why in Zambia the JASZ is 

primarily seen as “an instrument of the donor community” (Thomson et al., 2010: 11). Although, JASZ was 

intended to be aligned with the FNDP, Zambia’s elite shares the view that the joint strategy primarily 

harmonizes donor interest, rather than that it ensures that FNDP objectives are translated into real outcomes 

(Thomson et al., 2010: 10). Thus, there seems to be still insufficient dialogue between the government and 

the DAC donors. Furthermore, mutual accountability, which is seen as weak by a majority of donors, 

generates the most tension between the GRZ and donors. During interviews some GRZ officials expressed 

the view that whereas there is much scrutiny of government’s actions, donors are not equally open to 

scrutiny on their part on issues such as timely release of aid (Chikwekwe et al., 2011: 20). 
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7.	  Intersystem	  Interactions	  

The relevance of interactions at the agent level, present a number of issues at the institutional level with 

regards to the approach applied by Chinese and Western donors, respectively. The subsequent discussion 

will emphasize China’s influence on the OECD-DAC institutions, observed at the Busan meeting in 2011. 

Secondly, the paper discusses the influence of the different approaches towards conditionality and the tying 

of aid on the development, or lack thereof, of institutions in Zambia and Angola. Thirdly, we explore how 

this interplay feeds back to the donor’s institutional practices, through a focus on the prospect of triangular 

cooperation. 

 

7.1	  China’s	  Influence	  on	  the	  Busan	  Framework	  

As part of the HLF series on aid effectiveness the development aid community came together once again in 

2011 in Busan, Korea, to “create a paradigm shift in the nature of development co-operation” (OECD/ 

UNDP, 2014: 20). Only six years after the Paris HLF it was argued that the world had profoundly changed 

and that more effective development aid alone was simply not enough to make the progress envisioned in the 

Millennium Declaration, due to the increasingly complex and diverse development architecture. Official 

documents, nevertheless, state that the Busan Partnership for Effective Development Co-operation (BP) 

continues the international aid community’s commitment to the core principles of the PD and the AAA for 

effective aid, while also “embracing diversity and recognising the distinct roles that all co-operation 

stakeholders can play to support development” (OECD/ UNDP, 2014: 20). The Busan event defines 10 

indicators78, partially derived from PD and newly piloted broader indicators, and set targets for 2015. The 

BP marks a turnaround in the OECD-DAC system of aid delivery, and therefore serves the authors as the 

main institutional setup, to argue that intersystem interaction between the Western and Chinese approach 

towards development aid has become visible since Busan. 

In preparation of the meeting the DAC Working Party on Aid Effectiveness (WP-EFF) made use of the final 

document of the independent evaluation79 of the PD as a key source of evidence. The evaluation consisted of 

21 in-depth developing countries studies80, seven donor studies, and five thematic supplementary studies that 

were not sufficiently covered in the partner and donor evaluations. One year past the deadline of the PD 

commitments, the findings of the final document made for a sobering reading. Although the AAA was 

adopted in 2008 to accelerate progress with calls for more ownership, inclusiveness, and accountability for 

                                                
78 The Busan agreements are: 1) use of country results frameworks; 2) predictability; 3) aid on budget; 4) mutual accountability; 5) 
gender equality; 6) use of country systems; 7) enabling environment for civil society; 8) private sector engagement; 9) transparency; 
10) aid untying. 
79 The Evaluation (Woods et. al, 2011), hereafter named as such, received the award for the Outstanding Evaluation of 2012 from the 
American Evaluation Association. In the following the evaluation document is referred to as ‘the Evaluation’. Our interviewee Niels 
Dabelstein (2014) has been one of the main supervisors and the head of the secretariat of the evaluation.   
80 The country evaluation for Zambia, cited as Chikwekwe et al. (2011), was one of the 21 country studies.	  
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and transparency about results, the integration of the PD principles in donor and partner country processes 

was assessed to be far from perfect. The evaluation team observed that although progress has been made in 

individual countries and agencies, globally, progress has been disappointingly slow and both donor and 

partner countries have fallen short of the targets they set for 2010. The evidence suggests that only one of the 

thirteen defined goals - the 50 per cent target on coordinated technical cooperation that measures donor 

harmonization efforts - has been met by a narrow margin. It is argued that part of this failure was due to the 

short five-year time frame, making visible improvements and the measurement of them quite hard to surface. 

The Evaluation admits that some of the targets were unrealistic or difficult to measure to begin with, owing 

to the need to set ambitious goals for securing political support at the Paris meeting (Dabelstein, 2014). This 

said, the Evaluation ends on a rather positive note, that despite unmet targets the five principles and 56 

commitments in the PD have almost all proved relevant to improving aid effectiveness and as fundamental 

norms to discipline country behavior. It is argued that since 2005 partner countries and donors have applied 

the commitments, if gradually and unevenly. Compared with the aid landscape of the 1990s the Evaluation 

claims that globally there is far more transparency and that the “‘free-for-alls’ of competitive, uncoordinated 

and donor-driven activities that were commonplace at that time are now unusual enough to attract rapid 

attention and criticism” (Wood et al., 2011: 58). While developing countries were found to implement PD-

style improvements in their national planning processes, the performance of donors was harshly criticized for 

not following through on their commitments due to the lack of will to change procedures and policies in their 

headquarters and in the field. In comparison with partner countries, the demands for reform of donor country 

procedures were evaluated as less dramatic, in particular given the fact that their capacities for implementing 

change are far greater. Evidence from the 2011 country studies showed that donor efforts regarding 

harmonization have been disappointing precisely where working towards harmonized goals is needed the 

most; in countries with weak national leadership and capacity, structural constraints that are way too often 

taken as an excuse for uncoordinated donor-driven approaches. In terms of alignment, donors fell short of 

their commitment to take on more risk and channel aid resources through the improved systems that have 

been put in place by the developing countries due to prevailing fear of financial abuse and lack of faith in 

partner country systems (Abdel-Malek & Koenders, 2011: 2-3).  Key constraints found in the donor and 

agency studies, were, among others, the fact that nowadays development aid has to compete for political and 

public attention due to budgetary pressures arising from the financial crisis, a culture of risk aversion, an 

over-centralization of headquarter decision-making, weak organizational incentives, and capacity constraints 

and staff reductions (Wood et al., 2011: 15). Most importantly for us, the Evaluation reaffirmed the crucial 

point raised in the AAA that PD principles and commitments, with a modest number of refinements and 

adaptations where needed, could be applied to different country contexts, and therefore remained relevant to 

development matters given the (re)emergence of different sources of development financing. In addition, the 

official OECD-UNDP joint evaluation of the Busan agreements, based on 46 partner countries evaluation 
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data accounting for 46 per cent of ODA, shares the Evaluation’s positive analysis of the state of affairs of 

development aid after Busan: “Overall, the glass is half full” (OECD/ UNDP, 2014: 23). Despite slow 

progress, organizations’ and governments’ effort to change the way aid is managed, delivered and reported, 

is seen to be sustained since 2005. 

 

In stark contrast to this, Niels Dabelstein (2014) refers to waning support and commitment among most 

political leaders towards the PD principles when asked about his personal interpretation of the Busan events. 

In turn, he chooses very sobering words in his claim that “the Paris Declaration died in Busan”. When 

reading between the lines, it becomes clear that the emerging donors successfully made their case in Busan 

to discredit the PD as merely an “OECD project” that did not involve them in a sufficient manner and thus 

left aside the most dynamic part of the international aid flows, providing about one-quarter as much as 

OECD-DAC aid donors (Severino & Ray, 2010: 20; Wood et al., 2011: 59). The BP (2011: 9) reads as 

follows here: “Although the Paris Declaration has helped to forge a common vision among a significant 

group of developing countries and donors, other development co-operation actors –including those involved 

in South-South co-operation – play an increasingly important role”.  The Evaluation of the PD already 

found a critical lack of transparency and of reliable data on many of those alternative flows beyond the scope 

of the PD. In Busan the emerging donors showed themselves reluctant to make contributions in such an 

OECD-led framework. The hope of Talaat Abdel-Malek (2011), then-outgoing chair of WP-EFF, that 

“thanks to the fact that the UN is now an equal partner in the GP81, this is expected to promote a more active 

role by the emerging economies”, does not seem to find support by the evidence. China’s critical remarks in 

Busan were reaffirmed at the conference on South-South Co-operation in India in April 2013, where 

participants stated that the principle of transparency shall apply differently to South-South co-operation, 

which shall instead follow different norms and standards than the ones guiding North-South co-operation. 

Listening to Dabelstein (2014) it seems as if the emerging economies, spearheaded by the Chinese and until 

that point only observers within the OECD-DAC HLF system, managed to leverage their increasing 

economic and political power to shake the grounds of the entire OECD-DAC aid regime by breaking the 

hard-won momentum of the aid effectiveness agenda at the Busan meeting – marked by the official end of 

the era of HLF on Aid Effectiveness. Such a disillusioning evaluation of the BP, finds support when reading 

between the lines of point 28 of the original Busan document: “Aid is only part of the solution to 

development. It is now time to broaden our focus and attention from aid effectiveness to the challenges of 

                                                
81 As was decided at the last High Level Forum in Busan, the Global Partnership for Effective Development Co-operation (GP) took 
over the work of the WP-EFF at the end of June 2012. Its official mission is to enforce aid effectiveness principles, support and help 
ensure accountability for implementation at the political level in a less bureaucratic manner (Abdel-Malek, 2011). A ‘light’ 
framework will be agreed through which progress will be monitored and mutual accountability supported. Instead of High Level 
Forums, there will be ministerial meetings in the future, tentatively planned to start at the end of the first quarter of 2013. While the 
Busan agreement was voluntary in nature these meetings were expected to have the necessary bite to pressure everyone to honor 
commitments.  
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effective development82”. Hence, the Busan case illustrates that the causal powers of China’s understanding 

of aid had an observable effect on the OECD-DAC aid regime. 

 

7.1.1	  Conditionality	  vs.	  Non-‐conditionality:	  Country	  Ownership	  in	  Perspective	  

The non-interference principle is the key institutional feature of the Chinese aid and development finance 

model. China argues that by delivering loans without conditionalities it empowers African leadership and 

enables African governments to choose their own development path, thereby strengthening African 

ownership (People’s Republic of China, 2006). The Chinese approach stands in stark contrast to the strategy 

employed by Western donors, who are committed to empowering African institutions through the 

development of capacities. This is meant to be achieved through the provision of technical assistance and 

financial incentives through loan conditionality by the donors, thereby developing an institutional system 

capable of developing a results-based development strategy and successfully leading aid coordination, in 

accordance with the PD understanding of country ownership (OECD DAC, 2005/2008). 

A discussion on the definition of ownership is pertinent when analyzing the competing strategies employed 

by China and Western donors, respectively, in Angola and Zambia. China sees ownership as the sovereignty 

of the national government, or even of the presidency, to govern the country without external interference. 

This understanding is clearly exemplified in the relationship between the Eximbank and the Angolan 

presidency, and the Zambian State House, respectively (Kragelund, 2014b). The Western donors’ perception 

of ownership is closely related to the definition presented in the PD, according to which developing countries 

should commit themselves to exercise leadership in setting their own national development strategies, 

translating them into results-oriented programs, improving their institutions, and take the lead in 

coordinating aid at all levels. Donors committed themselves to align with developing countries’ strategies 

and work through their own institutions, procedures and channels (OECD DAC, 2005/2008: 5-6). This 

definition emphasizes the importance of institution-building in developing countries, while the donors will 

assume a catalytic role, providing funds and technical assistance upon request. 

With reference to subsequent talks with country evaluation teams, Dabelstein (2014) mentions that for many 

developing countries the PD has been a push towards larger influence on their own developmental journeys 

by providing them with a “stick” to discipline the donor community. J. Brian Atwood (OECD, 2011: 33), 

the DAC chair from 2010-2013 highlights the influence of the PD on recipient countries’ agency: “The 

dynamic has shifted – they [developing countries] really see these principles as being in their interest and 

                                                
82 It is further stated that a new development framework is required within which: “a) Development is driven by strong, sustainable 
and inclusive growth. b) Governments’ own revenues play a greater role in financing their development needs. In turn, governments 
are more accountable to their citizens for the development results they achieve. c) Effective state and non--�state institutions design 
and implement their own reforms and hold each other to account. d) Developing countries increasingly integrate both regionally and 
globally, creating economies of scale that will help them better compete in the global economy”.  
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they are pushing the donors very hard. And that’s a good thing”. With the PD recipient countries, with a 

clear interest in getting the best out of aid at minimized transaction cost, found themselves able to enter the 

room with the original document and a list of promises, and could therefore demand improvements in donor 

practices (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 3). According to Donald Kaberuka, current president of the AfDB, 

for “the first time in history, with the Paris Declaration […] in 2005, benchmarks were set for donor 

practice”. In turn, Dabelstein (2014: 10:00) recounts that more countries came forward for the second phase 

of the PD evaluation as they saw that they could use the PD to leverage negotiations with donors. After 

Busan, however, developing countries lost this tool – towards more ownership – according to  Dabelstein 

(2014: 43:10). 

 

The Eximbank has displayed its commitment to the Chinese perception of ownership in its dealings with 

Angola and Zambia. In both countries the Eximbank has issued loans for infrastructure projects upon the 

request of governments, with the loan agreements being negotiated directly with the Zambian State House 

and the Angolan presidency (Alves, 2013; Corkin, 2011; Kragelund, 2014a), thereby contributing to African 

ownership through the empowerment of leadership. However, while the Eximbank is mostly in compliance 

with the vision of the Chinese Africa strategy, there is a lack of coherence between the Chinese perception of 

ownership and China’s commitment, through the BC, to allow a country to develop on its own terms and the 

promotion of self-reliance of developing countries, as a key pillar of South-South cooperation (Aibanga & 

Boukoro, 2010; Ferchen, 2013). This paradox becomes clear when taking a closer look at the Eximbank’s 

dealings with the Zambian State House and the Angolan Presidency. By exclusively dealing with national 

leadership, the Eximbank completely circumvents the relevant ministries of the two countries, thus 

undermining the institutional structures, this is evidenced by the lack of knowledge of Chinese investments 

in their countries, displayed by officials from the Zambian MoFNP and the Angolan Ministry of Finance, 

respectively (Kragelund, 2014a; Power, 2012). Hence, while the Eximbank is strengthening African 

ownership, in accordance with the Chinese perception, it, simultaneously, goes against the principle of self-

reliance, which leaves one with the impression that the South-South commitments are mere rhetoric used to 

foster allies in the international community, and that it is simply more convenient for China to deal directly 

with the leadership instead of having to deal with a complex institutional structure. 

 

Building institutional capacity in developing countries has been on the agenda of Western donors for 

decades, it was formalized at the 2003 HLF on aid effectiveness, which culminated in the PD in 2005. The 

donors’ and recipient countries’ shared commitment to ownership, alignment, and harmonization seems 

congruent with the concept of many roads can lead to the desired destination, introduced with the MDG 

campaign (OECD DAC, 2005/2008; United Nations, 2013). As the developing countries’ ability to choose 

their own path to reach the MDGs depends on them having the proper institutional capabilities to create and 
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implement their own development strategies, which directly relates to the PD ownership commitment. 

Hence, with the MDGs and the PD as their guiding principles, the Western donors entered the second half of 

the last decade with focus on encouraging institution-building in developing countries, through a coordinated 

contribution dictated by recipient country institutions, in compliance with the alignment and harmonization 

principles. 

 

Angola and Zambia represent very different cases with regards to ownership, in particular, since the two 

countries seem committed to different perceptions of ownership. While both Angola and Zambia have 

embraced China as a strategic partner through the formation of diplomatic ties and receiving large-scale 

infrastructure loans form the Eximbank, the Angolan presidency seems committed to the Chinese definition, 

which, as previously discussed, leaves the leadership in charge of the country’s development without 

concern for institutional capabilities. This interpretation coincides with Kragelund’s (2014a; 2014b) 

argument that Angola’s leadership has been successful in taking charge of the country’s development by 

carefully managing donor relationships and “playing donors off against each other”. His argument is 

supported by the WB, which, according to the Bank’s 2014-16 Angola Country Partnership Strategy, aims to 

support the Angolan government’s “strong record of own-management of its development agenda” (Clarke 

et al., 2013: 18). Hence, Kragelund and the WB agree that the Angolan leadership assumed a position of 

ownership, however, their respective trust in its capabilities and commitment to sustainable development 

differs widely between the three main agents discussed in section 6.2.1. The Eximbank has shown no 

concern for the social development of Angola, but is satisfied with the current situation of close cooperation 

with a strong government committed to infrastructure development (Corkin, 2011; Power, 2012), thereby 

creating new investment opportunities for Chinese companies, while ensuring a steady flow of oil supply 

from Angola to China. The Western donors, on the other hand, are primarily concerned with sustainable 

social development and see economic development as a means to reach the MDG targets. In this light, 

Angola is already in possession of the means, as the country is classified as a MIC in economic terms, but 

Angola is facing immense social problems in terms of poverty and human development83, and is unlikely to 

meet any of the MDGs by 2015 (Clarke et al., 2013; Malik et al., 2013). With the introduction of the Angola 

2025 in 2008, the Angolan government showed signs of shifting its focus towards social development, 

especially the health sector, while maintaining a strong emphasis on economic and infrastructure 

development (Angola Press, 2013, 2014). The Western donors received the Angola 2025 very differently. 

The WB has openly embraced the Angolan government’s new commitment to social development and the 

strengthening of Angolan institutions. In response, the WB developed its 2014-16 CPS in close cooperation 

with the Angolan government (Clarke et al., 2013), thus acting in compliance with the PD principle of 

alignment. Simultaneously, the EC has displayed limited to no trust in the commitment and capability of the 

                                                
83 Angola is ranked 148 out of 186 countries on the UNDP’s 2013 Human Development Index report (Malik et al., 2013) 
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Angolan government and institutions to run the country’s social development. As a result, the EC has 

adopted a bottom-up approach, as discussed in section 6.2.1, and is in practice working around the 

institutional system of Angola (Cerritelli et al., 2009), hence breaking in reality with the PD principles of 

alignment and harmonization. 

There is no doubt that the strength of the Angolan state and its ability to control donors to ensure control 

over the country’s development path. However, the government’s commitment to sustainable social 

development is questionable along with the capabilities of the Angolan institutions to orchestrate and 

manage a socially-oriented development plan (Cerritelli et al., 2009; Power, 2012). These questions have led 

Western donors to employ varying strategies in Angola and to compromise with their own PD commitments. 

 

The Zambian government has shown an approach to ownership that seems to be more in line with the 

Western perception, which has resulted in a commitment to building capable institutions and a focus on 

sustainable social development. The approach of the Zambian government can be seen as a result of the 

country’s history as a ‘donor-run’ country that followed the wishes of the IFIs. However, in recent years, 

where donor dependency has diminished, Zambia has stayed the course, as evidenced by the GRZ’s 2006 

Vision84. The objectives of the Vision were reconfirmed with the presentation of the SNDP, which was 

formulated without donor involvement, but instead included participatory inputs from civil society, academia 

and private sector organizations. The Plan re-emphasized the commitment to gain middle-income status by 

2030. Its strategic focus was infrastructure and human development with four key objectives: (i) Accelerate 

infrastructure development; (ii) promote economic growth and diversification; (iii) promote rural investment 

and accelerate poverty reduction; and, (iv) enhance human development (Chikwekwe et al., 2011). Hence, 

the Zambian government has maintained its commitment to social development and infrastructure 

development85, even after the donors no longer exert the same influence on the development plan as in 

earlier years, as evidenced by the coherent approaches of the Vision and the SNDP. 

Based on the Zambian development strategies, presented above, it is easy to conclude that the Zambian 

government is fully committed to sustainable social development and institution-building, in line with the 

PD and the MDGs. However, the current situation in Zambia is not as clear-cut. The increasing Chinese 

involvement threatens to undermine the influence of Zambian institutions, due to the Chinese direct 

interaction with the Zambian State House, while the lack of structural reform conditionality attached to 

Chinese loans is presenting the government with an attractive alternative to Western infrastructure loans. In 

accordance with its PD commitment, the Zambian government has developed a comprehensive strategy for 
                                                
84 The Vision 2030 emphasized three overarching objectives of: (i) Reaching prosperous middle income status; (ii) significantly 
reducing hunger and poverty; and, (iii) fostering a competitive and outward oriented economy. At the same time, strengthening the 
relevant economic and social infrastructure, especially roads, schools and hospitals, and enhancing agriculture and rural 
development, was identified as the main priorities of public spending (Chikwekwe et al., 2011). 
85 ” World Bank Policy Paper (World Bank 2011a) found that Zambia would need to spend an average of $1.6 billion a year over the 
decade 2006–15 to develop the infrastructure found in the rest of the developing world. This is equivalent to 20% of Zambia’s GDP 
and about double the country’s rate of investment in recent years” (World Bank, 2013: 32) 
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how to interact with the Western donors. Kragelund (2014a) identifies that the government has no strategy 

for how to manage its relationship with China. He emphasizes that such a strategy is necessary if Zambia is 

not going to move from being dependent on the Western IFIs’ loans to being dependent on Chinese loans. 

However, the Zambian government has shown no interest in formulating such a strategy so far, as they 

benefit directly from China’s finances (Kragelund, 2014b: 32:10). The government’s lack of willingness to 

include Chinese loans in the national development plan process raises questions about the validity of its 

commitment to the social development, or if the Vision is simply another populist tool used to numb the 

opposition and cater towards public opinion, similar to the Citizen Economic Empowerment Act of 200686. 

Hence, officially the Zambian government displays commitment to poverty reduction and the improvement 

of institutional capacity, but the informal business between the State House and the Eximbank has raised 

doubts regarding the sincerity of the government’s commitment. 

 

In conclusion, the cases of Angola and Zambia present a number of issues with regards to ownership, 

institution-building, and the role of the government. The Western donor’s promotion of African ownership 

has put government in charge of their development, and in turn opened the door for Chinese influence even 

further. This raises the question of the capability of African leadership to manage their development, while 

balancing the influence of China and the Western donors. Kragelund (2014b) questions the benefit of 

increased African ownership, as it demands a leadership committed to sustainable development for it to be 

successful, and there are a very limited number of cases of such leadership in Africa. 

 

7.1.2	  Social	  Sectors	  vs.	  Productive	  Sectors:	  Aid	  (Un)Tying	  after	  Busan	  

The practice of tying development aid to the purchase of goods and services from the donor’s respective 

economy when providing grants is related to the ownership debate due to the fact that ownership is deemed 

greater when external funds are available to the recipient government’s own discretion. The majority of 

bilateral aid from DAC donors is untied, although no considerable progress has been made since 2005 

(OECD Publishing, 2012: 11). The PD target was to continue progress towards untying all aid between 2005 

and 2010. Untied aid is often granted in form of budget or sector support to the country’s ministries, which is 

the preferred aid modality of the post-PD aid regime. By empowering recipient country institutions, 

ownership is intended to be further enabled. However, the OECD still mentions that there are considerable 

challenges in Zambia with regards to reporting formats of some donors, as well as the lack of financial and 

technical capacity of local firms to tender for large donor projects, whether the aid is tied or not. As a 

consequence, OECD-DAC donors see the need to strengthen the local procurement system, better align 

                                                
86 The Citizen Economic Empowerment (CEE) Act was passed in 2006 with the aim of improving conditions for domestic 
companies, however, as of today, only 2 of the 8 pillars of CEE has been implemented, and the Act is widely considered a populist 
tool used by the government to deal with criticism from the opposition and negative public opinion (Kragelund, 2012).	  
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transparent program-based approaches to national priorities, combined with investments in capacities of 

local entrepreneurs and firms, so that they can qualify for IMF and Chinese infrastructure tenders, and 

thereby create local employment (OECD Publishing, 2012: 12). 

As seen in chapter 4 and 6, Chinese assistance in the Southern African region is overwhelmingly associated 

with the development of oil, copper, and other natural resources of critical importance to the growth of the 

Chinese economy. Although the Beijing Consensus is widely praised for its marginal conditionality demands 

- ensuring maximum policy independence - in reality China attaches its own, often hidden strings in the form 

of sector-specific, project-specific, and geopolitical conditionalities (O’Keefe, 2007). In contrast to current 

DAC practices, most of Chinese foreign aid is channeled towards ‘turnkey’ infrastructure projects in order to 

facilitate Chinese FDI in productive sectors. China often ties funding at project level to the requirement that 

Chinese companies be awarded contracts. On geopolitical grounds, China has succeeded in getting several 

nations to drop their diplomatic ties with Taiwan in favor of relations with Beijing. This is the case for both 

Angola and Zambia. Contrary to that, current DAC donor commitments are mostly attached to social reforms, 

a type of conditionality O’Keefe (2007: 9) calls structural adjustment conditionality87. However, as the 

previous chapter showed, our two case studies differ in the way the respective countries were receptive to 

those demands. The interactions between DAC agencies and China in section 6.2 show that the DAC donors 

have tended to focus their efforts on the social sectors, while China and/or the IFIs have paid for Zambia’s 

and Angola’s infrastructure (Kragelund, 2014b: 33:00). This trend is reinforced by African leaders’ demands 

for equal partnerships and their priority on economic infrastructure, observed both in Angola and Zambia. 

Nowadays it is well established, once again, that investments in infrastructure accelerate economic growth. 

OECD data indicates that improvements in infrastructure added about one percentage point to Africa’s per 

capita economic growth from 1990 to 2005 – higher than the contribution made over the same period by 

macroeconomic stabilization, development aid and structural policies (OECD, 2011: 62). In 2011, 37.9% and 

54.1% of total OOF provided by the WB and regional development banks, respectively, was channeled to 

economic infrastructure projects focused on transport, communication, and energy. In contrast, only 15% of 

bilateral aid from DAC donors went to economic infrastructure in 2011, whereas about 40.3% went to social 

and administrative infrastructure, of which 8.1% ($2.56 billion) to education, and 12.3% to government and 

civil society support. DAC donors decreased their aid allocation to production and economic infrastructure 

from 11% and 20% on average in the 1990s to only 6% and 14% in the 2000s. The DAC agencies push 

towards social sectors has been in line with the MDGs’ emphasis on social development, and is supported by 

an increase from approximately 27% to 36% of ODA channeled towards education, health and other social 

sectors (OECD, 2011). On the other hand, the liberal movement in European politics in the last decade has 

led to a focus once again towards the private sector and away from public sector driven poverty reduction 

efforts (Dabelstein, 2014: 45:20; Kragelund, 2014b: 10:50). Dabelstein (2014: 47:00/ 54:45/ 12:15) argues 

                                                
87 As described in section 5.2.1, the DAC donors do not use this term anymore 
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that Busan legitimized this shift for the DAC donors, who was ‘left off the hook’ to help improve developing 

countries’ public sector capacity provide social services to their people. That is why he further states that the 

next decade will be very different from the previous one in terms of donor-partner relations and that “we 

[DAC donors] will go back to tied aid, without calling it so” (Dabelstein, 2014: 54:30). According to 

Kragelund (2014b: 33:00), there are already signs that the DAC donors have started to stress win-win 

cooperation as the Chinese do and have demanded some form of financial return for their aid disbursements. 

In that sense Busan has contributed to legitimize those win-win demands within the OECD-DAC group 

itself, which have been there for many years, but are now voiced openly, inspired by China (Kragelund, 

2014b: 8:25-10:10). According to Kragelund (2014b: 8:25-10:10), astonishingly, even the poster child donor 

countries, Denmark, Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands, have changed their behavior in this direction 

since 2011. However, Kragelund (2014b: 34:50) argues that due to the fact that in the last decade China has 

won the battle for infrastructure contracts in many African countries, including Angola and Zambia, the 

DAC countries must find another sector to profit from (Kragelund, 2014b: 34:50). Therefore, Kragelund 

(2014b: 6:00) argues that there are more and more signs of China’s influence on the global aid regime three 

years after the meeting in Busan. 

 

7.1.3	  Triangular	  Agent	  Cooperation:	  Divergence	  or	  Convergence?	  

Recently, academics and policymakers have started to promote ‘trilateral development cooperation’ as an 

innovative tool to deliver assistance to developing countries on the one hand, and to further integrate China 

and other non-traditional donors in the international donor community on the other hand(OECD/ UNDP, 

2014: 104). Thus far, there has not been an internationally agreed definition, highlighting the need to build 

consensus on the main characteristics and how to deal with its challenges (OECD, 2014b). The German 

Development Institute defines trilateral development cooperation as “cooperation projects which are jointly 

planned, financed and carried out by an established donor country which is already a member of the OECD-

DAC together with a cooperation country which, although itself a recipient of development cooperation and 

not (yet) a member of the DAC, is emerging as a New Donor, and a third country as recipient” (Altenburg & 

Weikert, 2007: 2). The focus on joint funding and know-how transfer makes it a suitable tool for the post- 

PD agenda of harmonization to decrease fragmentation of aid delivery. Today, DAC donors face inquiries 

for this kind of cooperation made by non-traditional donors. The OECD-DAC donors may serve the new 

donors as a valuable source of practical knowledge after acquiring expertise and lessons learned in 

development cooperation for decades. Furthermore, through trilateral cooperation the established donors 

may be able to influence effective institution-building and promote alignment with OECD-DAC standards in 

the non-traditional donor countries (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 2). For example, as described in section 

4.2.2, in China’s decision-making on aid allocation is highly decentralized, involving various actors and 

existing institutions, such as the Eximbank, the MOFCOM, and ministries of foreign affairs. Contrary to 
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DAC donor countries, since aid delivery is therefore not executed by a specialized aid agency, transparency 

about actual aid flows is substantially distorted.  Most importantly, DAC donors view trilateral cooperation 

as an opportunity to engage China and the other non-traditional donors in institutionalized dialogue to learn 

from their particular experiences, given the fact that global political structures are in flux, which has 

repercussions for the OECD as an organization itself (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 3). Moreover, the 

additional funding made available through the involvement of the second donor may enable OECD-DAC 

donors to scale up existing programs in recipient countries (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 3). Trilateral 

cooperation, however, only works when the three interests involved are shared or at least aligned (GDI/DEI, 

2007). From what has been retroduced in the previous chapters, it appears, however, way more difficult to 

harmonize those often diverse interests in reality than it may seem on paper. If coordination between the two 

donors is in reality unsatisfactory, trilateral cooperation will bind additional institutional resources of the 

third country, and thus will further contribute to fragmentation.  

 

Kragelund (2014b: 59:00) argues that after the Busan HLF there has been at least a rhetorical shift towards 

the recognition of South-South cooperation and triangular cooperation. The crucial question, however, is 

how this will plan out in the years to come. Our interviewee further explains that he sees convergence and 

cooperation, rather than divergence and competition between the DAC donors and China (Kragelund, 2014b: 

59:40). In fact, cooperation is not expected to happen in terms of China joining the OECD, but China 

nevertheless has shown signs of adopting principles of aid effectiveness and evaluation (Kragelund, 2014b: 

1:06:40; Dabelstein, 2014: 1:01:20). Dabelstein (2014: 56:20/ 57:07) provides us with examples of a former 

Danida official, who was hired by the Chinese; the UNDP’s cooperation with China on setting up a better 

preparation system for assessing the situations in the field before venturing in; and MOFCOM’s willingness 

to look at aid effectiveness and aid in an ODA sense. This said it is difficult to determine with certainty 

whether those developments are mere changes of Chinese rhetoric or actual changes in China’s approach 

towards aid (Kragelund, 2014b: 1:01:15). In parallel, given the fact that DAC donors have started to talk 

about equal partnerships in their aid relations, gives us a plausible reason to believe that DAC donors are 

inspired by China with respect to the post-Busan developments (Kragelund, 2014b: 1:00:00). Dabelstein 

(2014: 1:05:00) claims that although “it’s not very official, […] there is a lot of contact between the DAC 

and the Chinese” at agent level. According to Kragelund (2014b: 1:00:30/ 1:08:30), due to the fact that 

Chinese aid is not as static and opaque as presented, but rather includes climate change and fragile state 

assistance, a DoL on specific projects may be possible if the project is initiated and owned by the recipient 

country. Both China and the Western donors share an interest in pushing for continued liberalization in 

developing countries (Kragelund, 2014b: 18:00). As seen in section 7.1.2 DAC and Chinese aid seems 

complementary in terms of sector-specific distribution of aid flows. Through a de facto DoL with China’s 

focus on trade and productive sectors and the DAC focus on budget support and social infrastructure, more 
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sectors in more countries could be reached. Most critically, in a context of falling aid budgets, China has the 

potential to cushion the impact of the global recession for some low-income economies by providing long-

term development financing (Cook & Gu, 2009, in Kragelund, 2010: 23). However, the fact that OECD-

DAC donors budget their aid with recipient countries in negotiated quotas complicates trilateral cooperation, 

which tends to benefit both emerging donors and third countries. Therefore, in case global public goods, 

such as poverty reduction, will be provided through the cooperative efforts, it may be appropriate for DAC 

donors to incur most of the cost. However, this assessment may change if the program appears to 

predominately benefit the emerging donor (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 4). As discussed in section 7.1.2, 

both Kragelund (2014b) and Dabelstein (2014) doubt that the OECD-DAC countries will accept sharing the 

highest burden in the future and will start to demand financial return for their assistance instead. 

 

A look at SSA provides us with a few examples of trilateral cooperation. In the Southern African region 

Chinese companies won tenders for infrastructure projects from the IMF in the last decade (Kragelund, 

2014b: 1:12:00). Furthermore, in May 2007 the Eximbank signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the 

WB, the focus was on debt sustainability in relation to Chinese infrastructure programs in Africa. In the 

words of then-Managing Director of the WB Juan José Daboub “this collaboration draws on the 

complementary strengths of each organization – notably, China’s development experience and the World 

Bank’s expertise in analysis and capacity building” (Davies et al., 2008: 24). It has to be noted that the 

reasons for the agreement are not entirely known, nor has the original document been disclosed. Therefore, 

to date there has been no detailed information on the status of this cooperation, aside from the initial 

promises to focus on the countries Ghana, Mozambique and Uganda, debt sustainability efforts, and dialogue 

on procurement, financial management, and analyses regarding environmental and social impact (Davies et 

al., 2008: 24). Another example of trilateral cooperation can be found in Zambia’s second Joint Assistance 

Strategy (JASZ II), which is defined in alignment with the government’s SNDP for the period 2011-2015. As 

set out in the SNDP the overall goal is to continue donor harmonization in Zambia to better support inclusive 

growth and poverty reduction. To implement the PD in Zambia, the DAC bilateral agencies and the 

multilateral donors, have created the Mutual Accountability Group (MAG) together with the government. 

The WB states that currently “the MAG is adjusting to the Busan Framework that allows room for new CPs 

[cooperating partners] such as the BRICS […] to be part of the MAG” (World Bank, 2013: 17). 

Furthermore, the threat by the Chinese administration to cease investments in case of a Sata victory in the 

run up to the 2006 elections; the change of Beijing’s stance on the Darfur crisis regarding persuading the 

Sudanese government to allow entry of a UN peacekeeping force; and the decreased involvement in 

Zimbabwe; are all signs that the Chinese non-interference doctrine appears to be more malleable and that 

China may be more open to discuss transparency and accountability as originally anticipated by foreign 

observers (Davies et al., 2008: 61). 
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Kragelund (2014b: 16:25), nonetheless, sees signs of danger for the DAC donors to undermine their core 

values, in particular good governance, and human and labor rights, when asked about the prospect of 

triangular cooperation with China. Consequently, trilateral development assistance presents itself as a 

paradoxical situation to the OECD-DAC donors, which have a clear interest in integrating China and the 

BRICS into a democratic and multilateral world order, but at the same time also have the interest that those 

countries align with the MDG agenda and the PD (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 3). In Busan, however, China 

revealed that it is not willing to engage with Africa on OECD-DAC terms, which makes joint 

implementation of projects problematic. From an OECD perspective, in spite of the fundamental differences 

in values of China’s and the DAC donors’ aid models, open dialogue and indirect cooperation is still 

encouraged to make sure that China does not undermine the DAC goals (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 3). 

 

7.2	  Development	  Assistance	  in	  a	  Changing	  World	  

For critical realists, since there is the possibility of “different causes producing the same effects, there is 

always a risk of misattributions of causality” (Sayer, 2000: 16).  Hence, there may have been more than one 

mechanism working in concert to cause the outcome of the Busan meeting. It is therefore important to keep 

the analytical foundation of this research design in mind, to move back and forth, as the thesis aims at 

discovering the underlying causal mechanisms of China’s influence on the international aid regime.  

Besides China’s involvement in development assistance, providing approximately $5 billion in development 

assistance a year, Drummond & Liu (in IMF, 2013: 5) looked at the effect of trade with China on SSA 

economies (Altenburg & Weikert, 2007). On average, one percentage point increase in China’s real domestic 

fixed asset investment growth has tended to increase SSA countries’ export growth rate on average by 0.6 

percentage points; for oil exporters, such as Angola, the effect is higher at 0.8 percentage point. These 

numbers clearly show a Chinese effect on African growth, but they also display the increasing importance of 

trade in general. In the last decade developing countries across the world have gained access to a variety of 

alternative sources of financial flows, such as FDI from developed- and other developing countries, portfolio 

capital flows, remittances, net grants by NGOs, and concessional bank loans. In the past, Africa had to rely 

heavily on official resources provided by the IFIs and bilateral donors to finance balance of payments needs. 

In 2010, however, benign global financial conditions combined with high economic growth further 

contributed to a sharp increase in private capital inflows to SSA (IMF, 2013: 56). Current official transfers to 

SSA countries declined by about 2 percent of GDP compared with the period 2005-2007 (IMF, 2013: 9). 

Figure 9 displays ODA’s decreasing share88 of total external flows to Africa. Simultaneously, many 

resource-abundant SSA countries, including Angola and Zambia, have become better at exploiting their 
                                                
88 ODA, however,  increased in absolute numbers since 2000 as a result of the MDGs’ push for poverty reduction (figure 7 in 
appendix VII). 
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natural reserves. In Zambia, for example, mineral exports earnings are today “seven times as important” as 

aid (Kragelund, 2014a: 153). According to Dabelstein (2014: 38:25-38:45), “traditional aid is much less 

important than it was ten years ago and will decline even more”. Whereas ODA is becoming unimportant in 

successful countries, such as Botswana, in other countries it seems to be slowly taken over by Chinese FDI 

and other emerging donors’ funds without conditionality. Assessing the sources of financing is challenging 

in SSA and Southern Africa because of severe data limitations (IMF, 2013: 10). In addition, since China 

does not publish its budget for developmental cooperation, it is almost impossible to provide the reader with 

an adequate table of financial flows to Angola and Zambia. Nevertheless, Table 2 provides an overview of 

financial inflows into Angola and Zambia from various external sources. In particular, the two case countries 

show that FDI flows have continuously increased in the last decade and therefore account for a considerable 

amount of external resources entering Angola and Zambia.  

Table 2 External flows to Zambia and Angola ($ millions) 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

	  	   Zambia	   	  	   	  	   Angola	  	   	  	   	  	  
Inward	  resource	  	  
flows	  per	  year	   2010	   2011	   2012	   2010	   2011	   2012	  

OECD-‐DAC	  ODA	   914	   1,035.06	   958	   238	   194.25	   242	  

Eximbank	  loans	   350	   NA	   NA	   NA	   NA	   NA	  

Government	  bond	  
issuances	   0	   0	   750	   0	   0	   0	  

FDI	   400	   NA	   1,000	   NA	   NA	   2,205	  

Remittances	   5.18	   NA	   NA	   102.05	   NA	   NA	  

Net	  grants	  by	  NGOs	  
(DAC	  countries)	   NA	   NA	   NA	   NA	   NA	   NA	  

World	  Bank	   27.2	   89.99	   68.86	   23.4	   53	   	  	  

IMF	   56.83	   28.42	   0	   530.73	   309.59	   132.68	  

Total	  reserves	  	  
minus	  gold*	   232.32	   232.32	   NA	   29,000	   29,000	   NA	  

For	  reference	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

GNI	   14,256	   16,048	   19,035	   75,465	   80,194	   95,264	  
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Figure 6: Aid and other external flows to Africa (%) 

	  
Returning to development aid, as already mentioned this research project cannot make predictions regarding 

the future of this policy area. When asked about his future outlook, Kragelund (2014b: 1:02:00) argued that, 

in his opinion, ODA should stay relevant in a normative sense to ensure a continued focus on equality and 

poverty reduction. Nevertheless, the problem of ODA is whether the DAC countries can continue to 

convince their citizens to give aid to middle income countries, such as Angola and soon to be Zambia, which 

should be able to solve most of their problems themselves, if given the right technical assistance (Kragelund, 

2014b: 1:03:20). Yet, Kragelund (2014b: 1:05:50; Altenburg & Weikert, 2007: 3) states that China will 

eventually face the same problem at home regarding the fact that 50% of China’s aid goes currently to North 

Korea; money that could be spent on poverty reduction in Western China, for example. In a changed world 

of linking economic and political goals more openly as practiced by the emerging development cooperation 

policies of new donors, the major challenge for DAC donors according to Kragelund (2014b: 15:20) is to 

prove the link between democracy and political liberty, and economic growth, which historically “has never 

been a simple question” (Booth, 2011: 8). Finding an adequate answer in times where China has appeared to 

disprove this correlation so impressively, and trade relations have become more important than aid relations, 

appears to be more difficult than ever before. In that sense China’s primary influence on the OECD-DAC aid 

regime has been the instauration of the primacy of economic growth permeating every socio-economic 

relationship. The discussion of the two case countries Angola and Zambia in chapter 6 has shown that for 

both countries the attraction of FDI is imperative, thus the means are justifying the end. Although, human 

and labor rights will probably remain high on the OECD-DAC agenda, trade relations – free of domestic 

political reform requirements and social development conditionality – will become dominant in the future 

(Kragelund, 2014b: 16:25). Although he would probably not deny the importance of economic growth for 

development, for Dabelstein (2014: 40:05) “Busan legitimized going back 30 years in the way we do 

business, and that was the tragedy”. Ultimately, asked about his personal outlook, Dabelstein (2014: 40:20) 
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claims: “Personally, I would much rather have seen a Busan document that did not include the BRICS, 

because they watered it down so much”. It is puzzling to see that since 2011 the official DAC discourse has 

been unchanged, as if nothing happened in Busan, even though the DAC secretariat was cut to a third of its 

previous size and the structure of the new UNDP-OECD vehicle Global Partnership appears more than 

hollow subject to a lack of personnel and funding (Dabelstein, 2014: 41:00- 42:00). It is, nevertheless, 

important to qualify our findings since both of our interviewees lack material evidence to support their 

claims. (Kragelund, 2014b: 7:30). It is still too early to assess the post-Busan situation on solid quantitative 

grounds. That said this thesis has managed to identify a central mechanism, China’s promotion of South-

South cooperation, which helps to explain what caused the events in Busan to occur. As discussed in this 

chapter and the previous one, interaction beyond systems’ boundaries has actually taken place in the last 

decade, and thus China’s influence on the OECD-DAC aid regime is not merely “linguistic […] and 

metaphorical” anymore (Leca & Naccache, 2006: 631); the diminishing political support for development 

aid has started to surface in the post-Busan era.  
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8.	  Conclusion	  

The aim of this research project has been to explore the potential impact of China’s rise, as a provider of 

development finance, on the OECD aid regime and find explanations for this mechanism. Throughout the 

previous chapters we have uncovered and discussed a base of evidence, which suggests that the nature of the 

OECD aid regime is indeed changing, and that China, along with other emerging factors, is impacting the 

change. In the following paragraphs we will underline the findings of our research, before offering 

suggestions for further research. 

 

The Beijing Consensus promotes an alternative path of development defined in opposition to Western ideas 

in tradition of the Washington Consensus that have shaped the practice of development assistance. China 

advocates a model for development cooperation based on the principle of non-interference, the provision of 

unconditional loans for infrastructure projects, and a rhetoric that highlights mutual benefit realized through 

trade between the developing countries in the global South. The rules of the OECD-DAC aid regime have 

been far from static and changed dramatically from the ‘boilerplate’ policies of the WC to acknowledging 

the importance of context-specific institutions and poverty reduction programs. In this thesis we set out to 

describe the key components of the Chinese aid system and the OECD equivalent and outlined the crucial 

agent-agent relationships between the two systems, and Angola and Zambia, respectively. Through a 

thorough process of reviewing secondary literature, combined with insights from our semi-structured 

interviews, we managed to identify the key areas where China has influenced the Western aid approach, to 

this point. 

The most tangible evidence of change comes from the 4th HLF on Aid Effectiveness in Busan in 2011, where 

political support for the principles of the PD did not only drastically wane, but, to some extent, the DAC 

donors’ commitment to social development was also discredited, thus legitimizing a move towards the 

productive sector and the concept of ‘win-win cooperation’ based on mutual economic benefit (Dabelstein, 

2014). Kragelund (2014b) supports this claim by pointing out; that in the last three years we are already 

seeing a move towards the adoption of a win-win approach among the DAC donors. This development is 

inspired by China’s successful ventures in infrastructure and natural resource extraction in Angola, Zambia, 

and other African countries, thus the Western donors have seen that albeit Africa’s challenges there are 

profitable business opportunities to exploit. In the last decade, however, China has won the battle for 

infrastructure contracts, hence the developed countries must look for new opportunities on the African 

continent (Kragelund, 2014b). 

The second point of contention between the OECD and China is related to the concepts of ownership and 

conditionality, by promoting two inherently different interpretations of ownership, which are supported by 

the use or lack thereof conditionality. With the appearance of new donors, an attractive alternative to the 

conditional loans of the DAC donors has emerged for developing countries; an alternative that they have 
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been more than willing to accept in recent years. The political leadership in both our case countries has 

shown a preference towards conditionality-free loans from China, as evidenced by Angola shunning the IMF 

and instead cooperating with the Eximbank in rebuilding the country after the civil war. In Zambia, President 

Sata abandoned his anti-China campaign once elected, thus following in the footsteps of his predecessor 

Mwanawasa who stated “Those who oppose Chinese investment [...] all they need to do is to equal the help 

we are getting from China. We only turned to the East when you people in the West let us down […] Give us 

the same or more cooperation we are getting from China and you will see that we are friends…. The good 

thing is that I know of no strings that are attached to Chinese investment” (Davies et al., 2008: 46). Hence, 

the Western donors' dominance in SSA is evaporating and they are now competing with China, and other 

new donors, for the right to provide development finance. This development is putting pressure on the 

OECD’s commitment to promote African ownership through institution-building, as the availability of 

Chinese financing has lowered the commitment of African leaders towards the PD commitments to make aid 

more effective. 

Since Busan, there have been signs of a rhetorical shift among the Western donors, with regards to the 

potential of South-South cooperation in facilitating growth in developing countries. This is evidenced by the 

introduction of concepts such as ‘win-win cooperation’ and ‘equal partnerships’, within the OECD-DAC 

community. Simultaneously, there have been signs of China adopting Western developmental concepts, such 

as aid, and its evaluation and effectiveness (Dabelstein, 2014; Kragelund, 2014a, 2014b). These movements 

have been interpreted as the two parties moving towards each other, and have, in turn, initiated a debate on 

the potential of triangular cooperation. As shown in section 7.1.3, there are several examples of triangular-

like cooperation at this point; however, it is too early to conclude on the likelihood and potential of such 

cooperation. Nonetheless, we may be entitled to argue that there is at least the risk on the horizon for DAC 

donors to jeopardize what they are standing for: prosperity, democratic values, and human development. 

This said it remains to be seen how the Chinese public will respond to a ‘Going Out’ China, given the severe 

problems the Chinese administration still face domestically.  

 

Based on our compiled evidence, we can conclude, that there have been clear changes within the OECD aid 

system since Busan, towards a recurrent focus on the productive sector – after the MDGs’ push for social 

development - in an attempt to imitate the Chinese ‘win-win’ cooperation. Hence, China has clearly played a 

role in changing the nature of the OECD aid system, and while it is not the only factor, as seen in section 7.2, 

the country has developed into a key player, which might shape the realm of development policy for decades 

to come. 

 

Finally, through our two case studies, we have been able to draw some conclusions, on the influence of 

China’s rise as a donor, on the development of African countries. China has become an important source of 
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finance in both Angola and Zambia, and established close relationships with the respective government 

elites. The relationships are characterized by a strong win-win component of South-South cooperation, under 

which the two countries get access to finance in order to improve their infrastructure, while China gets 

access to the vast oil and copper resources of Angola and Zambia, respectively. However, on top of adding 

funds to the national budgets of Angola and Zambia, the availability of Chinese finance puts the African 

countries in a position of control, with respect to the international donor community, which they have never 

experienced before. Hence, with multiple sources of finance at their disposal, it allows recipient countries to 

differentiate their loan portfolios, and thereby avoiding dependency on a single donor. Such independence 

enables African governments to further claim ownership of their countries’ development policies. In Angola, 

the presidency has taken advantage of this opportunity and assumed a strong position with regards to donors, 

fuelled by strong economic growth in the last decade. Unfortunately, this did not have a positive effect on 

employment and the country’s human development, as the social sectors has been largely neglected by the 

government. This raises the fundamental question whether African leaders are willing to and thus institutions 

capable of orchestrating sustainable development (Kragelund, 2014b). At this point in time it is impossible to 

foresee whether China’s increasing involvement will actually benefit the people of Africa, or merely cement 

the current leadership claims, thereby making reformative change even more difficult to initiate.     

In conclusion, China’s arrival on the African continent has sparked criticism with regards to labor and 

human rights, and alleged neo-colonialist activities in the quest for natural resources, but has also presented 

African governments with new sources of financing and the opportunity to play donors against each other, 

thereby assuming control of their countries’ development. Whether African leaders are capable of taking 

advantage of the long-term possibilities of Chinese involvement remains to be seen, but the opportunity is 

undeniable if properly managed. 

 

Suggestions for Further Research 

Throughout the course of our research we have encountered a number of issues within the realm of 

development, which have either been outside of the limited scope of the topic we have chosen for our 

master’s thesis, or are too recent for there to be adequate evidence to conduct a thorough analysis. In these 

final paragraphs we will present four issue areas, which could be subject to further research within the topic 

of the changing world of development policy. 

We have covered triangular cooperation in some depth, however, the subject was only introduced following 

the Busan HLF and although we have identified current examples of triangular cooperation, it has yet to 

materialize as an important method of cooperation within development cooperation. However, while the 

concept is still in its infant stage and therefore offers a very limited basis for analysis, it has potential for 

fostering aligned development strategies between China, the DAC donors, and developing countries. Thus 

triangular cooperation shows great promise as a future research topic. 
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Secondly, the aim of this research project was to explore the influence of China on the OECD aid system. 

There are, however, a number of other factors, as presented in section 7.2, which have influenced the current 

change in strategy among DAC donors. A systematic investigation of the influence of these factors has been 

beyond the scope of our research; however their impact should be analyzed separately in other works. 

Thirdly, following the Busan HLF meeting the UN and OECD introduced a new jointly-led Global 

Partnership on Effective Development Co-operation. The first meeting was held in Mexico City on the 15th-

17th of April 2014, and the Partnership has been endorsed by 161 countries, including China (GPEDC 

website, 2014). This new partnership is under the oversight of the UN, which gives it a much larger reach 

and international legitimacy compared to the OECD-run HLFs, despite the fact that currently this vehicle 

lacks personnel and disciplinary mechanisms. It will therefore be interesting to follow the progress of this 

partnership, its influence on development, and the future role of the PD.  

Finally, Angola and Zambia both possess abundant natural resources, which have made them interesting 

subjects for China’s insatiable appetite for raw materials. One of the main critiques against China’s 

involvement in Africa, however, is that it is exclusively involved in resource-rich countries and neglects the 

needs of resource-redundant countries. Hence, a research project that studies the difference in Chinese 

involvement based on the availability of natural resources would go a long way towards uncovering the 

‘truth’ about these critiques. 
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Appendices	  

Appendix	  I	  -‐	  Figure	  1	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  

Figure	  1:	  The	  cyclical	  process	  of	  analytical	  dualism	  of	  structure	  and	  agency	  	  
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Appendix	  II	  -‐	  Presentation	  of	  Interview	  Subjects	  
 

At this point, a brief presentation of the two interviewees is in order. Niels Dabelstein has worked in 

development since 1978, in various positions for the United Nations, the World Bank, and the Danish 

Government Development Agency (Danida) - including posts in Indonesia and India. Furthermore, he 

headed the secretariat for the award-winning joint international evaluation of the Paris Declaration, which 

took place between 2007 and 2012. From 1988 to 2007, he directed Danida’s Evaluation Department; from 

1997 to 2002, he chaired the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) Working Party on Aid 

Evaluation, continuing as vice-chairman until 2005. Niels was instrumental in drafting the DAC Principles 

for Aid Evaluation (1990), the DAC Guidelines for Evaluating Humanitarian Assistance (1998), and the 

DAC Evaluation Quality Standards (2006). He has written several commentaries and articles on evaluation 

and is a well-respected figure in the international evaluation community. 

Peter Kragelund is Associate Professor at the Department of Society and Globalization at Roskilde 

University in Denmark and a prolific writer interested in global political economy, economic development 

and development interventions, globalization, development aid and non-traditional donors, resource 

extraction, state-business relations, institutional economy, low-income countries, Sub-Saharan Africa, and 

specifically the countries Ghana and Zambia. In particular, reading the article The Potential Role of Non-

Traditional Donors’ Aid in Africa, published by the International Centre for Trade and Sustainable 

Development (ICTSD) in 2010, inspired the authors to set up the research project at hand. Peter also worked 

for the Danish Institute for International Studies and the International Finance Corporation. 
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Appendix	  III	  -‐	  Regime	  Theoretical	  Schools	  
	  
Structuralist	  approach	  
The theory of hegemonic stability offers the most parsimonious and widely employed explanation of regime 

dynamics. It links regime creation and maintenance to the existence of a dominant power and the weakening 

of regimes to a waning hegemon. Ontologically, structural regime theory analyses IR from an international 

systems perspective. Similar to neorealism, it takes on a systems lens identifying structure as the source of 

explanation in IR leading to the phenomenon of hegemony as the main outcome. Thus, the anarchic structure 

of the international state system tends to generate hegemonic states that fill the power vacuum created by a 

lack of a formal central authority. However, structure is a poor predictor of regime characteristics, as it does 

not take domestic preferences into account and thus have to deal with them on an ad hoc basis. There are 

doubts about how a hegemon promulgates and maintains regime rules, i.e. the US tolerated derogations from 

liberal norms until its power started to erode. A more benign interpretation of the hegemonic structure is that 

the hegemon will provide ‘public goods’ because it is beneficial to the regime (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). 

The problem with this argument is that we have never really seen this in real life, and Keohane, the main 

scholar on hegemony, argues that this is not the obligation of the hegemon (Keohane, 1984). 

 

Game-‐theoretic	  school	  
When applying game theory to studies of international cooperation the focus is usually on Prisoners 

Dilemma as it can help create cooperative behavior under ‘realist conditions’ (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). 

When one applies Prisoners Dilemma to regime based cooperation it alters the game somewhat as we are 

usually not dealing with a one-time cooperation, and thus have to take future interactions into account, which 

in turn diminishes the dilemma. This relates to the main problem of the game-theory approach, as it only 

leaves two options – cooperate or defect, hence it can lead scholars to overlook how dynamics of bargaining 

and sequencing of moves can determine outcomes (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). 

 

Functionalist	  view	  
Haggard & Simmons (1987: 17) say the following about functional regime theory: “Functional theory 

explains behaviors or institutions in terms of their effects. If regimes serve to reduce information and 

transaction costs among their adherents, for example, the rewards of compliance will reinforce the regime. 

Thus, anticipated consequences explain the persistence of the regime and compliance with its injunctions. 

Similarly, the modification of regimes or their weakening is likely to occur when they become 

‘dysfunctional’. Functional theories explain regime strength, particularly the puzzle of why compliance with 

regimes tends to persist even when the structural conditions that initially gave rise to them changes”. 

Functionalist scholars primarily focus on explaining why regimes are demanded, and leave out the causality 

of how they practically emerge. 
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Functionalists often come from an economic starting point, which leads them to suggest that many regimes 

stems from the fact that it is simply more financially feasible for states to operate through a regime than 

unilaterally (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). The most famous functionalist is Robert Keohane even though he 

would categorize himself as a neo-liberalist, his extensive work on hegemony and international cooperation 

has made a big contribution to regime theory (Keohane, 1984; Keohane, 1982). Keohane concurs that 

cooperation is not, in itself, a good, but argues that the functions provided by regimes may enhance global 

welfare or at least the welfare of collaborators within that regime. He explains this through the premise of 

‘suboptimality’ of market failure, which entails that regimes might not be Pareto optimal, and will in turn 

result in different distributional outcomes (Keohane, 1984). 

Aggarwal is another important functionalist within regime theory. His argument is that regimes regulate the 

behavior of powerful states towards small states, which diminishes the need to exercise power directly 

(Haggard & Simmons, 1987). 

 

Cognitive	  theories	  
Cognitivists differ drastically in their approach to regimes, whereas structuralist, functionalist and game-

theoretic scholars focus primarily on regimes as a means to deal with an issue through international 

cooperation, the cognitive approach is more ambiguous. The core “cognitive insight is that cooperation 

cannot be completely explained without reference to ideology, the values of actors, the beliefs they hold 

about the interdependence of issues, and the knowledge available to them about how they can realize 

specific goals” (Haggard & Simmons, 1987: 21). Due to the difference in focus, cognitivists are much more 

capable of explaining regime rules and how they evolve, by including the importance of actor learning. A 

regimes capacity for learning and its ability to share knowledge impacts its influence; a regime that is strong 

in these two areas can alter the preferences of participating actors. The problem with this approach is that it 

is very difficult to prove the influence of knowledge and learning in practice and how it relates to the power 

question. Hence, while structural theories have problems explaining cognitive variables, cognitivist cannot 

clearly define the relationship between power and ideas (Haggard & Simmons, 1987). 
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Appendix	  IV	  -‐	  Theoretical	  Schools	  in	  International	  Relations	  
 

Political Realism: 

Political realism has its origins in Thucydides’ ‘History of the Peloponnesian War’ which dates back to the 

4th century BC. Thucydides recap of the three-decade conflict between Athens and Sparta is not a scientific 

piece, but in dealing with the political and military conflict between two powerful nations aiming to create 

alliances with weaker states it unconsciously becomes a story of international relations (Stanford 

Encyclopedia).  

Political realists consider states to be the main/only actors in IR and states act in accordance with national 

interest in the struggle for international/regional power. Thucydides offers the first example of such a power 

struggle in, among the most famous examples is the ‘Melian Dialogue’ which deals with Athens conquest of 

the island of Melos. The Athenians offered the Melians two options, surrender or destruction, and demanded 

that they would not appeal to justice; “We both know that the decisions about justice are made in human 

discussions only when both sides are under equal compulsion, but when one side is stronger, it gets as much 

as it can, and the weak must accept that” (From Thucydides in Stanford Encyclopedia). The Melian Dialogue 

is widely considered the first account of realist behavior in IR. 

The political realist tradition was further developed in the 16th and 17th century by Niccolo Machiavelli in 

‘The Prince’ and Thomas Hobbes in ‘Leviathan’. Machiavelli works from the notion of raison d’état, which 

claims that the sovereign (government) must do whatever is most beneficial to the state with no concern for 

ethics and norms. Hence, in order to be a successful leader, in Machiavellian terms, one must be willing to 

make the tough decisions both domestically and internationally. According to Machiavelli: “All is allowed in 

war and politics” (From Machiavelli in Stanford Encyclopedia). 

In ‘Leviathan’ Thomas Hobbes introduces rationality into the realm of political realism. His notion that the 

world is in a “State of Nature/War”, in which every man or state must fend for it self in a state of complete 

anarchy. The state of nature will be broken when weaker people/states decide to give up part of their 

sovereignty to a stronger actor in return for security and protection, thus weaker actors make the rational 

decision of sacrificing sovereignty in the name of self-preservation (Stanford Encyclopedia).  

Hans Morgenthau is the most important among the 20th century classical realists. He is widely inspired by 

Niebuhr and Hobbes, and places selfishness and the lust for power at the centre of his picture of human 

existence. In his 1948 book ’Politics among Nations: The struggle for power and peace‘, he introduces the 

six principles of realism: 

• Realism is based on objective laws that have their roots in unchanging human nature. 

• The assumption that political leaders “think and act in terms of interest defined as power. 
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• Interest defined as power is a universally valid category, and indeed an essential element of politics, 

various things can be associated with interest or power at different times and in different 

circumstances. 

• Universal moral principles, cannot be applied to the actions of states in their abstract universal 

formulation, but …they must be filtered through the concrete circumstances of time and place. 

• All state actors must be looked at solely as political entities pursuing their respective interests 

defined in terms of power. 

• It cannot be subordinated to ethics. However, ethics does still play a role in politics. (Morgenthau, 

1948) 

In total, Morgenthau works from the premise that all state action is determined by the lust for power, but 

power and morality must be combined in politics as a political man with no morals is nothing but a beast. 

Hence, Morgenthau differs from Machiavelli by introducing morality, and claiming it to be essential, a 

concept that Machiavelli identifies as a sign of weakness. 

After World War II a new breed of political realism was introduced - neo-realism was spearheaded by 

Kenneth Waltz. Waltz argued that understanding the international system was important in IR. He claimed 

that states were becoming more uniform, which could be explained by the structural constraints of the 

international system. Waltz also recognized the non-state actors as a part of the international system, but he 

was very skeptical towards there actual influence (Stanford Encyclopedia). 

Political realism is very much the grandfather of IR theory, and in turn set the stage for many of the theories, 

both the consensual and the opposing, we will apply in our theoretical framework.  But it also, in itself, offer 

explanation to some of the issues we will deal with, for instance, China’s recent increase in participation in 

International Organizations such as the UN and the WTO can be explained according to Hobbes’ notion of 

rationality. Although it is not a matter of survival, it can be argued that China has realized that it is more 

beneficial for them to work inside the international system, hence applying a ‘if you can’t beat them join 

them’ mentality. 

 
Institutionalism: 

The institutionalization of organizations, it being companies, public institutions, international organizations 

etc., is the focal point of institutionalism. Selznick defines institutionalization as such: “[…] 

institutionalization is a neutral idea, which can be defined as ‘the emergence of orderly, stable, socially 

integrating patterns out of unstable, loosely organized, or narrowly technical activities” (Broom and 

Selznick, 1955: 238). The process of institutionalization is to a large extent influenced by Max Weber’s 

theory of bureaucratization where leaders attempt to homogenize organizations through the implementation 

of shared norms and structure in order to increase control, hence putting organizations in the an ‘Iron Cage’ 

of bureaucracy (Weber in DiMaggio & Powell, 1983: 2). The ‘Iron Cage’ is enforced by domestic and 
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internationally share norms, structure and relational networks and other pathological isomorphic pressures 

(Barnett & Finnemore, 1999; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Meyer and Rowan 

describes the influence of bureaucratization on institutionalization: “Bureaucratization is caused in part by 

the proliferation of rationalized myths in society, and this in turn involves the evolution of the whole modern 

institutional system.” (Meyer & Rowan, 1977: 9). 

 

Neo-Institutionalism: 

The influence of external normative pressure, which has led to a trend of isomorphic behavior among 

organizations, has become a focus in neo- or new institutionalism. Meyer and Rowan introduced it in their 

1977 article ’Institutionalized Organization‘, where they focus on the influence of so called organizational 

myths, which forced organizations to adopt very similar structure in order to secure wider legitimacy in the 

world of institutions. DiMaggio and Powell further explored the concept of isomorphism in their 1983 

publication “The Iron Cage Revisited”. We will now present a closer look at these two neo-institutionalist 

accounts as their argument of isomorphism as a prerequisite for legitimacy is very relevant when studying 

China vs. The West in the context of development aid. 

 

Meyer & Rowan’s article focuses on the influence of myths and how organizations implement or work 

around them. Myths are defined as such: “Institutionalized products, services, techniques, policies, and 

programs function as powerful myths, and many organizations adopt them ceremonially.” (Meyer & Rowan, 

1977: 2). Their argument is that these myths are either domestically or internationally institutionalized and 

are forced upon organizations in return for legitimacy in the public eye. Myths influence the formation of 

organizational structure, hence when all organization strive to comply with the same myths they will 

eventually become more isomorph (Meyer & Rowan, 1977).  The authors identify three processes that 

generate rationalized myths: 1) The elaboration of complex relational networks (law, education, and 

credentials of public opinion), 2) The degree of collective organization of the environment, and 3) 

Leadership efforts of public organizations (Meyer & Rowan, 1977: 9-10). 

Institutionalization of rationalized myths shape organization in a similar fashion, which provides the 

organizations with the legitimacy needed to function within society. But isomorphism also pose problems for 

organizations: “Isomorphism with environmental institutions has some crucial consequences for 

organizations: (a) they incorporate elements which are legitimated externally, rather than in terms of 

efficiency; (b) they employ external or ceremonial assessment criteria to define the value of structural 

elements; and (c) dependence on externally fixed institutions reduces turbulence and maintains stability.” 

(Meyer & Rowan, 1977: 10-11). The most problematic for organizations is point a, as internalization of 

myths does not lead to efficiency. Hence, organizations have to balance legitimacy and efficiency in order to 

be successful. Meyer and Rowan identify this as the main problem of institutionalization and in turn discuss 
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how organizations should deal with this conundrum. They start by dividing organizations into two groups 

based on whether they depend on efficiency or not, some organizations are simply valid based on what they 

stand for not their output (Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Barnett & Finnemore, 1999). Most organization cannot 

exist based on their symbolic value, and thus have to worry about both institutionalized myths and 

efficiency. Meyer and Rowan offer two solutions: decoupling, and the logic of confidence and good faith. 

Decoupling implies that organizations attempt to decouple organizational structure from actual work activity. 

While the logic of confidence and good faith is a strategy where the organization gives the impression of 

everybody performing their tasks in accordance with the structure and in good faith, this enables the 

decoupling of structure and work activity (Meyer & Rowan, 1977: 18-20). A modern example of the logic of 

confidence and good faith could be companies implementing CSR strategies as a cover of good faith for 

them not conducting their overall business in an environmentally feasible manner. Another example is how 

many IOs strive to be as inclusive and multilateral as possible thereby gaining global legitimacy which is 

embedded in nothing but international reach (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999: 21). Hence the stronger the façade 

of legitimate behavior seems to the public, the easier it is to function efficiently internally (Meyer & Rowan, 

1977). 

 

DiMaggio and Powell argue that organizations become ever more isomorph as result of them having to 

respond to demands from the same environment (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). However, while Weber argued 

that bureaucratically driven isomorphism happen as a result of competition between states and companies 

respectively. DiMaggio and Powell pick up the torch from Meyer and Rowan argue that isomorphism is 

driven by institutionalized processes along with competitive pressure (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Hence, 

isomorphism can take two forms competitive and institutional, both are needed to create well-functioning 

organizations. 

Institutional isomorphism is driven by three mechanisms: “1) Coercive isomorphism, which stems from 

political influence and the problem of legitimacy, 2) Mimetic isomorphism, resulting from standard 

responses to uncertainty, and 3) normative isomorphism, which is associated with professionalization.” 

(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983: 5). As the quote depicts there is a number of aspects, which drive companies to 

adopt similar structures. Coercive isomorphism is closely linked to the concept of institutionalized myths 

presented above. Mimetic isomorphism happens in response to the environment in which organizations have 

to function. This includes competing for the same customers, but also stems from using the same consultants, 

lawyers and accountants all of whom apply the same models and practice in assisting their clients. Finally 

normative isomorphism is related to education. Ever more people worldwide take a university degree and 

they come out with very similar skills looking for very similar jobs, hence in order to attract the best 

candidates organizations aim to depict the norms and values that students are looking for. 
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Social Constructivism 

The constructivist view towards IOs (and regimes) is rooted in sociological institutionalism emphasizing the 

diffusion of norms[2] and how this in turn influences and reshapes national institutions. In contrast to neo-

realism and neoliberalism, power is seen as relative and not only controlled by states. Thus, IOs are seen as 

politically mature and purposive actors playing an independent role in developing and spreading new forms 

of norms, thereby influencing discourse and practice. Constructivism allows refraining from the focus on 

constraints of the external environment and study the IO from the inside out. According to Barnett & 

Finnemore (1999: 699) “many IOs exercise power autonomously in ways unintended and unanticipated by 

states at their creation”. Strikingly, although international administrations work under pressure of their 

environment, they are endowed with analytical capacities for a programmatic purpose (Broome & 

Seabrooke, 2012: 4). IOs exert indirect influence; “behind the scenes rather than in direct power 

relationships” (Seabrooke, 2010: 268). For constructivist scholars IOs are primarily mechanisms for the 

transmission and diffusion of norms as a significant factor in guiding the behavior of states. Going well 

beyond rationalism, IOs do more than to facilitate cooperation by helping states overcome market failures, 

they also “create actors, specify responsibilities and authority among them, and define the work these actors 

should do, giving it meaning and normative value” (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999: 700). Thus, a decision to 

engage in an IO is more than the reflection of state preferences identified through cost-benefit calculus. 

Constructivists claim that those involved in the policy field regularly seek to control the perceptions of the 

problems – irrespective of the actual mandate - so as to impose their views, values and interests when it 

comes to defining policy solutions (Nay, 2012: 68). Barnett & Finnemore (1999) depart from this question 

why, in fact, organizations that are not effective servants of member interests still exist. The authors focus on 

the internal functioning of IOs and identify ‘pathologies’ which are “instances when IO dysfunction can be 

traced to bureaucratic culture” resulting in opportunistic behaviour. Bureaucracies, by definition, make rules, 

but in so doing they also “create social knowledge, […] define shared international tasks and create and 

define new categories of actors (like "refugee")” (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999: 700). Following Weberian 

tradition, many scholars have paid particular attention to the role of information, knowledge, and expertise as 

a way to analyze the legitimacy and influence of public administrations on society (Nay, 2012: 53-54). Thus, 

bureaucracies cannot only be conceived as ‘agents’ or hollow structures (neo-realism) dependent on 

decisions made by their principals (states), but are also policy actors, which may gain in autonomy and 

authority by controlling information and knowledge (Nay, 2012: 55). According to Barnett & Finnemore 

(1999: 719) divisions and subunits within the organization “may develop their own cognitive frameworks 

that are consistent with but still distinct from the larger organization”. This form of autonomy is based on the 

legitimacy of ‘rational-legal authority’ they embody and the control over technical expertise and information 

(Barnett & Finnemore, 1999: 707). The former source of autonomy is rooted in the tendency of 

bureaucracies to present them in a depoliticized fashion based on impersonal, rule-bound, technocratic, and 
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neutral character. The latter derives its legitimacy from IOs’ ability to structure knowledge, “classify the 

world”, “fix meanings”, spread new norms and sanction non-compliance (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999: 710). 

This is what Barnett & Finnemore (1999) call the ‘double standard of the IO’. The features of technical 

rationality and the control over exclusive information and expertise seems to make IOs de-political, as they 

would appear to be only acting in the best interests of the actors which they are supposed to be acting for. 

The cultural values and norms that the organization stands for, however, are usually hidden behind the 

“functional purposes of bureaucracy”; behind the ‘Iron Cage’ (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999: 708). Therefore, 

constructivism claims that “IOs exercise power as they constitute and construct the social world” (Barnett & 

Finnemore, 1999: 700).   
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Appendix	  V	  -‐	  Bandung	  Principles	  
The conference, which lasted seven days, resulted in the participating countries agreeing on 10 principles, 

which, if followed, would ensure peaceful and mutually beneficial cooperation between the two continents 

for decades to come. The 10 principles, which have since been known as the Bandung Principles, read as 

follows:  

1. “Respect for fundamental human rights and for the purposes and principles of the charter of the 

United Nations 

2. Respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all nations 

3. Recognition of the equality of all races and the equality of all nations large and small 

4. Abstention from intervention or interference in the internal affairs of another country  

5. Respect for the right of each nation to defend itself singly or collectively, in conformity with the 

charter of the United Nations 

6. (a) Abstention from the use of arrangements of collective defense to serve any particular interests of 

the big powers. 

(b) Abstention by any country from exerting pressures on other countries 

7. Refraining from acts or threats of aggression or the use of force against the territorial integrity or 

political independence of any country 

8. Settlement of all international disputes by peaceful means, such as negotiation, conciliation, 

arbitration or judicial settlement as well as other peaceful means of the parties own choice, in 

conformity with the charter of the United Nations 

9. Promotion of mutual interest and cooperation 

10. Respect for justice and international obligations.”  

(European Navigator, 1955: 9) 

 

In terms of Sino-African relations, the Bandung Conference marked the first attempt at official cooperation 

between the PRC and African states. Hence, initial cooperation between China and Africa was established in 

the Mao era in accordance with the Bandung Principles, in 1964 Mao called the African countries “Good 

friends of the People’s Republic of China” (Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010: 47). While the Sino-African 

relationship has developed and expanded in the past 50 years, the rhetoric has not changed much. Today the 

BHW is written into the FOCAC agreement, and its originator, former President, Hu Jintao has described the 

Sino-African relationship as such: “China and Africa are good friends, good partners and good brothers” 

(Aibanga & Boukoro, 2010: 47). 
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Appendix	  VI	  -‐	  United	  Nations	  Millennium	  Development	  Goals	  
 

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger 
Target 1.A: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day 
Target 1.B: Achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all, including women and young 
people 
Target 1.C: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from hunger 
 
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education 
Target 2.A: Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be able to complete a full 
course of primary schooling 
 
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women 
Target 3.A: Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education, preferably by 2005, and in all 
levels of education no later than 2015 
 
Goal 4: Reduce child mortality 
Target 4.A: Reduce by two thirds, between 1990 and 2015, the under-five mortality rate 
 
Goal 5: Improve maternal health 
Target 5.A: Reduce by three quarters, between 1990 and 2015, the maternal mortality ratio 
Target 5.B: Achieve, by 2015, universal access to reproductive health 
 
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases 
Target 6.A: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS 
Target 6.B: Achieve, by 2010, universal access to treatment for HIV/AIDS for all those who need it 
Target 6.C: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the incidence of malaria and other major diseases 
 
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability 
Target 7.A: Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and programmes and 
reverse the loss of environmental resources  
Target 7.B: Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a significant reduction in the rate of loss 
Target 7.C: Halve by 2015, the proportion of the population without sustainable access to safe drinking water 
and basic sanitation 
Target 7.D: By 2020, to have achieved a significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million slum 
dwellers 
 
Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development 
Target 8.A: Develop further an open, rule-based, predictable, non-discriminatory trading and financial 
system 
Target 8.B: Address the special needs of the least developed countries 
Target 8.C: Address the special needs of landlocked developing countries and small island developing States  
Target 8.D: Deal comprehensively with developing countries’ debt 
Target 8.E: In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access to affordable essential drugs in 
developing countries 
Target 8.F: In cooperation with the private sector, make available the benefits of new technologies, 
especially information and communications 
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Appendix	  VII	  -‐	  Figures	  on	  ODA	  Flows	  to	  Africa	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure	  7:	  Net	  ODA	  flows	  from	  DAC	  donors	  to	  Africa	  (1990-‐2009)	  
Source:	  OECD	  (2011)	  
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Figure	  7(2):	  Total	  ODA	  to	  education	  from	  DAC	  donors	  to	  Africa	  (2000-‐2012)	  
Source:	  OECD	  (2011)	  

Figure	  7(2):	  Total	  ODA	  to	  health	  from	  DAC	  donors	  to	  Africa	  (2000-‐2012)	  
Source:	  OECD	  (2011)	  
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